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But the unfinished edifice whose missing parts serve to 
suggest and direcc further search for truth is of value, while the 
apparently completed structure may be entirely the "baseless 
fabric of a vision." 

F.L. Ransome, 1904, p. 151 



GEOCHEMISTRY OF THE PORPHYRY COPPER ENVIRONMENT IN THE 
BATTLE MOUNTAIN MINING DISTRICT, NEVADA 

GEOLOGY AND GEOCHEMISTRY OF THE WEST ORE BODY 
AND ASSOCIATED SKARNS IN THE COPPER CANYON 

PORPHYRY COPPER DEPOSITS, LANDER COUNTY, NEVADA 

By TED G. THEODORE and DAVID W. BLAKE1 

ABSTRACT 

The Copper Canyon porphyry copper deposits in north-central 
Nevada include a small, 4-million-tonne, copper-gold-silver skarn 
ore body, herein called the west ore body, that developed in favorable 
beds of calcareous argillite ofthe Pennsylvanian and Permian Pum
pernickel Formation. Metallization occurred during late Eocene and 
early Oligocene time and is concentrated in a flat-lying tabular body 
of garnetite in which iron-rich garnet, containing up to 99 percent of 
the andradite molecular end member, is the predominant silicate. 
This tabular body is adjacent to a potassic-altered granodiorite, but 
the intrusion apparently postdates the skarn. Silicate mineral as
semblages are symmetrically zoned in the skarn, and they vary from 
andradite-diopside in the most intensely metamorphosed and 
metasomatized rock, through diopside-sphene, diopside± tremolite, 
tremolite, and finally biotite-potassium feldspar±tremolite as
semblages in the least metamorphosed rock. The zone boundaries are 
approximately horizontal, at right angles to the adjacent granodio
rite. This relation and the absence of skarn in porous, calcareous, and 
hematitic conglomerate of the Middle Pennsylvanian Battle Forma
tion that is in contact with the granodiorite strongly suggest the 
granodiorite did not provide the fluids involved in the skarn's gener
ation. 

In the skarn, andradite-rich rock was the site of most metalliza
tion. Chalcopyrite is the main ore mineral, and most ore includes 
pyrrhotite-pyrite-chalcopyrite, pyrrhotite-chalcopyrite, and pyrite
chalcopyrite mineral assemblages as fracture fillings and replace
ments of earlier silicates. There are also minor amounts of marcasite, 
covellite, and chalcocite. In places there is massive replacement of 
andradite by pyrrhotite with diopside remaining as an unaffected 
relict in the pyrrhotite. Locally close to the granodiorite and partly 
coincident with ore, andradite-pyrrhotite is replaced by epidote
pyrite that is in turn cut by a second generation of hydrothermal 
biotite. This second generation of hydrothermal biotite is thought to 
be related primarily to the potassic alteration, disseminated and in 
veins, throughout the granodiorite. 

Fluid-inclusion studies suggest that early crystallization of andra-

1Duval Corp., Battle Mountain, Nev. 89820. 

dite occurred at temperatures of about 500°±50°C from highly saline 
fluids. Temperatures were probably about 320°±40°C during crystal
lization of most of the pyrrhotite-chalcopyrite ores in the skarn, and 
the fluids by then were much more saline, possibly about 35-45 
weight percent NaCl equivalent. Most important, fluid-inclusion re
lations suggest that the andradite-bearing assemblages of the skarn 
crystallized under lithostatic conditions (possibly about 380 bars), 
whereas most other assemblages may have formed under hydrostatic 
conditions (150 bars) with the fluid boiling. Indeed, there is some 
evidence in the granodiorite for a very late, low-density, high
temperature fluid that may reflect some additional opening of chan
nels to the surface after they were sealed by silica. Sometime during 
the final hypogene stages of the skarn, less saline fluids at 160°-
2200C circulated through the ore body concomitant with emplace
ment of minor chlorite-iron oxide-carbonate veinlets. 

Geochemical data obtained from skarn and from bedrock and re
sidual soil exposed above skarn show that concentrations of bismuth, 
manganese, and lead are higher in the skarn than in the east ore 
body, the other major copper deposit in the Copper Canyon area. 
Throughout the southern part of the area above the skarn, the prim
ary zonations of nine elements (Ag, Au, Bi, Co, Cu, Hg, Fe, Ph, and 
Zn) are most evident in exposed parts of the Pumpernickel Forma
tion, probably because these rocks are not so intensely fractured as 
rocks of the other formations, and the relative impermeability of 
chert and argillite of the Pumpernickel impeded supergene altera
tion. In the granodiorite, however, the primary zonation of all these 
metals is overwhelmed by secondary copper, which may have been 
derived from one of the topographically high ore bodies. Although 
concentrations of silver, arsenic, gold, bismuth, copper, and possibly 
nickel, lead, and mercury in soil above the skarn are generally 
anomalous, they show little, if any, specific spatial relation to under
lying ore. Concentrations of arsenic, gold, copper, mercury, and lead 
do, however, decrease roughly with distance away from underlying 
ore. The concentrations of arsenic may reflect some downslope con
tamination from mineralized segments of the Virgin fault, one of the 
major faults in the area, which crops out topographically higher than 
the skarn in the same drainage basin as the skarn. 

Cl 
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INTRODUCTION 

I~ 1975, twenty-four domestic porphyry copper de
po.sits accounted for about 90 percent of the newly 
mined copper used by the copper industry in the United 
States. They made significant by-product contributions 
to our national production of molybdenum, gold, silver, 
rhenium, and platinum-group metals. In addition, this 
class of copper deposits contains about 85 percent of the 
known copper reserves in the conterminous United 
States (see Ageton and Greenspoon, 1970; Titley, 1972; 
Beall, 1973; Cox and others, 1973; Sutulov, 1974). In 
1974, N~vada, with about 5 percent of the total copper 
production, was the fifth largest copper-producing state 
(U.S. Bureau of Mines, 1974). Copper production in 
1974 from one of the two copper deposits in the Copper 
Canyon area, 18 km southwest of the town of Battle 
Mountain, ranked third behind the other two major 
copper deposits in production in Nevada at Ely and at 
Yerington. Production of copper by Duval Corporation 
b~ga~ in 1967 from its two Battle Mountain mining 
distnct properties at Copper Canyon and Copper Basin 
by ?pen-pit methods (fig. 1). Table 1lists Duval Corpo
ratiOn reserve and production data from Battle Moun
tain obtained from World Mining (1971), and from a 
prospectus issued on May 10, 1973, by Pennzoil Com
pany, of which Duval is a consolidated subsidiary. 
Through 1974, copper production amounted to about 
92,800 tonnes from the two pits at Battle Mountain. 
?old prod~ced up to 1975 from these prophyry deposits 
Is second In dollar value to copper. These deposits are 
among the smallest porphyry systems that have been 
exploited by industry in the United States. 

Major economic concentrations of copper known in 
north-central Nevada are widespread and occur in di
verse geologic environments. About 80 percent of the 
copper reserves discovered in the Battle Mountain 
mining district are in the Copper Canyon area and the 
remainder is mostly at Copper Basin (Sa;ers and 
others, 1968; Noble, 1970). Both of these are Tertiary 
porphyry copper sulfide systems, with the economic 
concentrations of copper in Paleozoic wallrock. The 
Mountain City copper mine, a massive sulfide deposit 
in eugeosynclinal rocks of Paleozoic age about 170 km 
northeast of Copper Canyon, yielded approximately 
91,000 tonnes of copper metal from 1932 to 194 7 (Coats 
and Stephens, 1968). The Big Mike copper mine, 
another massive sulfide deposit in Paleozoic rocks 
a?out 65 km west of Copper Canyon (Johnson, 1977), 
yielded about 86,000 tonnes of high-grade ore with a 
gross value of$11.2 million during 1970 and 1971 (En
gineering and Mining Journal, 1971 ). 

Because of their economic importance, the deposits 
at ?opper Canyon warranted comprehensive study of 
their geology to further understanding of their genesis 

and to help thereby the search for additional metal 
reserves. The study yielded genetic and exploration 
data with widespread implications because they are 
strikingly similar to many much larger porphyry 

deposits. 
This report results from a series of cooperative 

studies between the U.S. Geological Survey and Duval 
Corporation dealing with the porphyry copper envi
ronment in the Battle Mountain mining district, 
Nevada. Theodore, Silberman, and Blake (1973) re
ported the potassium-argon ages of plutonism in the 
district, and Theodore and Blake (1975) described the 
geology of the east ore body, one of the major ore bodies 
at Copper Canyon in production in 1975. Three other 
reports (Nash and Theodore, 1971; Theodore and Nash, 
1973; Batchelder and others, 1976) discuss the chemis
try and distribution of the ore-forming fluids. Roberts 
(1964) and Roberts and Arnold (1965) previously had 
described the geology and ore deposits of the mining 
district. In this report we provide geologic, fluid
inclusion, and geochemical data from a 4-million-tonne 
copper-gold-silver skarn ore body at Copper Canyon. 
The geochemical data were obtained from (1) ore at 
depth in the calc-silicate metamorphic rocks, (2) al
tered rocks exposed above the ore, and (3) thin soil de
veloped along the present erosion surface in the gen
eral area of the ore body. Because the ore body was not 
exposed during the main writing of this report in 1975, 
many of our data from ore have been assembled from 
drill core. Thus, many conclusions must be tentative 
until detailed observation of relations in the ore body 

TABLE 1.-Summary of the reserves and production of Duval Corpora
tion in the Battle Mountain mining district 

[Modified from World Mining i1971l; a prospectus, issued by Pennzoil Company on 
May 10, 1973; and T. Jancic, written commun., 1976] 

Copper Canyon 
Copper Basin 

Year 

1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 

Reserves 

Ore' 
(tons) Cu2 

9,950,000 0.57 
948,000 1.49 

Production4 

Milling operations 

Tons copper 
produced 

4,731 
7,510 
9,752 
9,337 
9,581 
9,492 
7,239 
6,854 

Average metal content 

Au3 Ag" 

0.027 0.36 
.027 .39 

Leach-precipitation operations 

Tons copper 
produced 

1,145 
2,323 
3,008 
4,181 
6,214 
6,830 
6,681 
7,205 

'Estimated as of December 31, 1972; 1.1 tons, short (2,000 lbs, English)= 1 tonne (81). 
2 ln weight percent. 
3 In ounces per ton. 
•Includes both the Copper Canyon and Copper Basin mines. About 80 percent of the 

tonnage milled has come from the east ore body at the Copper Canyon mine. 
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are made. In late 1977, Duval Corporation, after hav
ing mined about one-half of the west ore body, sus
pended the milling of ore from the west ore body be
cause of an economically depressed copper market. 
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GENERAL GEOLOGY OF THE 
COPPER CANYON DEPOSITS 

The Copper Canyon porphyry copper deposits are 
predominantly in fractured and altered sedimentary 
rocks of late Paleozoic age (fig. 2), in an area overrid
den in north-central Nevada by three successive thrust 

plates, two of which moved during middle Paleozoic 
time and one during late Paleozoic or early Mesozoic 
time. Between these intervals of major thrusting, an 
authochthonous block of rocks, the Antler sequence, 
was deposited. It overlies unconformably the two low
ermost plates and is itself overridden by the uppermost 
thrust plate (table 2). The thrust plates include rocks 
floored by (1) the middle Paleozoic Roberts Mountains 
thrust, (2) the middle Paleozoic Dewitt thrust, and 
(3) the early Mesozoic Golconda thrust (Roberts, 1964). 

During the Eocene and Oligocene Epochs two 
epigenetic ore deposits (the east and west ore bodies) 
formed at Copper Canyon, one chiefly in rocks belong
ing to the Antler sequence and the other chiefly in the 
upper thrust plate or Golconda plate that is structur
ally above the Antler sequence. These two deposits are 
within 300m of a small altered granodiorite body 
(Nash and Theodore, 1971; Theodore and Blake, 1975), 
dated by the potassium-argon method as late Eocene or 
early Oligocene (38 m.y.) (Theodore and others, 1973). 
This granodiorite is generally ovoid in plan view, about 
1,500 m across, and drilling has shown it to be a lac
colith in its overall configuration (Blake, 1971). Our 
data will show that eventual emplacement of the 
granodiorite at its present level followed development 
of skarn and preceded the bulk of the mineralization in 
the east ore body. In the east ore body, most ore occurs 
as hypogene sulfides that replace former hematite- and 
calcite-bearing beds in the lower member of the Battle 
Formation of Middle Pennsylvanian age (Theodore and 
Blake, 1975). In the west ore body, a copper-gold-silver 
skarn, concentrations of sulfides occur as replacements 
and fracture fillings of skarn which formed previously 
in favorable calcareous argillite and limy shale beds, 
mostly of the Pennsylvanian and Permian (Erickson 
and Marsh, 1974) Pumpernickel Formation (fig. 2). Al-

TABLE 2.-Stratigraphic units exposed in the immediate area of the west ore body, Copper Canyon 
[See Roberts (1964) for comprehensive discussion of regional changes in lithology and their tectonic implications] 

Formation 

Pumpernickel 
Formation1 

Age 

Pennsylvanian 
and Permian 

Thickness 
(ml 

Lithology 

150+ Argillite, chert, and limy shale where unmetamorphosed; chief host for 
copper skarn deposit. 

---------------------Golconda thrust (early Mesozoic)-----------------

Battle 
Forma
tion2 

Upper member 
Middle member 
Lower member 

Middle 
Pennsylvanian 

60 
40 

130 

Quartzite and chert-pebble conglomerate. 
Calcareous shale and shaly hornfels. 
Chert-pebble conglomerate, calcareous and hematitic. 

----------------------Major unconformity--------------------

Harmony 
Formation 

Upper Cambrian 10+ Sandstone, arkose, feldspathic sandstone where unmetamorphosed; biotite 
hornfels where metamorphosed. 

(Base not exposed; not penetrated by drill holes) 

1Lower member of Pumpemickel Formation exposed east of Copper Canyon fault (plate 1). Entire formation thickens rapidly to the west (Roberts, 1964; Theodore and Blake, 
1975). 

2Basal formation of the Antler sequence (Roberts, 19641. 
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tered sandstone and shale of the Upper Cambrian 
Harmony Formation, which underlies the Battle For
mation unconformably, also are widely metallized in 
the east ore body, but at concentrations of copper gen
erally less than in the Battle Formation. The hypogene 
minerals in both ore bodies include pyrite, chalcopy
rite, pyrrhotite, and marcasite; there are also smaller 
concentrations of arsenopyrite, native gold, and silver, 
and traces of sphalerite, molybdenite, and galena. 
Wallrocks contain sulfide minerals from 600 to 3,600 m 
beyond the ore (fig. 2), and all known copper-gold
silver ore bodies are within an irregularly shaped 
sulfide-rich shell where the total sulfide content is 
greater than 2 percent (Blake and others, 1977). The 
economic boundaries of these ore bodies are also closely 
defined by rock that has more than 1 volume percent 
pyrrhotite. 

GEOLOGY OF THE WEST ORE BODY 
FORM AND SETTING OF THE ORE BODY 

The west ore body is a replacement deposit in meta
sedimentary rocks near the granodiorite of Copper 
Canyon, predominantly in the upper plate of the Gol
conda thrust (pl. 1). The ore body comprises minable 
thicknesses of copper-, gold-, and silver-bearing rock 
containing more than 0.4 weight percent copper equiv
alent. Some rocks below the thrust and very close to 
the granodiorite also contain economic concentrations 
of copper, gold, and silver. The ore body is entirely 
between the north-trending West Ridge and Virgin 
faults, along which major normal displacements, west 
block down, occurred probably during Tertiary time. 
The West Ridge fault locally has abundant silicified 
breccia along its trace, and it is a major splay off the 
Copper Canyon fault (plate 1). The uneroded part of the 
upper thrust plate is about 60-90 m thick east of the 
West Ridge fault but thickens rapidly to the west 
(Roberts, 1964; Theodore and Blake, 1975). Although 
most of the ore in this plate is in a tectonic block that 
belongs structurally higher than the block in which the 
east ore body occurs, the elevation of the west ore body 
is now about 60 m lower than some of the lowest ore in 
the east ore body (Theodore and Blake, 1975). The west 
ore body occupies an irregular ovoid zone about 370m 
long in an east-west direction along the northern con
tact of the granodiorite. On the east, it is bounded by a 
tongue of the granodiorite along the Virgin fault; its 
base is generally at the Golconda thrust, along which a 
sill was emplaced probably as a tongue from the main 
intrusive body. This sill underlies most of the ore body. 
Economic metallization extends about 180 m to the 
north roughly along strike in the metasedimentary 
rocks, at depths of 12-90 m below ground surface; the 

ore is generally about 45 m thick adjacent to the 
granodiorite and thins irregularly to about 30 m at the 
northern margins of the outlined ore body. Near the 
Virgin fault, the ore body is nearly horizontal. Some 
rocks also are enriched to minable grades and tonnages 
by secondary concentration of copper in shattered rocks 
near the Virgin fault where it intersects the granodio
rite. Just to the east of the Virgin fault, however, the 
lower and middle units of the Battle Formation be
tween the Virgin and Hayden faults contain relatively 
low concentrations of hypogene copper sulfides. 

Drill holes reveal additional details of the form and 
setting of the ore body (fig. 3) along a north-south sec
tion. This section (A-A 1 , pl. 1) extends about 440 m 
from the granodiorite, through the west edge of the ore 
body, and then into outlying rock that is sulfidized also, 
but at subeconomic levels. Combined copper, gold, and 
silver concentrations center roughly on a tabular body 
of garnet-rich rock or garnetite outlined by drilling. 
The garnetite is generally encased sequentially out
ward by surrounding zones of diopside- and tremolite
bearing rock, and the garnetite has been found only in 
the subsurface and only between the West Ridge and 
Virgin faults. However, near the granodiorite, it is 
conspicuously absent from an irregularly shaped 
epidote-rich volume of rock that includes about one
third of the west ore body (fig. 4). Along section A-A 1 

(fig. 3) the garnetite is about 11 m thick next to the 
granodiorite, and it thickens irregularly to about 21 to 
37 m at distances of 260 to 410 m north of the 
granodiorite. We have no data from the subsurface 
farther north than DDH-1 (pl. 1). The garnetite has 
not been found west of the West Ridge fault, presuma
bly because holes were not drilled deep enough. 

The term skarn is used in this report to describe the 
garnetite and its closely associated metasedimentary 
rock. Skarn and tactite have been applied synonymous
ly to contact metamorphosed rock by many authors 
(Bateman, 1965; Burt, 1972a). Others, however, 
applied skarn to both regionally and contact metamor
phosed rock (Ramberg, 1952). Hess (1918) originally 
applied the term tactite to contact metasomatic rock 
~~ * * * of complex mineralogy formed by the contact 
metamorphism of limestone, dolomite, or other soluble 
rock into which foreign matter from the intruding 
magma has been introduced by hot solutions or gases." 
Gary, McAfee, and Wolf (1972, p. 663) define skarn as 
(~ * * * lime bearing silicates of any geologic age de
rived from nearly pure limestone and dolomite with 
the introduction of large amounts of Si, AI, Fe, and 
Mg." Titley (1973) suggested that the terms 
pyrometasomatic or skarn be used in a purely descrip
tive sense as a type of alteration commonly occurring 
in many prophyry copper deposits. Indeed, the term 
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0 2 KILOMETERS 

FIGURE 2.-(Above and right.) Generalized geology of southeastern part of Antler Peak quadrangle showing location of west and east ore 
bodies of Copper Canyon. Modified from Roberts and Arnold (1965). 
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skarn is well entrenched in the porphyry copper litera
ture (Lowell and Guilbert, 1970), although in many 

EXPLANATION 

D 
Alluvium 

Basalt 

Quartz la tite 

Altered granodiorite 

Pumpernickel Formation 

GOLCONDA THRUST 

Antler sequence 
Consists of Pennsylvanian Battle Forma

tion, the Upper Pennsylvanian and 
Lower Permian Antler Peak Limestone, 
and the Upper Permian Edna Mountain 
Formation 

Unconformity 

~1;i~~r~¥~%i! }~ ~ 
Valmy Formation ° > 

THRUST CONTACT 

~~{ B ::ao.. 
'"0-+-> ..... "' :::s ~ .£; Harmony Formation EJJ }~u: Scott Canyon ~ 

DEWITT THRUST Formation 

Contact 

_.____.__ ......... ~ ...... 
Thrust fault 

Dashed where approximately located; dotted 
where concealed or inferred. Sawteetlz on upper 
plate 

High-angle fault 
Dashed where approximately located or inferred; 

dotted where concealed 

Geochemical profile of figure 24 

_L_ _L_ _L_ _L_ ___.!__ 

Outer limit of pyrite halo 

deposits, including those at Copper Canyon, pure lime
stone and dolomite were not the reactive host rock. In 
addition, the skarn at Copper Canyon apparently did 
not form solely as a result of hot fluids emanating from 
a crystallizing magma (see below). 

Elevation differences of the garnetite (fig. 3) may 
reflect (1) original chemical irregularities in the un
metamorphosed sedimentary rock, (2) minor offset 
along postgarnetization faults, (3) folding along gener
ally east-trending fold axes, or a combination of these 
three. Most folds in the Golconda plate, however, are 
tightly overturned to the east along north-trending 
fold axes (Theodore and Blake, 1975). The apparent 
thinning of the garnetite for 150 m adjacent to the 
granodiorite may reflect volume losses from decarbo
nation reactions similar to those described by Cooper 
(1957). 

Pyrite and pyrrhotite are the dominant iron sulfides 
in and around the ore body; minor marcasite is also 
present. Pyrrhotite is especially abundant in the 
garnetite relative to the surrounding rock (fig. 3). Py
rite and pyrrhotite near DDH-1 compose about 11 vol
ume percent of the garnetite; the pyrrhotite:pyrite 
ratio is about 3:1. These iron-sulfide percentages and 
ratios remain fairly constant through the garnetite to 
about 90 m from the edge of the granodiorite, where 
pyrite plus pyrrhotite increases to about 50 percent, 
including a corresponding increase in the pyrrho
tite:pyrite ratio to about 9:1. Near DDH-5, the rocks 
contain ore-grade concentrations of chalcopyrite, the 
predominant ore mineral, closely coincident with this 
massive increase of pyrrhotite near the granodiorite. 
Details at the contact of the granodiorite are sketchy, 
but from the data available, we infer that economic 
concentrations of copper, gold, and silver are present 
only in the metasedimentary rock. 

STRATIGRAPHIC RELATIONS OF THE ORE 

Most of the ore body is in the lower member of the 
Pumpernickel Formation in the upper plate of the Gol
conda thrust; some ore is in the upper member of the 
Battle Formation below the thrust. Interbedded argil
lite, chert, siltstone, and shale of the lower member of 
the Pumpernickel Formation are exposed around the 
west ore body and are typical of the formation through
out the Antler Peak quadrangle (Roberts, 1964). Sed
imentary carbonates are somewhat uncommon in the 
Pumpernickel Formation. However, in this formation a 
prominent zone of garnetite, which must have formed 
from carbonate-rich beds, was the locus for abundant 
metallization in the west ore body. Epigenetic 
hypogene sulfides replace widespread garnet-bearing 
metamorphic assemblages there. 
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FIGURE 3.-Percentage of iron sulfides and weight percent copper equivalent in diamond drill core taken along section A-A' of plate 1. Iron
sulfide percentages visually estimated in drill core. Equivalent copper value calculated from concentrations of copper, gold, and silver 
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in channel samples of drill core. Domestic average price quoted in 1973 for copper, gold, and silver ($0.60 per pound, $75.00 per ounce, 
and $2.00 per ounce, respectively) was used. 
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ORE METALS IN THE SULFIDE ZONE 

ANALYSIS AND SAMPLING 

Quantitative and semiquantitative chemical a
nalyses were made on splits from systematically col
lected channel samples of drill core and on sulfide-rich 
grab samples of core to establish elemental concentra
tions and associations in the sulfide zone in rocks of the 
Pumpernickel Formation. All intervals of drill core 
were analyzed for copper, gold, and silver. In addition, 
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0 200 METERS 

EXPLANATION 

5J 
Altered granodiorite of 

Copper Canyon 

[3 
Pumpernickel Formation 
Diagonal overprint indi

cates subsurface extent 
of garnetite (zone 3) 
found in drill holes 

Unconformity 

Battle Formation 
Diagonal overprint indi

cates extent of propy
litically altered rock 

Major unconformity 

Harmony Formation 

z 

}~ 
u 

Contact 

Fault 
Dashed where approxi

mately located; short 
dashed where inferred 

Bioll? .....1..... __1.._ __1.._? Bioll 
Inferred outer limit of 

second generation of 
hydrothermal biotite 
in the Pumpernickel 
Formation 

Outline (projected to 
surface) of major con
centration of epidote 
rock (zone 4) that re
places garnetite in 
Pumpernickel Forma
tion 

Boundary of west ore body 

FIGURE 4.-Subsurface distribution of garnetite in Pumpernickel 
Formation and west ore body. Overall geometry of ore and garne
tite was mapped from data obtained from drill holes, generally 
spaced about 60 m apart. 

various parts of three holes were analyzed for 11 other 
elements (As, Bi, Co, Cr, Mn, Mo, Ni, Ph, Zn, Te, and 
W). About 87 percent of these supplemental determi
nations were made on cores from the general area of 
DDH-1, which was collared in some of the less in
tensely metallized ground, about 410 m from the 
granodiorite (fig. 3). All of these analyses form the 
basis for our statistical studies; the number of analyses 
vary from 40 for arsenic to 109 for copper, gold, and 
silver. Figures 5, 6, and 7 show the variations in the 
concentrations of ore metals in three representative 
holes along section A-A' (pl. 1). 

In 15 grab samples of sulfide-rich rock, the concen
trations of minor elements were determined in U.S. 
Geological Survey laboratories (table 3 ). These hand
sized samples of sulfide-rich skarn were obtained from 
six drill holes collared from 130 to 410 m from the 
granodiorite . 

GEOGRAPHIC VARIATIONS OF COPPER, GOLD, SILVER, 

AND SOME OTHER METALS 

Copper, gold, and silver concentrations vary signifi
cantly both vertically and laterally across the skarn. 
Drilling has revealed no enrichment of secondary cop
per above the skarn. There is only a very slight gain in 
the copper content of the rocks, measured in several 
hundred parts per million, near the base of the oxide 
zone (figs. 5 and 6). Below the oxide zone in DDH-1, the 
concentration of copper is 100 ppm or less for about 30 
m in slightly recrystallized chert and argillite. In the 
next 30m of chert and argillite, a few restricted zones 
with high concentrations of copper were penetrated. 
These zones contain chalcopyrite and pyrite assem
blages in veins and as local replacements with copper 
concentrations as high as 8,000 ppm, and also with 
more than 1 ppm gold. The highest concentrations of 
silver, about 30 ppm, straddle the gradational bound
ary between the hornfels and chert and argillite. In 
this hole, copper is also distributed rather uniformly at 
concentrations of about 500 ppm through the main 
zone of garnetite. Distribution of gold is erratic 
through the garnetite; its concentrations fluctuate 
from less than 0.03 to 1.0 ppm. Gold probably averages, 
however, about 0.2 ppm in the garnetite, and the aver
age ratio of silver:gold in it is close to 20:1, on the basis 
of calculations from analyses representing 70 percent 
of the garnetite penetrated. 

Copper and gold are enriched strongly in garnetite 
toward the granodiorite. In garnetite from DDH-4, 
about 155 m from the granodiorite, the copper content 
is typically 1,000 ppm (fig. 6), about a twofold enrich
ment relative to its concentrations in DDH-1. Gold 
also increases from about 0.2 ppm in DDH-1 to about 
1.0 ppm in DDH-4. Silver, on the other hand, seems to 



TABLE 3.-Analyses for minor metals in grab samples of drill core from the skarn 
[Semiquantitative spectrographic analyses by Chris Heropoulos. Results are reported to the nearest number in the series 1, 0.7, 0.5, 0.3, 0.2, 0.15, 0.1, 0.07, and so on, which represent approximate midpoints of interval data on a 

geometric scale. The precision of a reported value is approximately plus or minus one series interval at 68 percent confidence, or two intervals at 95 percent confidence. Looked for but not found: Cd, La, Nb, Pd, Pt, Sb, Te, U, 
Ce, Ga, Hf, In, Li. Re, Ta, Th, Tl, and Eu. Sample nos. 4 and 14 contain 30 and 20 ppm Ge, respectively.----· not detected. Chemical analyses by J. Budinsky, C. Burton, H.N. Elsheimer, and R. Moore.] 

Drill hole (figs. 3, 4! 
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FIGURE 5.-Lithology and concentrations of seven elements in DDH-1, 410 m from the granodiorite of Copper Canyon. Analytical determinations plotted at depth of mid
point of channel samples taken from drill core. 
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FIGURE 6.-Lithology and concentrations of copper, gold, and silver in DDH-4, 155m from the granodiorite of Copper Canyon. Analytical 
determinations plotted at depth of midpoint of channel samples taken from drill core. 

show no comparable increase along the garnetite from 
DDH-1 to DDH-4, although the silver:gold ratio in 
garnetite decreases from 20:1 to 10:1. This decrease in 
the silver:gold ratio primarily reflects an increase in 
the gold content of these rocks. Compared with its con
centrations of about 1 ppm in hydrothermally altered 
chert and siltstone above the garnetite, silver is en
riched roughly fivefold in the garnetite. 
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A significant thickness of ore (37 m) was penetrated 
by DDH-6 (fig. 7) about 40 m from the granodiorite on 
section A-A'. Ore-grade concentrations of copper, gold, 
and silver in this hole mostly include metasomatized 
rocks of the Pumpernickel Formation, and about 6 m of 
the upper member of the Battle Formation below the 
Golconda thrust. In addition, 2.5 m of altered grano
diorite was penetrated near the base of the garnetite. 
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FIGURE 7.-Lithology and concentrations of gold, silver, and copper in DDH-6, 37m from the granodiorite of Copper Canyon. Analytical 
determinations plotted at depth of midpoint of channel samples taken from drill core. 
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Copper concentrations here near the periphery of the 
ore body range from 3,000 to 4,300 ppm, gold from 0.65 
to 1.6 ppm, and silver from 7.5 to 19 ppm. Five analyses 
of splits from 7.7-m (25-foot) channel samples of drill 
core through ore yield an average silver:gold ratio of 
12:1. Heavily sulfidized ore-grade garnetite has a 
silver:gold ratio of6:1. Thus, from north to south across 
the garnetite along section A-A' there is a consistent 
decrease of the silver:gold ratio from 20:1 to 6:1 in ore. 
About 45 percent of the 1973-74 dollar value of ore 
penetrated by DDH-6 was derived from the precious
metal content of the rocks. However, the dollar value of 
ore changed significantly in the intervening years so 
that by early 1976, just as the ore was being exposed, 
the precious-metal content of the west ore body made 
up more than 50 percent of the commercial metals. 

Rocks below the ore body are also metallized but at 
subeconomic levels (fig. 7). For the most part, copper in 
the upper member of the Battle Formation has a fairly 
uniform concentration of about 2,000 ppm in this gen
eral area. The subeconomic concentration of copper, 
gold, and silver contained in most of the Battle Forma
tion below the west ore body is a contrast to the strong 
concentrations in the east ore body (Theodore and 
Blake, 1975); this may reflect in part a premetalliza
tion lithology and chemistry unfavorable for the de
velopment of ore. We infer the absence in these rocks of 
significant calcite and hematite, which were important 
for metallization in the east ore body; this will be dis
cussed in more detail below. Below the Battle Forma
tion, however, concentrations of copper decrease sharp
ly; copper concentrations in altered granodiorite near 
the bottom of DDH-6 are less than 1,000 ppm. This 
granodiorite is inferred to be contiguous with the main 
intrusive mass that crops out farther to the south. If 
this geometry is correct, the contact between the 
granodiorite and its wallrock must dip about 70° north 
here. 

Grab samples several centimeters in size and con
sisting of 50-90 percent sulfides were taken from drill 
core of garnetite to determine the approximate content 
ofminor metals in some of the most sulfide-rich skarn. 
Pyrrhotite is the dominant iron sulfide in all samples 
but one (sample 12, table 3), in which pyrite is the most 
abundant sulfide. Wispy intergrowths of marcasite and 
pyrite in pyrrhotite, and sporadic clots of pyrite also 
occur in all of the pyrrhotite-bearing rocks. Chalcopy
rite is the main ore mineral in them; chalcocite, sphal
erite, and arsenopyrite are minor constituents. Three 
samples (nos. 13-15, table 3) are from the west ore 
body. 

Chemical analyses of grab samples demonstrate an 
extreme variation of minor metals and their generally 
low concentrations in small volumes of skarn. For 

example, the highest concentration of gold (1 70 ppm; 
no. 4, table 3) was detected in DDH-4, 40 m below the 
collar of the hole, in garnetite. However, analysis of a 
3-m channel sample across the locality of this grab 
sample yielded a gold content of only 6.8 ppm. Thus, 
gold apparently is distributed very unevenly through 
these rocks. This sample with the highest concentra
tion of gold also contains the most tungsten (700 ppm) 
and mercury (0.13 ppm) of the samples analyzed. 
Nonetheless, the overall content of mercury is low in 
both subeconomic and ore-grade sulfidized rocks 
around the west ore body compared to its concentration 
in the east ore body (Theodore and Blake, 1975). In 
addition, these analyses of grab samples also reveal 
generally low concentrations of molybdenum, lead, 
tungsten, and zinc in the garnetite. Analytical deter
minations of three samples from the ore body (nos. 
13-15, table 3) yielded <5 ppm molybdenum, 24-31 
ppm lead, <50 ppm tungsten, and 18--35 ppm zinc. In 
many copper-bearing skarn deposits elsewhere, these 
metals occur in significant concentrations (Gale, 1965; 
Hernon and Jones, 1968; Himes, 1972). 

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS AND CONCENTRATIONS OF 
MINOR ELEMENTS 

Histograms prepared from chemical analyses of the 
channel samples transformed to common logarithms 
form a graphic base to which we will later compare the 
distributions of elements in the oxide zone above the 
skarn (fig. 8). Our conclusions are preliminary because 
of the small number of analytical determinations 
available, and be~ause of the relatively low sensitivity 
of the analytical methods used for many of the ele
ments reported here. In addition, about 87 percent of 
the analytical determinations we used to construct 
figure 8 are based on rock from drill holes in the gen
eral area of DDH-1 (fig. 3), about 410 m from the 
granodiorite. Thus, the distribution, concentrations, 
and associations ofthe elements ascribed to the sulfide 
zone are strongly biased toward the subeconomic 
sulfidized rocks. Frequency distributions for some ele
ments such as gold, molybdenum, and tungsten are 
indeterminate because of inadequate sensitivity of the 
analytical methods; from 43 to 65 percent of the 
analyzed samples have concentrations below the limits 
of detection. The median of the gold analyses is 
0.1ppm; the histogram for gold probably reflects a mul
timodal distribution if we assume that analytical dis
crimination is good near the detection threshold. The 
histogram for silver is unimodal, with a 3-ppm me
dian. Histograms of the other 10 elements show uni
modal distributions. The distributions of nickel, zinc, 
and arsenic(?) are skewed positively, with a longer tail 
toward high values than toward low values (Miesch, 
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1967). Those for bismuth and tellurium are skewed 
negatively. Thus, most of the elements (particularly 
Ag, Bi, Co, Cr, Cu, Mn, Ph, and Te) in these rocks show 
distributions that approximate a lognormal distribu
tion, mostly with a relatively small logarithmic stand
ard deviation. 

These data (fig.8) include the only analyses available 
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for tellurium from the Copper Canyon area. Tellurium 
seems to be fairly well distributed through sulfide
bearing rock in and around the garnetite at 20 to 
150 ppm. Tellurium has also been reported in the core 
of the Robinson mining district near Ely, Nev. (Gott 
and others, 1966; James, 1971, p. 139). 
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FIGURE 8.-Frequency distributions of 14 metals in drill core from sulfide zone, primarily in general area of DDH-1 (fig. 3). 
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TABLE 4.-Ranges and median values for 13 metals from around the 
skarn and from the east ore body 

[In parts per million] 

Rocks around the skarn1 East ore body2 

Element Range Median Range Median 

Ag 0.3- 500 3.0 <0.5- 70 3.0 
As <10 1,500 70 <200 ->10,000 <200 
Au <0.03- 170 .07 .02- 7 .2 
Bi <7 100 50 <10 - 1,000 <10 
Co <2 500 15 <5 700 30 
Cr <5 200 30 5 500 70 
Cu <100 ->20,000 500 150 ->20,000 3,000 
Mn 50 - 2,000 200 <10 1,000 70 
Mo <1 30 1 <5 50 <5 
Ni <2 - 2,000 30 5 300 50 
Pb 10 200 30 <10 2,000 <10 
Zn 1 - 1,000 70 <200 ->10,000 300 
w <100 700 <100 <50 150 <50 

1Data combined from figure 8 and table 3. 
2Determined from analytical determinations of 45 1-kg rock samples from the 6,450 

bench, east ore body tTheodore and Blake. 19751. Ten of these samples are of fault breccia 
and include iron oxides developed during supergene leaching. 

around the west ore body differs somewhat from that 
previously reported in the east ore body. Table 4 lists 
ranges and medians for 13 metals in these two bodies of 
rock. Judging from their median values, bismuth, 
manganese, and lead appear to be more abundant in 
the sulfidized Pumpernickel Formation than in the 
east ore body, whereas the east ore body seems to con
tain more chromium, zinc, and gold(?). Significant con
centrations of gold occur in the east ore body in 
quartz-arsenopyrite veins that cut disseminated re
placement copper ore (Theodore and Blake, 1975). 

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF ELEMENTAL ASSOCIATIONS 

Associations among elements in the sulfide zone 
around the garnetite were calculated by statistical 
methods. A prerequisite for proper calculation of prod
uct moment correlation coefficients, one of the most 
commonly used methods for determining strength of 
association, is that the samples studied be representa
tive of a normally (or here, lognormally) distributed 
population. This was not true of all the chemical data 
shown in figure 8. Thus, elemental associations in the 
garnetite and enclosing rocks were determined by 
Spearman rank correlation techniques, best employed 
where data are not normally distributed (Siegel, 1956; 
Lovering, 1963; Lovering and others, 1968). Table 5, 
prepared from the analytical data used to construct 
figure 8, shows correlation coefficients calculated for 
those pairs of elements that have at least 20 paired
element analyses. The relatively small number of 
analytical determinations available for these rocks 
(40--109) constrains us to determine statistical associa
tions with an unusually small set of samples. All corre-
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lations, both negative and positive, that are statisti
cally significant at the 99.5-percent confidence level 
(less than five chances in 1,000 that such a high corre
lation is invalid) are indicated by an asterisk (*) on 
table 5. In this data set from the sulfide zone, copper 
has statistically significant positive correlations with 
silver, gold, bismuth, cobalt, and nickel at the 99.5-
percent confidence level; gold is similarly associated 
with silver, and silver with cobalt and zinc. In addition, 
silver and chromium tend to vary inversely, as indi
cated by a statistically significant negative correlation, 
which may reflect some removal of chromium from the 
Pumpernickel during hypogene metallization (see also 
Theodore and Nash, 1973; and below). The correlation 
of copper and chromium in this data set is also negative 
and significant at the 97.5-percent confidence level. 
Gold and chromium seem to vary independently. 

Several other associations in the data set require 
further discussion. Positive correlations for 
molybdenum-bismuth, nickel-bismuth, lead-zinc, and 
nickel-tellurium pairs are significant at the 99.5-
percent confidence level (table 5). Certainly, the strong 
lead-zinc association is not surprising near the north
ern parts of the garnetite, where most of the samples in 
the data set come from, and this relation may reflect in 
part the enrichment of a lead-zinc halo around the 
central copper-gold-silver zone described by Roberts 
and Arnold (1965). In addition, in this data set copper 
shows no variation with lead, and it shows a weak posi
tive correlation with zinc that is statistically signifi
cant at the 90-percent confidence level. The absence of 
a strong positive association of copper with lead and 
zinc in the sulfide zone may partly reflect the fact that 
sparse galena and sphalerite were introduced after the 
deposition of most chalcopyrite (Nash and Theodore, 
1971; Theodore and Blake, 1975). The very strong 
copper-nickel correlation (table 5) in this data set 
suggests a chalcopyrite-pyrrhotite association because 
in the east ore body preliminary studies of minor ele
ments in concentrates of pyrrhotite showed them to 
contain some nickel. The absence of a direct variation 
of nickel with chromium in the sulfide zone, however, 
contrasts with the strong positive correlations of nickel 
with Ba, Cr, Ti, and Zr at the surface in sparsely 
mineralized areas of the Pumpernickel (Theodore and 
Nash, 1973; see section below HGeochemistry of Bed
rock Exposed Around the Skarn"). Thus, in the most 
intensely sulfidized rocks, some nickel was probably 
mobilized and incorporated into the sulfides during 
metallization. The lack of significant correlation be
tween copper and molybdenum is consistent, we be
lieve, with the very few occurrences of coexisting chal
copyrite and molybdenite we observed in the east ore 
body (Theodore and Blake, 1975). There, sparse 

quartz-molybdenite veinlets with white mica selvages 
cut and therefore postdate the chalcopyrite-potassium 
silicate mineral assemblages in the Battle Formation. 
Lastly, manganese shows no significant correlation 
with copper, which suggests to us that manganese is 
probably a poor pathfinder element here for copper; 
however, in garnetite there is a suggestion of covaria
tion between manganese and gold (fig. 5), but this as
sociation is not maintained in rock other than garnetite 
(-0.03 correlation coefficient for Au-Mn, table 5). 

PETROLOGY OF ROCKS AROUND 
THE WEST ORE BODY 

HARMONY FORMATION 

The Upper Cambrian Harmony Formation crops out 
east of the Virgin fault in a small 100 by 300 m area 
adjacent to the granodiorite and near the southeast 
corner of the area of plate 1. Elsewhere in the district 
the Harmony Formation crops out widely, especially 
north and east of Copper Canyon (Roberts, 1964). The 
formation was also penetrated near the bottoms of 
three holes between the Virgin and Copper Canyon 
faults (DDH-2, -11, and -16; pl. 1), beginning at 
depths of about 250 m below ground surface. In these 
three holes, the Harmony unconformably under lies the 
Battle Formation, which is underneath the overthrust 
Pumpernickel Formation, host for most of the west ore 
body. The Harmony Formation has also been reached 
at a depth of 170 m by another hole collared east of the 
main trace of the Virgin fault (DDH-17, pl. 1). The 
hypogene, supergene, and detrital mineralogy of three 
rocks from the Harmony Formation are listed in table 
6 (nos. 1-3). 

The Harmony Formation includes mostly purplish
gray to pinkish-brown altered sandstone and silty 
sandstone with an overall hornfelsic texture. Total 
pyrite-pyrrhotite-chalcopyrite content of the Harmony 
Formation in the holes is about 1 to 2 percent, and the 
sulfides are concentrated in quartz-pyrite, quartz
pyrrhotite, pyrite-pyrrhotite-chalcopyrite-quartz, and 
chalcopyrite-pyrite veinlets with various amounts of 
marcasite and potassium feldspar. Marcasite formed as 
a secondary alteration product from pyrrhotite. The 
copper content typically ranges form 0.01 to 0.2 weight 
percent, and it reaches about 0.5 weight percent locally 
in rock directly below the unconformity with the over
lying Battle formation. Similar increases in copper 
near the unconformity were found in the east ore body 
(Theodore and Blake, 1975). 

Generally, the altered silty sandstone of the Har
mony Formation consists of an assemblage of meta
morphic plus detrital minerals. Subrounded to suban
gular detrital quartz grains 0.3 -0.5 mm across are the 
predominant mineral in the rocks. Generally these 



TABLE G.-Mineralogy of altered sandstone of the Harmony Formation, and altered argillite and chert (zone 1) of the Pumpernickel Formation 
[X, mineral present; Tr, mineral present in trace amounts; ?, questionably present; ____ ,not found] 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

Harmony Formation Pumpemickel Formation 

Surface samples (!ocs. on fig. 3) Drill core (Joe. DDH-18, pl. 1) 

Field No. 8--833 43--571 43--606 W-1 W-2 W-3 W-4 W-5 3--63 3--66 3--92 3--107 3--143 

Hypogene constituents 

Quartz X X Tr X X X X X X ? X X X 
Potassium feldspar X X ? X X Tr Tr Tr 
Biotite X Tr X Tr X X X X 
White mica X Tr X X Tr X X Tr X Tr 
Chlorite X X Tr Tr Tr X X Tr 

Tremolite X X X X 
Epidote X X X X Tr X X Tr 
Sphene X X Tr Tr X X Tr Tr Tr X X X X 
Vesuvianite X 
Pyrite X Tr X X X X X X X X X X 

Chalcopyrite X ? 
Carbonate X X 

Supergene constituents 

Hematite X Tr X X X X X Tr Tr Tr 
Carbonate X X 

Detrital constituents 

Quartz X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
Potassium feldspar X X X X Tr Tr Tr Tr Tr 
Plagioclase X X X Tr Tr Tr X X X X 
Biotite X Tr Tr 
White mica X X 

Allanite X 
Apatite X X X Tr Tr Tr Tr X Tr Tr 
Zircon X X X Tr Tr Tr X X Tr X Tr Tr Tr 
Tourmaline Tr Tr Tr 
Rock fragments X X X X 
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grains are set in a very fine, complexly sutured aggre
gate of quartz, potassium feldspar, white mica, and 
biotite (fig. 9). Secondary biotite is the major hypogene 
mineral in one of the rocks studied (no. 3, table 6). 
Crystals of reddish-brown biotite make up a dispersed 
felted aggregate between detrital quartz grains; much 
of the biotite apparently has grown from detrital micas 
and clays. Some hydrothermal biotite, however, is 
cream to pale tan under the microscope and includes 
sparse granules of sphene. None ofthese hydrothermal 
biotites show greenish hues under the microscope, as 
ascribed to the zones with weak copper mineralization 
and hydrothermal biotite described by Carson and 
Jambor (1974) in British Columbia. Hydrothermal 
potassium feldspar is apparently stable in two of the 
rocks, whereas detrital grains of potassium feldspar 
are sparsely altered to white mica, possibly reflecting 
slight differences in their orthoclase content. Some 
plagioclase is also altered locally to white mica and 
clouded, possibly reflecting very fine grained late-stage 
alteration products. The rocks of the Harmony locally 
are flooded by pervasive quartz veins, typically 
2--3 mm wide, that are barren of sulfides but include 
traces of potassium feldspar and white mica. This bar
ren quartz stage is crosscut by carbonate (siderite?)
chlorite veinlets with possibly supergene hematite 
along hairline fractures. 

PUMPERNICKEL FORMATION 

In the general area of the west ore body, the Pum
pernickel Formation can best be classified into four 
metamorphic zones: (zone 1) altered argillite, silty 
sandstone, and chert with secondary biotite as the 
diagnostic zonal indicator; (zone 2) calc-silicate rock, 
which can be subdivided further into rock containing 

FIGURE 9.-Photomicrograph showing altered silty sandstone of the 
Harmony Formation from DDH-2, 253 m depth; Q, quartz, sb, sec
ondary biotite. Crossed nicols. 

locally abundant diopside or tremolite; (zone 3) 
andradite-diopside-rich garnetite; and (zone 4) 
epidote-rich rock derived largely from garnetite. The 
rocks in zone 1 are farthest away from the ore, and they 
probably correspond to the biotite hornfels ascribed to 
thermal metamorphic effects at many other porphyry 
copper deposits. We believe that the alteration 
mineralogy of zone 1 reflects a prograde recrystalliza
tion contemporaneous with that shown by zones 2 and 
3 (see below); the mineralogy of zone 4 has developed 
primarily as a retrograde alteration of garnetite 
(zone 3). Furthermore, combinations of mineral as
semblages locally can occur in a single hand sample, 
largely as the result of superposed, incomplete meta
morphic reactions. Cross sections show the zonal 
geometry of the first three assemblages and their rela
tions to ore and to one another (pl. 1, fig. 3). Figure 10 
illustrates additional mineralogic details, primarily in 
mineral assemblage zones 2 and 3 along DDH-4; this 
drill hole is the closest to ore along section line A-A' 
for which we have observations with the microscope. 
Epidote-rich rock, the fourth type of metamorphosed 
rock, is best developed as a replacement of garnetite in 
an irregular volume of rock near the granodiorite, and 
it is largely coincident with ore (fig. 4) but less exten
sive. Note that the front of the mineral zones, as de
picted on figure 3, in the skarn at Copper Canyon is 
oriented roughly at right angles to the edge of the 
granodiorite. Implications of this geometry for the 
overall petrogenesis of the skarn will be discussed fully 
below. In addition, all these mineral assemblages have 
been flooded by an even later suite of hydrous silicates, 
chiefly biotite, and sulfides in the immediate area of 
the west ore body. 

ALTERED ARGILLITE AND SANDSTONE 

Zone 1, the least recrystallized rock around the west 
ore body, includes argillite, fine-grained sandstone, 
and chert belonging to the lower member of the Pum
pernickel Formation (fig. 3). The rocks of this meta
morphic zone are the only ones of the Pumpernickel to 
crop out in the general area of the granodiorite, and 
they extend from the edge of the granodiorite to beyond 
the northern boundary of the area on plate 1. Thus, it 
is important from an exploration geologist's viewpoint 
to know whether detailed petrologic study of the ex
posed rocks during the early stages of exploration 
would have suggested the presence of the underlying 
and unexposed ore-bearing skarn. The rocks of zone 1 
primarily are distinguished from the other zones by 
secondary biotite, and by the relict sedimentary fabric 
of their incompletely recrystallized detrital minerals. 
Altered argillite and a great variety of associated rock 
types, complexly interbedded with one another on the 
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meter and centimeter scale, all have highly variable I biotite, characteristic of potassic alteration (Creasey, 
thicknesses as revealed in many drill holes. Secondary 1966), seems to extend to the edge of the sulfide en-
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FIGURE 10.-Lithology of part of DDH-4 and its mineralogic details and zonations. 
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velope that surrounds the porphyry system (fig. 2). 
This mineralogical zone generally ranges from 10 to 
45 m beyond the calc-silicate minerals in zone 2. The 
maximum distance that the mineral assemblages of 
zone 1 once extended cannot be determined because of 
postmineralization erosion, but the entire lower 
member of the formation is estimated to have had a 
stratigraphic thickness of 150 to 300 m (Roberts, 1964, 
p. A39; Theodore and Blake, 1975). The local varia
tions in thickness of the rocks assigned to zone 1 (fig. 3) 
are largely due to encroachment of the underlying 
calc-silicate rock with its almost completely recrystal
lized fabric. The sulfide content of rocks in zone 1 typi
cally is several volume percent, composed mostly of 
pyrite. In addition, copper content in the rocks of zone 1 
within the sulfide zone ranges from 100 to about 700 
ppm (figs. 5-7). Below zone 1, diopside- and tremolite
rich rock of zone 2 surrounds the garnetite that com
poses zone 3 (see also pl. 1, fig. 3). Table 6 lists the 
mineralogy of ten samples of altered argillite and silty 
sandstone; five are from the surface near section line 
A - A' (nos. 4-8), and five are from DDH-18 at 19 to 
44 m below ground surface. 

The intensity of alteration does not systematically 
increase from north to south in the rocks of the Pum
pernickel Formation exposed north of the granodiorite. 
Furthermore, well within the sulfide alteration halo 
(fig. 2), hypogene effects are only very subtly displayed 
at the surface. For example, about 350 m from the 
granodiorite, in brown silty argillite that is slightly 
hornfelsic (no. 4, table 6), subangular detrital frag
ments of quartz (about 0.1 mm across) compose about 
40-50 percent of the rocks, and they are set in a very 
fine grained white mica matrix that is recrystallized. 
The matrix has an average grain size ofless than 0.01 
mm, and only about 2-3 percent of the matrix is hy
drothermal biotite; there is an undetermined amount 
of hydrothermal potassium feldspar in the matrix also. 
Under the microscope, some detrital grains (including 
quartz, sparse white mica, and sparse biotite) show in
cipient signs of recrystallization only along their mar
gins. Nonetheless, the occurrence in this general area 
of some apparently stable hydrothermal potassium 
feldspar both in the groundmass and in sparse quartz 
veins, and hydrothermal biotite (although in limited 
amounts), reflects widespread potassic alteration re
lated to a metamorphic event. Chlorite and sphene are 
hydrothermal minerals, formed from a subsequent al
teration of early hydrothermal biotite; traces of detri
tal plagioclase, zircon, and tourmaline also occur 
through these rocks. 

Closer to the intrusion, tremolite is an important 
hypogene silicate in quartz-potassium feldspar-pyrite
sphene± biotite± epidote± white mica-bearing rocks col-

lected 75-155 m from the granodiorite (nos. 5-6, table 
6). In these rocks, stubby 0.1- to 0.2-mm clusters of 
tremolite needles are sprinkled throughout some do
mains and may compose 20-30 volume percent of an 
entire rock. The tremolite apparently is coexisting sta
bly with potassium feldspar. However, within some 
other millimeter- to centimeter-sized domains of one of 
the samples (no. 6), there is excellent textural evidence 
for antithetic relations between very early hydrother
mal biotite plus potassium feldspar and later tremolite 
plus potassium feldspar . The biotite is only slightly 
pleochroic, and very pale tan under the microscope and 
thus probably phlogopitic. Wispy discontinuous vein
lets of tremolite-sphene-pyrite that have a sparse 
tremolite selvage 1 mm wide cut a well-developed as
semblage of biotite-potassium feldspar-quartz-pyrite 
that locally makes up most of the groundmass of these 
rocks (fig. 11). Thus, in some rocks crystallization of 
tremolite definitely postdates crystallization of some 
hydrothermal biotite; crystallization of some biotite 
and potassium feldspar continued along minor slip 
planes that offset the tremolite-bearing veinlets. The 
crystallization of secondary biotite along these slip 
planes suggests its prolonged stability and forms some 
of the textural evidence used to map the distribution of 
a second generation of biotite in the rocks (BIO II, fig. 
4). These observations are significant because they es
tablish for these rocks overlapping paragenetic rela
tions for tremolite, one of the typical minerals of a 
calc-silicate contact metasomatic assemblage, and 
hydrothermal biotite and potassium feldspar. Intro
duction of copper-bearing hydrothermal solutions into 
preexisting contact metamorphic aureoles has been re
ported in the literature (Lindgren, 1905; Creasey, 

FIGURE H.-Photomicrograph showing tremolite (T) in a veinlet cut
ting a very fine grained groundmass (G) of hydrothermal biotite, 
potassium feldspar, and quartz. Detrital quartz grains (Q) are 
largely unrecrystallized. Sample W3, from an exposure 75 m north 
of the granodiorite; plane-polarized light. 
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1966; Zharikov, 1968; Phan, 1969), but recent studies 
indicate that fluids altering calc-alkaline plutonic 
rocks to a potassic alteration assemblage may yield 
skarn-type assemblages if they come in contact with 
carbonates (James, 1971). Others suggest skarn in 
porphyry copper deposits may develop in any of the 
classic alteration zones (Sillitoe, 1973; Titley, 1973). 
Thus, textural suggestions of calcium-bearing miner
als recrystallizing about the same time as hydrother
mal biotite or potassium feldspar might form a basis 
for continued exploration for any unexposed skarn in 
the proper geologic setting. Such an exploration 
hypothesis would be based partly on the generally ac
cepted phenomenon of successive migration of crystal
lization fronts away from centers of zoned skarn. 

South of the tremolite-bearing zone (nos. 5-6, table 
6), the rocks pass into a poorly defined but seemingly 
restricted area of white-bleached rock, where the 
hypogene assemblage is quartz-white mica-pyrite (no. 
7; table 6). There are also in the rock trace amounts of 
hydrothermal(?) carbonate, possibly siderite, in hair
line microveinlets. Detrital quartz grains, that average 
about 0.07 mm across, show abundant signs of recrys
tallization under the microscope. Although we have 
not established definitely the temporal relations be
tween the white-mica alteration in these rocks and the 
widespread surrounding potassic alteration, elsewhere 
at Copper Canyon most of the alteration to white
mica-rich assemblages followed crystallization of sec
ondary biotite or potassium feldspar. In addition the 
Hayden and the Monitor faults near the east ore body 
apparently controlled the distribution of white-mica. 
We should emphasize again that relative to all of the 
other hydrothermal silicates, the amount of white
mica in the prophyry system is small; however, some 
white-mica coincides with gold and silver mineraliza
tion, which contains sparse copper, just north of the 
east ore body and near the Tomboy mine, south of the 
east ore body (Blake and others, 1977). 

Immediately adjacent to the granodiorite, weathered 
surface exposures of the lower member of the Pumper
nickel Formation show abundant staining by yellow
brown and ochre iron oxides. These iron oxides princi
pally are derived from pyrite that is both dispersed 
sparsely through the rock and concentrated along 
millimeter-sized quartz veinlets that flood the rocks. 
Fresh unweathered surfaces are pinkish brown. Study 
with the microscope reveals a well-developed potas
sium feldspar-quartz-white mica-biotite-pyrite min
eral assemblage (no. 8, table 6); potassium feldspar is 
conspicuous both in the groundmass and in quartz
potassium feldspar-white mica (trace) veinlets. Detri
tal minerals are quartz, potassium feldspar (sparsely 
altered to white mica), plagioclase (strongly clouded), 

and zircon. 
Study of the mineralogy of five samples from 

DDH-18 (table 6), which was collared about 150m east 
of section line A -A' and 3 7 m north of the surface pro
jection of ore (plate 1), reveals a seemingly irregular 
alternation between biotite- and tremolite-altered 
rock; epidote is a common accessory to both biotite- and 
tremolite-altered rock. These rocks span a 25-m inter
val from about 19 m (no. 9) to 44 m (no. 13) below 
ground surface. Furthermore, DDH-18 was put down 
only 10 m from the surface projection of the contact 
between garnetite (zone 3) and the replacement of 
garnetite by epidote-rich rock (zone 4). The epidote in 
these samples from DDH-18 probably reflects, then, 
some recrystallization during the development of zone 
4 mineral assemblage. Sulfides are fairly abundant in 
DDH-18; pyrite makes up about 5 percent of the rocks 
about 19 m below the surface, and it is very closely 
associated spatially with chlorite, epidote, and sphene 
in clots sprinkled among detrital quartz grains (fig. 
12). 

Several other mineralogical relations in these rocks 
deserve comment. The association biotite-tremolite 
was not found in rock from zone 1 in DDH-18. In other 
porphyry systems, the intimate textural association of 
hydrothermal biotite and amphibole occurs both inte
rior and exterior to cores of intense copper mineraliza
tion (Carson and Jambor, 1974; T. G. Theodore, unpub. 
data) . Nonetheless, widespread crystallization of fine
grained shredded biotite at Copper Canyon apparently 
occurred early during the metamorphism of the area, 
and this early biotite is one of the outermost secondary 
minerals surrounding the skarn. This pale-tan to 
reddish-tan biotite locally is concentrated in what may 
have been shaly or argillitic sedimentary rock that 

FIGURE 12.-Photomicrograph showing clot of epidote (E) and pyrite 
(py) in altered sandstone of the Pumpernickel Formation (no. 9, 
table 6). Many well-rounded detrital quartz grains (Q) have not 
recrystallized. Partially crossed nicols. 
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contains silt-sized angular fragments of detrital 
quartz. These biotitic domains, generally 0.5 to 1.0 em 
thick, are interlayered with irregular and discontinu
ous layers of recrystallized chert. In places, biotitic 
rock is cut by epidote-chlorite-white mica-pyrite
quartz veins that are 0.2-0.3 mm wide and have 0. 7- to 
1.0-mm white mica-chlorite-pyrite-sphene selvages. 
These relations suggest early dispersed biotitization 
was followed by a local propylitic alteration that prin
cipally was restricted to narrow veinlets. 

Finally, in altered sandstone beds about 10 m above 
rocks of zone 2, we find a mineral tentatively identified 
as vesuvianite (no. 13, table 6), which typically is found 
in many contact metamorphic rocks elsewhere but is 
sparse in the Copper Canyon area. This vesuvianite(?) 
has honey-brown pleochroic colors in zones and patches 
and has a very low birefringence ( ~0.001-0.002). It is 
partly replaced by tremolite, the dominant hypogene 
silicate in the immediate area; this relation suggests a 
decrease with time in the calcium:magnesium ratio of 
the hypogene fluids. Most tremolite is dispersed 
through the sandstone, whose detrital fraction includes 
rock fragments of quartzite and chert about 4-5 mm 
across. Tremolite is also concentrated in wispy, 
monomineralic, 0.1-mm-wide veinlets through frag
ments of chert. Textural relations under the micro
scope likewise suggest compatible associations of 
tremolite with epidote and potassium feldspar. 

CALC-SILICATE ROCK 

We use nongenetic terminology throughout our de
scriptions of calc-silicate rocks, because our hypotheses 
of their genesis differ somewhat from conventional 
ones. In this report, we apply the term calc-silicate rock 
to metamorphic rocks that show a complete recrystalli
zation of their initial sedimentary fabrics into grano
blastic, tight textures and that are made up predomi
nantly of diopside or tremolite-actinolite.2 We have clear 
textural evidence that much of the tremolite-actinolite 
at Copper Canyon formed from diopside. Where data 
are available, we further recognize and differentiate 
this metamorphic zone into two types of rock, diopside 
rock and tremolite-actinolite rock, largely on the basis 
of the presence or absence of amphibole (fig. 3). As 
mapped, diopside rock includes a few thin layers of 
garnetite, and the boundary shown between diopside 
rock and tremolite-actinolite rock is located where 

2Under the microscope. th-e amphibole in individual hand samples from zone 2 is either a 
colorless or a pale-green to blue-green, weakly to moderately pleochroic variety. Both types 
of amphibole occur in some hand samples. Limited study of these amphiboles with the 
electron microprobe by N. G. Banks !written commun .. 1975\ reveals that the colorless 
varieties contain 1~11 molecular percent of the ferrotremolite 1Ca.Fe2+2Sis022iOH.Fi21 
end member and should be termed tremolite (see Deer and others, 19631, whereas pleochroic 
varieties contain 41-45 molecular percent ferrotremolite and thus fall into the composi
tional range termed actinolite. 

tremolite-actinolite first appears. The mineralogy of 35 
calc-silicate rocks from zone 2 (see figs. 3 and 10) is 
listed in table 7. 

The calc-siliiates of zone 2 occupy a roughly tabular 
zone that surrounds the garnetite. As summarized in 
figure 10, we documented, by petrographic study of 
closely spaced samples in a few critical localities, that 
the calc-silicate rock contains a symmetrical zonation 
of diopside rock and tremolite-actinolite rock about the 
enclosed large garnetite (fig. 3). Near the outermost 
parts of zone 2, gray to blue-gray rock of tremolite
actinolite gives way to rock with mixed tremolite
actinolite and diopside. This rock in turn grades into a 
pale-tan to buff, massive, diopside-bearing rock. There 
is a slight deviation in this mineral zoning in DDH-1. 
Here the basal contact of the garnetite marks a sharp 
transition into tremolite-actinolite rock that contains 
abundant medium-grained laths of relict diopside (fig. 
3). These relict diopside grains indicate that diopside
bearing assemblages were stable prior to the crystalli
zation of tremolite-actinolite. In most of the calc
silicates, pyrite is the dominant iron sulfide; it gener
ally makes up about 3-5 percent of these rocks. 
Nonetheless, the total sulfide content in zone 2 reaches 
30 to 40 volume percent in a few sections of rock ap
proximately 3 m thick. In these sections, the py
rite:pyrrhotite ratio typically is less than 1:2 (fig. 3). A 
few isolated 1- to 2-cm clots of pyrrhotite in diopside 
have been altered to tightly intergrown marcasite plus 
pyrite (table 7) that is dark gray in hand samples. We 
found a similar paragenesis for marcasite plus pyrite 
in the east ore body (Nash and Theodore, 1971; Theo
dore and Blake, 1975). Finally, the content of copper of 
zone 2 generally is more than 1,500 ppm across most of 
the approximately 400-m length of these rocks studied; 
the zone reaches more than 0.4 percent copper near the 
granodiorite in and around the west ore body. 

DIOPSIDE ROCK 

Although we studied the mineralogy of only nine 
hand samples of diopside-bearing rock without 
tremolite-actinolite, we nevertheless were able to de
termine the mineralogy of very small diopside-rich 
patches (smaller than a standard thin section in size) 
that are relicts in tremolite-actinolite. In all, eight ap
parently stable specific mineral assemblages of the 
diopside...:rich patches were observed under the micro
scope (abbreviations same as shown in table 8): 

1. di-ep-q-s 5. di-q-s-kf-po-cp 
2. di-s-kf-ap 6. di-q-s-kf-po 
3. di-ep-q-s-kf-py 7. di-s-py 
4. di-q-s-kf-py 8. di-s 

V esuvianite questionably is present in one of the 
diopside-bearing rocks (no. 33, table 7). 



TABLE 7.-Mineralogy of calc-silicate hornfels (zone 2) of the Pumpernickel Formation 
[X, mineral present; Tr, mineral present in trace amounts;?, questionably present; ____ ,not found] 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

Loc. DDH-4, plate 1; fig. 3 

Field No. 1-353 0--412 1-459 2-227 &--93 &--97 &--112 &--197 &--203 &--206 &--207 &--212 &--214 

Metamorphic 

Diopside X X X X X X X X X X X 
Sphene X Tr X Tr X X Tr X X Tr Tr X 
Potassium feldspar X Tr X X X X X X X 
Quartz X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
Garnet X 

Amphibole3 X X X X X X Tr X 
Biotite Tr X 
A&atite X X Tr X X X X 
P agioclase 

X X -x- X Epidote X Tr X X 

Chlorite Tr Tr Tr Tr X X Tr Tr X 
White mica Tr 
Carbonate Tr X Tr X X Tr 
P~ite X X X X X X X X X X X X 
C alcopyrite Tr X Tr Tr X Tr Tr X X 

Pyrrhotite X Tr X X X 

~~~~e~~~e Tr 
X X X ? X X 

Chalcocite ? X 
Hematite Tr Tr X Tr X X Tr Tr X Tr X 

Detrital 

Rock fragments X X 
Zircon X X 
Allanite X 
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TABLE 7.-Mineralogy of calc-silicate hornfels (zone 2) of the Pumpernickel Formation-Continued 

18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 

Loc. DDH-4, plate 1; fig. 3 

Field No. 6-257 6-261 6-264 6-265 2-191 2-247 '5-ll2 5-182 0-273 245-113 45-199 1- 431 8-276 8-279 

Metamorphic 

Diopside X X --- - X X X X X X 
Sphene X X X ---- X X X X X Tr X Tr 
Potassium feldspar Tr X X X X X X X ? X 
Quartz X X X X X ---- X X X X X X X X 
Gamet ---- ? Tr Tr 

Amphibole' X X X X X X X X X X X X 
Biotite X 
Apatite ---- X X X X X X Tr 
Plagioclase ---- X X ----
Epidote Tr ---- Tr X X X X --- -

Chlorite Tr Tr X Tr Tr Tr Tr 
'White mica Tr Tr Tr X Tr 
Carbonate Tr •x •x •x X X X 
~rite X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 

alcopyrite X Tr Tr X X Tr X X Tr 

Pyrrhotite ---- Tr -- -- X Tr X X 
Sphalerite --- - ----
Marcasite ? X 
Chalcocite ---- ---- ----
Hematite Tr ---- Tr X X ---- X X - - - -

Detrital 

Rock fragments 
X X Zircon ----

Allanite 

1lncludes trace amounts of covellite in the central part of a pyrite veinlet. 
2Vesuvianite questionably present in trace amounts. 
3Most common type is colorless tremolite (CruMg5SisCh2(0H)2 ). Pleochroic, iron-bearing types notably confined to sulfide-rich veinlets and domains. 
4Siderite along grain boundaries, and microfractures through diopside. 
~Siderite fairly abundant in ve ins with hematite and some pyrolusite(?). 
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TABLE 8.--Some minerals in diopside rock and tremolite-actinolite 
rock at Copper Canyon 

Mineral Abbreviation Formula (inferred) 

Diopside di CaMgSi20s 
Tremolite-actinolite ta C8.2(Mg,Fe)sSia022(0H,F)2 
Sphene s CaTiSiOs 
Potassium feldspar kf KAlSGOs 
Epidote ep C8.2FeAhSiJ0,2(0H) 

Quartz q Si02 
Biotite bio K(Mg,Fe)3AlSi.a010(0H)2 
Apatite ap CasF(PO.)a 
Plagioclase pg Oligoclase-andesine 
Siderite sid FeCOa 
Marcasite me Fe& 
Pyrite py Fe& 
Pyrrhotite po Fel - xS 
Chalcopyrite cp CuFe& 
White mica wm K.(Al,Mg,Fe).[SisAhO.o] 

(OH,F)• 

Diopside rock locally shows small- and large-scale 
variability. Where measured directly in drill holes, 
diopside rock is about 5--12 m thick. Diopside, as either 
fine (0.01 mm) or medium (2-4 mm) crystals in a 
tightly intergrown mat, typically composes as much as 
95 volume percent of much of this rock (fig. 13). Over the 
entire diopside zone, however, diopside content ranges 
widely, and at many localities there seems to be more 
than one generation of diopside. Some very fine 
grained domains of diopside are cut by randomly 
oriented veins of a later diopside, about 0.5 mm thick 
with 0.2- to 0.3-mm crystals in the veins. Minor acces
sory minerals most commonly are quartz, sphene, 
potassium feldspar, and pyrite. Most potassium 

FIGURE 13.-Photomicrograph showing diopside rock with very tight, 
almost monomineralic mat of diopside (d) crystals, some inter
grown with potassium feldspar CD. Sphene (S) is sparse. Plane
polarized light. 

feldspar usually occurs as an anhedral space filler in 
the diopside zones, some with swarms of included crys
tals of diopside. Salt-bearing fluid inclusions are com
mon in some diopside crystals; most appear to have 
formed secondarily along microfractures. Additional 
data from fluid inclusions are included below in a sepa
rate section of this report. In addition, some minor py
rite, pyrrhotite, and chalcopyrite is dispersed through 
parts of the diopside rocks. These widely dispersed 
sulfides are notable in that they are not conspicuously 
related to any veins, and they seemingly form an in
tegral part of the overall metamorphic fabric of the 
skarn. Thus, we infer that crystallization of some 
sulfides occurred during growth of the diopside zone, 
perhaps during its late stages. Indeed, we should em
phasize that diopside in zone 3 seemingly remained 
stable during the massive replacement of andradite by 
pyrrhotite in the general area of the ore body. This is 
especially well documented in the vicinity of DDH-5 
(fig. 3). 

Siderite probably is younger than diopside, although 
textural relations are commonly unclear in the diop
side rock. Very fine grained siderite, verified by X-ray 
diffraction, is concentrated for the most part along 
diopside grain boundaries and is resolvable in some 
samples only at magnifications of 1,000 X. It also occurs 
as patchy inclusions in other diopside grains. There are 
also some buff-colored diopside-siderite domains with 
either quartz or pyrite as finely dispersed minor acces
sories. Some unambiguous textural observations of 
this finely dispersed siderite suggest that its crystalli
zation followed that of diopside. In addition, sparse sid
erite veins abou·t 0.5 em wide locally cut some of the 
diopside zones. 

The overall mineralogy of veins that cut diopside 
rock is complex, and this mineralogy, together with 
that of the associated narrow alteration zones, suggests 
continuing physical and chemical changes during the 
later stages of skarn development (table 9). The diag
nostic mineral is tremolite-actinolite, both in the veins 
themselves and as a reaction product in the wallrocks. 
Sparse amounts of apparently stable potassium feld
spar also occur in many of the veins. The rocks also 
seem to show a general and marked increase in total 
sulfide content during the vein stage, including the in
troduction of additional chalcopyrite as the main ore 
mineral. Chalcopyrite was introduced during the ini
tial stages of some veining as sparsely dispersed grains 
in closely packed diopside in the veins' wallrocks, and 
during the final stages of vein emplacement as hairline 
concentrations in the veins' cores. Where the veins con
tain fairly abundant sulfides with tremolite-actinolite, 
the tremolite-actinolite is notably more strongly pleo
chroic, and presumably richer in iron, than that in the 
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TABLE 9.- Mineralogy of typical veins and their alteration zones that cut diopside rock 
l----· not found; Tr, trace; q, quartz; py, pyrite; ap, apatite; ta, tremolite-actinolite; di, diopside; cp, chalcopyrite; kf, potass ium feldspar; chl , chlorite; po, pyrrhotite; c, carbonate; wm, 

white mica; hem, hematite; ep, epidote; s, sphene; sid , siderite) 

Ve in Reaction zone 
Comments 

Mineralogy Width Mineralogy Width 

1Group 1 

1. q-py-ap 1.5 mm ta-py 0.5mm Dispersed concentration of py in di adjacent to ta. 
Dispersed concentration of cp in di tactite generally within 

1-2 mm of vein wall. 
2. q-py 1-2 mm 

3. q-kf(Tr)-chl(Tr)-po-cp-py .6--0. 7 em ta-po-cp l.Omm Some po altered to marcasite-pyrite; cp concentrated along 
hairline core of vein; some exotic fragments of epidote torn 
from wallrock. 

4. po <.5mm 
5. q-py-kf(Tr)-ta-c 5-6mm ta-q-py-chl-wm 1cm 

Pa inted along fracture surface. 
Ta strongly pleochroic in vein but colorless in wallrock 

reaction zone; wm concentrated in 5--6-mm clots; reaction 
zone has a knife edge outer boundary with di skarn. 

6 . q-ta-ap-kf-py-hem 3mm ta .5--1.0 em Ta more strongly pleochroic in vein than in reaction zone; 
hem, secondary. 

7. q-t a-py-ep(Tr )-c(Tr) .5cm ta-s-q(Tr) .1- 1.0 mm Ta colorless in vein ; s most likely re lict in reaction zone from 
replaced di-s assemblage. 

8. q-py-cp 1- 2 mm Some cp dispersed for distances of 1-2 mm from the veins. 

Group 2 

1. hem-q < l.Omm 
2. q-hem-py-c do. 
3. q-hem-chl do. 
4. sid .5cm 

1Group 1 ve ins older th an group 2 ve ins. 

surrounding reaction zones. After emplacement of 
these veins that generally have tremolite-actinolite in 
them or in their associated reaction zones (group 1, 
table 9), very minor microveinlets of group 2 (table 9) 
cut the rocks with no surrounding reaction zones. 
These microveinlets are quartz-hematite± chlor
ite± pyrite± carbonate-bearing; also some 0.5-cm-wide 
monomineralic veins of siderite cut the rocks, as men
tioned above. 

Magnetite is an extremely rare mineral around the 
west ore body. We can document only one locality with 
abundant occurrences. It apparently formed during the 
early paragenetic stages of skarn development. Else
where at Copper Canyon, Roberts and Arnold (1965) 
also report some local occurrences of magnetite that 
probably crystallized sometime during the early 
paragenesis of the skarn. It occurs in the Copper Can
yon underground mine in copper-bearing skarn very 
close to the granodiorite. In addition to these two oc
curences of early magnetite, some magnetite may be 
associated with intermediate stage marcasite that lo
cally replaces pyrrhotite throughout much of this part 
of the district. Because this early-stage magnetite ap
pears to be so uncommon around the west ore body, its 
occurrence there merits some additional discussion. 

Possibly some sid a long di grain boundaries. 

Within the ore body, a 1-m-thick section in DDH- 19 of 
skarn of unknown horizontal extent contains about 30 
volume percent magnetite as disseminated, 0.05-mm
sized grains in diopside and tremolite-actinolite (pl. 1). 
Under the microscope, the magnetite appears to be 
coexisting stably with both diopside and tremolite
actinolite, although it is partially replaced locally and 
also microviened by pyrite and quartz. There is also 
some white mica in the rock as well as sparse very late 
carbonate and chlorite along microveinlets. We sug
gest that this early magnetite in the west ore body 
crystallized together with diopside and tremolite
actinolite, but that the absence of early sulfides from 
these magnetite-rich rocks may reflect either a local 
pocket of anomalously low fugacity of sulfur during the 
skarn's development or a relict of a more widespread, 
presulfidation alkaline environment in the skarn 
(Barnes and Czamanske, 1967). 

TREMOLJT E-ACT INOLITE ROC K 

Specific mineral assemblages that appear to be sta
ble in tremolite-actinolite rock include the following 
(abbreviations same as in table 8): 
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1. ta-s-q-ap-py 
2. ta-s-py-ap-pg 
3. ta-kf-q-bio 
4. ta-py-cp 
5. ta-s-py-cp-q 
6. ta-q-s 
7. ta-s-po-kf 
8. ta-s-q-ep-ap-py 
9. ta-bio-py-q-s-kf-ap 

10. ta-kf-q-s-ap 

Some of these assemblages may result from a partial 
consumption of diopside rock as evidenced by appar
ently relict sphene. In addition, sulfides are relatively 
more abundant than in the diopside zone. Most of the 
amphibole in these rocks is colorless under the micro
scope and presumably rich in the tremolite molecular 
end member. Nonetheless, traces of slightly pleochroic 
amphibole occur in many of the rocks; it is usually 
concentrated in sulfide-rich veins and intensely sili
cated domains. Some of the most strongly pleochroic 
amphibole was found in tremolite-actinolite rock 
within the west ore body. There, this amphibole is very 
pale tan (X = Y) to light bluish green (Z) and is as
sociated with pyrrhotite, sphene, and potassium feld
spar. The potassium feldspar is slightly altered to 
white mica and partially replaced by epidote. Gener
ally around the ore body, however, tremolite-actinolite 
is associated with pyrite. Although it is not a wide
spread association, in some rocks of zone 2, tremolite
actinolite is very tightly intergrown with pale-tan sec
ondary biotite that presumably is rich in magnesium. 

The tremolite-actinolite rocks apparently show some 
evidence of fluorine metasomatism during their de
velopment. Some of these rocks contain discontinuous 
0.5-mm-thick veinlets composed of about 95 percent 
apatite and 5 percent quartz, pyrite, and tremolite
actinolite (listed in decreasing amounts). These apatite 
veins cut earlier tremolite-actinolite that is both in a 
dispersed mat of very fine crystals and that is also in 
some pre-apatite monomineralic veinlets. A very thin 
reaction rim around the apatite veins primarily shows 
a coarsening of the tremolite-actinolite grains in the 
wallrock. We studied the apatites by X-ray diffraction 
techniques (Silverman and others, 1952) and found 
that the difference between the d-spacings of the apa
tites 231 and 004 reflections coincided exactly with 
fluorapatite. Also in these rocks, sparse 2-3-cm 
tremolite-actinolite veins with pyrite, siderite, and 
quartz and secondary hematite include some mica 
whose d-spacings are remarkably similar to those for 
synthetic fluorphlogopite published by Borg and Smith 
(1969). This mica forms an alteration halo 2-3 em wide 
on both sides of the veins. We previously found biotite 
in the altered granodiorite of Copper Canyon to contain 

FIGURE 14.-Photomicrographs showing garnetite. A, Andradite 
(ad), diopside (di), and quartz (Q) from DDH-4, depth 54 m. 
Plane-polarized light. B, Andradite (ad) with primary hematite 
(H) set in matrix of calcite (C) which has been partially replaced by 
pyrite (py) and epidote (E). From DDH- 4, depth 54 m. Plane
polarized light. C, Same as B. Partially crossed nicols. 
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anomalously high amounts of fluorine (Theodore and 
others, 1973), which relation may be fairly typical in 
porphyry-type environments (Jacobs and Parry, 1974). 
Hydrothermal biotite at the Ray, Ariz., porphyry cop
per deposit contains about 1.4-1. 7 percent fluorine as 
opposed to 0.1-0.86 percent fluorine in primary biotite 
of spatially associated Laramide igneous rocks (Banks, 
1976). 

GARNETITE 

The petrogenetic development of the garnetite at 
Copper Canyon is still somewhat enigmatic. No proba
ble unaltered equivalent of these rocks at Copper Can
yon is exposed, nor has one been penetrated in holes 
drilled by 1975. Thus, we could not determine the com
plete suite of petrochemical changes that the rocks 
underwent from unaltered sedimentary rock, through 
coarse-grained metasilicate rock, to sulfidized silicate 
rock. Systematic zoning of the garnetite with its sur
rounding rocks, the relatively coarse- to medium
grained garnets themselves (fig. 14), their occurrence 
In a high-temperature hydrothermal environment 
(Theodore and Blake, 1975), and their overall pet
rologic similarity to many other similar rocks in or 
near porphyry copper deposits that replace carbonate 
(Ransome, 1904; Lindgren, 1905; Knopf, 1918; 
Spencer, 1917; Gale, 1965; Moolick and Durek, 1966; 
Eastlick, 1968; James, 1971; Himes, 1972; and many 
others) all suggest to us these rocks grew in part at the 
expense of some carbonate. Certainly there is some 
textural evidence that garnet and pyroxene at Copper 
Canyon may have grown from a carbonate-rich host. 
We interpret some rare 1- to 2-cm2 domains of garnet 
with interstitial calcite to reflect possibly relict calcite 
incompletely converted to calc-silicate minerals. Thus, 
the garnetite and its closely allied calc-silicate as
semblages most likely replace calcareous argillite, 
siltstone, and limy shale. Limestone or dolomitic lime
stone does not crop out anywhere in the Pumpernickel 
Formation (Roberts, 1964; Theodore and Blake, 1975). 

The mineralogy of 20 samples collected from across 
29m of garnetite (zone 3) is shown in table 10, and the 
mineralogy of 25 other samples of garnetite obtained 
from other drill holes is shown in table 11. Even in 
single hand samples, garnets have highly varied col
ors; amber to reddish-tan hues are typical. Most garne
tite samples are composed of a massive, closely packed 
array of subhedral to euhedral dodecahedrons. Al
though garnets compose close to 95 volume percent of 
some small domains, modal compositions of garnetite 
vary highly throughout the garnetite zone. Some 4- to 
5-m clots of almost pure garnet grade into roughly 
equal proportions of garnet and diopside across about a 
3-m interval. Throughout the garnetite, garnets range 
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TABLE H.-Mineralogy of garnetite (zone 3) in six drill holes put down into the Pumpernickel Formation 
[X, mineral present; Tr. mineral present in trace amounts; ?, questionably present; ____ , not found] 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

Garnets and pyroxenes analyzed by microprobe' 

Lac. pl. 1, fig. 3 DDH-12 DDH-4 DDH-2 DDH-1 DDH-2 DDH-1 DDH-3 DDH-1 DDH-12 
---------- ------

Field No. 2-232 936 8-212 0-347 0-394 8-215 8-223 8-266 1-361 1-364 1-371 1-428 02-132 02-164 02-173 0-261 2-233 45-121 

Andradite2 

Isotropic 93-99 99 99 99 X Tr X X X X X X X X X X 
Anisotropic 57-61 93 88 39-77 78-80 X X X X X X X Tr Tr Tr Tr X 

Diopside3 X 90 91-93 95 85-90 X X X X Tr X X X X X X X X 
Quartz X X X Tr X X X X X X X Tr Tr X X X X 
Potassium feldspar Tr X Tr X Tr X Tr 

Sphene Tr Tr Tr Tr X Tr 
Epidote X X X X X Tr X X X Tr X 
Tremolite-actinolite X X 
Apatite Tr Tr Tr X 
Chlorite X X Tr Tr Tr Tr 

Carbonate Tr Tr Tr Tr X X X Tr X Tr 
White mica Tr 
Pyrrhotite X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
Pyrite X X X X X X X X X Tr X X X X X 
Chalcopyrite X X X X X Tr Tr X X Tr X Tr X Tr 

Marcasite Tr X Tr Tr Tr 
Chalcocite 
Hematite Tr X X X X X X Tr Tr Tr Tr Tr Tr Tr X Tr Tr X 

1From tables 12 and 13. 
2Numerical values indicate molecular percent andradite in selected grains of garnet. 
3Numerical values indicate molecular percent diopside in selected grains of pyroxene. 

19 20 21 

DDH-20 

45-144 45-153 45-164 

X X X 
X X X 
X X 
X X X 
X Tr 
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X X X 
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from 0.5 mm to 1.5 em in size, although the size dis
tribution in single samples is more restricted than this. 
Textural relations observed in the garnetite yield a 
fairly consistent crystallization history; isotropic gar
net forms the cores of individual crystals (fig. 15); diop
side and hematite occur as minor included accessories 
during these earliest stages of garnet growth. Typi
cally the isotropic cores of the garnet crystals are yel
low to yellowish green in thin section, whereas they 
are mantled by colorless rim areas. Some cores are 
anhedral, as opposed to the euhedral overgrowths of 
the rim areas, and crystallization of these cores may 
reflect some early, nonadditive stages of garnet 

FIGURE 15.-Photomicrographs showing garnets and pyroxenes 
analyzed with electron microprobe . Plane-polarized light, parti a lly 
crossed nicols. A, Anisotropic andradite, consisting of93 molecular 
percent of andradite end member (ad," ) in andradite-grossularite 
series, together with diopside (di) mantles isotropic andradite 
(ad,g ) from DDH-4 (fig. 3). Andradite cut by pyrrhotite (po). B, 
Anisotropic rim of andradite (adss) around isotropic core of andra
dite (ad,9) with a few grains of diopside (di) in rim region ; pyrrho
tite (po) occurs as a fracture filling. 

growth. The rim areas of garnets usually are secto
rially twinned, oscillatory anisotropic-isotropic growth 
zones. Contacts between the zones are planar and 
sharp; up to 20 such zones across a millimeter-sized 
rim area of a crystal are common. Such garnets are 
fairly common in contact deposits (see Deer and others, 
1962; Gale, 1965, James, 1971). Most of the diopside in 
the garnetite recrystallized along with or later than 
the crystallization of these optically oscillatory zones. 
This tightly spaced oscillation between isotropic and 
anisotropic garnet suggests significant, probably rapid, 
fluctuations in the physical and (or) chemical environ
ment of the rocks. In summary, after early crystalliza
tion of isotropic garnet during isochemical processes in 
the garnetite, anisotropic garnet-diopside assemblages 
then followed; quartz-potassium feldspar-sulfide as
semblages then filled open spaces. All of these as
semblages were in turn cut by mineral assemblages 
dominated by hydrous silicates and additional sulfides. 
Compositions of garnet and pyroxenes in the garnetite 
were studied by the electron microprobe to document 
fully their small-scale, yet striking and important, 
chemical variations. 

ELECTRON MICROPROBE ANALYSES 
OF ANDRADITE AND DIOPSIDE 

By N ORMAN G. BANKS 

Twenty-one garnet (10 grains) and six pyroxene (6 
grains) am.lyses were obtained with an A.R.L. model 
EMX-SM electron microprobe using an ADP crystal 
for silicon, aluminum, calcium, and potassium, an LIF 
crystal for iron and manganese, and a RAP crystal for 
sodium and magnesium. The mineralogy of the five 
specimens studied with the electron microprobe is 
listed in table 11 (nos. 1-5). Labradorite, andradite, 
grossularite, rhodonite, and biotite of known composi
tion were used as standards. Run conditions included 
an excitation voltage of 15 kV, a sample current of 
3 X 1 0- S amperes on brass, and a fully focused electron 
beam. Carbon contamination and volatilization of 
components were avoided either by moving the beam 
with magnetic deflectors to sweep areas 10 by 8 mi
crometers or by slightly shifting the sample's position 
under a focused beam once every 20 seconds. X-ray 
intensity data (counts) were obtained by averaging 5 to 
10 observations per analyzed area. The X-ray intensity 
data were corrected by computer for drift, background, 
and matrix effects (mass absorption, secondary fluores
cence, and atomic number; Beeson, 1967; Beaman and 
Isasi, 1970). Detection levels are established at three 
times the square root of the average background counts 
(Boyd, 1969). 

Chemical analyses, structural formulas, and molecu
lar compositions for the garnets are listed in table 12, 
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Loc. pl. 1, fig. 3 

Grain No. _____ _ 

Analysis No. ___ _ 2 

Isotropic 
1 

DDH- 12 

TABLE 12.-E/ectron microprobe analyses and 
[N.d.= not detected; Analyt ica l detect ion level 

DDH-4 

Anisotropic isotropic 
4 

6 8 

Major oxides' (weight percent) 

SiO, 
AhOJ 

Fe. OJ' 
MgO 
CaO 
Na,O 
K.O 
Ti0 .1 
MnO 

Tota l 

33.8 ±0.3 
.03± .02 

31.9 .!. .2 
.17± .01 

33.0 ± .1 
N.d . 
N.d. 
N.d. 

.02± .001 

9R.9 .!. .4 

33.4 ± 0.2 
.O!h .01 

31.7 ± .2 
.25± .01 

32.8 + .1 
N.d. 
N.d. 
N.d. 

.03± .001 

98.3 ± .3 

34.1 ± 0.4 
.06± .03 

32.0 ± .1 
.15± .01 

33. 1 ± .l 
N.d. 
N.d. 
N.d. 

.03± .001 

99.4 ± .4 

34.1 ± 0.2 
.06.!. .01 

31.9 ± .2 
.14± .003 

32.9 ± .1 
N .d . 
N.d. 
N.d. 
N.d. 

99. 1 ± .3 

34.3 .!. 0.3 
.04± .02 

31.8 "- . I 
.13± .01 

33.0 ± .1 
N.d. 
N.d. 
N.d. 
N.d. 

99.3 ± .3 

34.2 .!. 0.3 
.82!c .04 

29.6 ± .2 
.17± .01 

33.3 ± .1 
N.d. 
N.d. 
N.d. 
N.d . 

98.1 ± .4 

37 .1 ± 0.1 
9.9 ± .1 

19.1 ± .3 
.08± .001 

35.2 = .2 
N.d. 
N.d. 

. 12± .01 

.03± .002 

101 .5 ± .4 

35.4 ± 0.3 
8.0 ± .1 

20.5 ± .3 
.07± .002 

35.3 ± .1 
N.d. 
N.d. 

.16± .02 

.01± .001 

99. 4 ± .5 

34.0 ± 0.4 
.03± .02 

31.4 ± .2 
.02± .001 

32.8 ± .2 
N .d. 
N.d. 
N.d . 

.20± .01 

98.5 ~ .5 

Structural formulas ' 

z 5.82} 
.17 6.00 
.01 

N.d.} 
3 .97 3.97 
N.d. 

5.80 } 
.18 6.00 
.02 

N.d. } 
3.96 3 .96 
N.d. 

y 

.04} N.d. 
N.d. 6.13 
6.09 
N.d. 
N.d. 

.07 } N.d. 
N.d. 6.17 
6.10 
N.d. 
N.d. 

X 

5.84} 
.15 6.00 
.OJ 

N.d.} 
3.97 3.97 
N.d. 

.04} N.d. 
N.d. 6.11 
6.07 
N.d. 
N.d. 

5.86 1 
.13 ;.. 6.00 
.01 ) 

N.d. } 
3.99 3.99 
N.d. 

.04 ' 
N.d. l 
N.d. ,. 6.09 

6.05 J 
N.d. 
N.d. 

5.87 } .12 6.00 
.01 

N.d. , 
3.98 ~ 3.98 
N.d. 

.o3 I 
N.d. l 
N.d. · 6.09 
6.06 I 
N.d. 
N.d. -' 

5.9o I 
[

6.00 
.10 
.o1 I 

~~3 I 3.9o 

.04 ' 
N.d. I 
N.d. \. 6.20 
6.16 j 
N.d. 
N.d 

5.89 'j 6.00 
.11 

1.73 1 
2.28 J 4.02 

.01 

.02 1 N.d. 

.01 602 
5.99 j 
N.d. 
N.d. 

5.81 } 
6.00 

. 19 
!.35 I 
2.53 J 3.90 

. 02 

.02} N.d. 
N.d. 6.24 
6.22 
N.d. 
N.d. 

5.ss 1 
M _r 6 oo 

N.d. } 
3.97 3.97 
N.d . .Oil N.d. 

.03 6.12 
6.08 j 
N.d. 
N.d. 

Molecular percent 4 

Andradite 99.2 
Grossularite N.d. 
Spessarti nc .1 
Pyrope .7 

'Ana lyst: N. G. Banks. 
'Total iron expressed as Fe20a. 

98.9 
N.d. 

. 1 
1. 

99.4 
N.d. 

. 1 

.5 

99.4 
N .d. 
N.d . 

.6 

99.5 
N.d. 
N.d . 

.5 

93.0 
6.3 

N.d. 
.7 

57.0 
42.7 
N.d. 

.3 

60.7 
38.5 
N.d. 

.8 

99.3 
N.d. 

.5 

.2 

3 Calculated on the basis of 24 oxygen atoms per formula un it us ing the computer program of Jackson, Stevens, and Bowen (1967). 
4 Stoichiometry assumed. 

roughly in order of decreasing intensity of copper 
metallization in the surrounding garnetite. Table 13 
contains the analytical determinations for pyroxenes. 
The uncertainty limits after the reported oxide weight 
percents in tables 12 and 13 are measures of the 
homogeneity of the standard and sample. These limits 
do not imply accuracy of measurement with respect to 
the absolute amount of the oxide present. However, 
when, as in this case, analyses are made using the 
same instrument, standards, and computer program, 
the limits are useful and meaningful in comparing or 
evaluating differences in the amount of oxide present 
in each analyzed area or grain. 

Garnets from the garnetite show about a 60-
molecular-percent variation in the grandite isomor
phous series (Winchell and Winchell, 1951), be
tween grossularite (CaaAhSia012) and andradite 
(CaaFe:z +3 Sia012) (fig. 16A ). About half of these 
analyses indicate garnet compositions of nearly pure 

andradite. Although garnet with a composition of one 
of the end members of either the pyralspite or grandite 
series were once considered to be rare (Deer and others, 
1962), end-member garnets may be, in fact, quite 
common in geologic environments similar to that of 
Copper Canyon (see James, 1971). Although figure 16A 
suggests a continuous variation in composition for 
garnets at Copper Canyon, from six analyses of one 
grain (analyses 1-6, table 12) we infer that individual 
garnet grains of the optically isotropic variety in the 
garnetite chemically may not be zoned significantly 
(fig. 17). Garnet near the rim of this grain, however, 
shows about a 2-weight-percent decrease in its iron 
content, shown as Fe:zOa on figure 17. The grain is 
sharply bounded by a growth zone of garnet with even 
less iron (analyses 7-8, table 12), which is anisotropic. 
Furthermore, as shown in table 12, the optically iso
tropic garnet grains are extremely rich in andradite (Ad 
93-99) , whereas the anisotropic ones contain less andra-
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structural formulas of garnets from the garnetite 
for N320=0.01~:(, TiCh=0.04<;i, and fu0=0.03o/r] 

DDH-4 DDH-2 DDH-1 

Isotropic Anisotropic Isotropic Anisotropic Anisotropic Anisotropic Isotropic Anisotropic 
5 6 7 9 10 

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 

Major oxides1 (weight percent) 

32.8 ±0.4 33.5 ±0.1 34.5 :-::0.2 35.0 ±0.3 35.6 ±0.4 36.1 ±0.3 35.9 ±0.4 35.1 ±0.2 34.3 ±0.3 34.1 ±0.2 36.8 ±0.3 37.6 ±0.3 
.46± .1 1.6 ± .5 .47:-:: .03 3.4 ± .06 5.4 ± .01 6.4 ± .1 6.1 ± .6 5.5 ± .1 1.8 ± .03 .73± .01 12.9 ± .2 13.3 ± .7 

31.9 ± .2 28.9 ± .5 32.1 ± .3 28.1 ± .5 24.1 ± .1 24.9 ± .2 23.3 ±2.1 24.5 ± .4 31.3 ± .1 31.2 ± .1 13.7 ± .2 13.2 ± .1 
.03± .001 .06± .004 .15± .003 .08± .01 .06± .002 .05± .003 .06± .003 .06± .003 .05± .002 .04± .002 .18± .01 .11± .01 

31.6 ± .1 32.5 ± .1 32.7 ± .1 33.3 ± .1 32.4 ± .1 32.6 ± .1 34.3 ± .1 33.6 ± .2 32.9 ± .1 32.8 ± .1 36.0 ± .2 35.6 ± .2 
N.d. N.d. N.d. N.d. N.d. N.d. N.d. N.d. N.d. N.d. N.d. N.d. 
N.d. N.d. N.d. N.d. N.d. N.d. N.d. N.d. N.d. N.d. N.d. N.d. 
N.d. .33± .03 N.d. .09± .01 N.d. N.d. N.d. N.d. N.d. N.d. .44± .04 .15± .02 

.20± .01 .17± .01 .14:-:: .01 .14± .01 .23± .01 .22± .01 .21± .01 .22± .01 .09± .003 .08± .01 .44± .02 .53± .02 

97.0 ± .5 97.1 ± .7 100.1 :':: .4 100.1 ± .6 97.8 ± .4 100.3 ± .4 99.9 ±2.2 99.0 ± .5 100.4 ± .3 99.0 ± .2 100.0 ± .5 100.5 ± .8 

Structural formulas 3 

5.77 5.85 ~\ 5.84 5.97 ~\ 5.90 5.85 5.82} 5.92 
.13 6.00 :8~ (6.00 6.00 '6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 
.10 .16 .03 f .18 - .08 

N.d. N.d. I .51 1.04 \ 2.23 1 2.37 
4.09 3.98 4.04 :> 4.04 3.53 4.05 3.05 '4.09 3.98 4.03 1.63 j 3.91 1.57 3.96 
N.d. N.d.) .01 N.d. / .05 .02 

.01 N~4l .02 .02 

N~J 
.03 

N.d. N.d. N.d . N.d. 
.03 6.10 . 02 1 6.01 .02 6.00 .03 6.09 6.04 .06 6.21 .07 6.10 

5.95 5.95 5.96 5.84 6.11 6.00 
N.d. N.d. N.d. N.d. N.d. N.d. 
N.d. N.d._ N.d. N.d. N.d. N.d. 

Molecular percent4 

99.5 93.1 
N.d. 6.3 

.4 .4 

.1 .2 

Grossular 
(Ca3 AI 2 Si 3 o 12 ) 

99.1 88.2 77.7 
N.d. 11. 21.5 

.3 .4 

.6 .4 

showing chemical varia
tions in grandite garnets of 
skarn, calc-silicate, and mar
ble (from Trager, 1962) 

Johannsenite(CaMnSi 2 0 6 ) 
+ jadeite(NaAISi 2 o

6
) 

70 

B 

.6 

.3 

Diopside 
(CaMgSi 2 0 6 ) 

Hedenbergite 
7 0 (Ca Fe+2si

2
o

6
) 

79.9 
19.4 

.5 

.2 

FIGURE 16.-Composition of garnets and pyroxenes. A, 21 garnet 
analyses of table 12 in terms of grossular, andradite, and spessar
tite plus pyrope molecular end members. B, Six pyroxene analyses 
of table 13 in terms of diopside, hedenbergite, and johannsenite 
plus jadeite molecular end members. 

71.0 76.2 99.6 99.6 39.4 38.5 
28.2 23.0 N.d. N.d. 58.9 60.0 
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dite, from 39 to 93 molecular percent. Thus, end
member garnets in the grandite series appear to be 
isotropic (see also Lessing and Standish, 1973). Labo
ratory experiments seem to corroborate these 
chemical-optical data, because Kalinin (1967) synthe
sized under hydrothermal conditions both anisotropic 
and isotropic garnets in the grossular-andradite series. 
He found that isotropic garnets grew from mixtures 
with compositions of the end members, whereas aniso
tropic garnets grew from starting mixtures chemically 
intermediate to the end-member ones. Although we 
have shown that compositional differences in the gar
nets at Copper Canyon correlate with birefringence 
and isotropy, we have not established relations be
tween composition and polysynthetic twinning as Mor
gan (1975) showed in the Mount Morrison pendant, 
Sierra Nevada, Calif. In one of the skarns he studied 
there, Morgan found that birefringence in garnet is a 
structural effect independent of chemical zonation. 

Garnet has the general half-cell formula unit Xa Y2 
Za 012, where Z is tetrahedral Si, Al, and minor Fe +3

, 

andY and X or octahedral Al, Fe+3 , Ti, Mg, Fe+2, Mn, 
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TABLE 13.-Electron microprobe analyses and structural formulas of pyroxenes from the garnetite 
[N.d~. not detected; Analytical detection levels for Na20=0.01%, Ti0.=0.04%, &0=0.03%] 

Loc. pl. 1 DDH-4 DDH-2 DDH-1 

Grain No. _________ _ 1-2 3 4 6 

Analysis No. _______ _ 4 6 

Major oxides 1 (weight percent) 

SiOz 
AkOa 
Fe02 

MgO 
CaO 
Na20 
&0 
TiOz 
MnO 

54.5 ±0.4 
.13± .05 

3.7 ± .5 
16.6 ± .3 
26.5 ± .2 

N.d. 
N.d. 
N.d. 
.16± .02 

53.8 ±0.3 
.08± .04 

3.8 ± .6 
16.7 ± .4 
26.3 ± .2 

N.d. 
N.d. 
N.d. 
.11± .01 

54.0 ±0.4 
.09± .02 

3.7 ± .6 
17.0 ± .4 
26.6 ± .1 

N.d. 
N.d. 
N.d. 

.08± .004 

49.2 ±0.2 
.61± .02 

4.4 ± .06 
16.3 ± .1 
27.6 ± .1 

N.d. 
N.d. 
N.d. 

.15± .01 

53.5 ±0.2 
.59± .02 

4.7 ± .04 
15.9 ± .04 
24.1 ± .03 

.13± .001 
N.d. 
N.d. 

.23± .01 

54.4 ±0.3 
.59± .01 

3.2 ± .02 
17.0 ± .03 
24.5 ± .2 

.13± .001 
N.d. 
N.d. 

.09± .004 

Total 101.6 ± .7 100.8 ± .8 101.8 ± .8 98.3 ± .2 99.2 ± .2 99.9 ± .4 

Structural formulas 3 

Si. 
Al1v }z 1.98} 

N.d. 2.00 N.d. 2.00 1.97} N.d. 2.00 1.96} .02 2.00 1.88} .02 2.00 1.98} 1.99} 
.01 2.00 

Fe+~ .02 .03 .04 .10 N.d. N.d . .J 
AlVI 
Ti N.d. N.d. N.d. N.d. N.d. N.d. 
Mg .90 .91 .92 .93 .88 .93 
Fet2 }y .09 2.03 

Nd} 
.09 2.03 
Nd} 

.07 2.03 
Nd} 

.04 2.11 
Nd} 

.15 2.02 "] .10 2.01 "] Mn . 01 N.d . N.d. .01 . 01 N.d . 
Ca 1.03 1.03 1.04 1.13 .96 .96 
Na N.d. N.d. N.d. N.d. .01 .01 
K N.d. N.d. N.d. N.d. N.d. N.d. 

Molecular percent4 

Dii£side 90.2 90.9 92.6 95.3 84.8 89.8 
He enbergite 9.2 8.7 7.2 4.1 14.1 9.5 
Johannsonite 0.6 .4 .2 .6 .7 .3 
Jadeite N.d. N.d. N.d. N.d. .4 .4 

1Analyst: N. G. Banks. 
2Total iron expressed as FeO. 
3Calculated on the basis of 6 oxygen atoms per formula unit using the computer program of Jackson. Stevens. and Bowen 119671. 
4Stoichiometry assumed. 

Ca, N a, and K. The unit cell of garnet contains eight 
formula units (Deer and others, 1962). In our calcula
tions of the structural formulas (table 12), we calcu
lated the analyses on the basis of 24 oxygen anions. In 
the calculations, we also assumed a minimum of six Z 
cations in tetrahedral coordination and that iron is fer
ric (Deer and others, 1962). Tetrahedral cations of sili
con occupy from 5. 77 to 5.97 of the available Z-group 
sites. To fill the remainder of these sites, we presume 
them to be filled first by aluminum then by ferric iron. 
However, analyses of these garnets (table 12) do not 
suggest a correspondence between an entry of titanium 
in to the andradite structure and a move of ferric iron 
into the tetrahedral site as found by Dowty (1971). 
From our data, we infer sparse amounts of ferric iron in 
the Z site in many of the garnets richest in iron. The Y 
octahedral sites are occupied by 3.83 to 4.09 ferric iron 
atoms in the isotropic garnets, and from 1.57 to 3. 78 
ferric iron atoms in the anisotropic ones. Titanium was 
detected in six of the ten anisotropic garnets analyzed, 

and it presumably fills only 0.01 to 0.05 of the four 
available sites there. In all but four of the 21 garnet 
analyses, combined magnesium, manganese, and cal
cium cations total more than the six X-group positions 
allowable in the ideal formula. This probably reflects 
erroneously high analytical determinations of calcium 
because manganese and magnesium together fill at 
most 0.07 sites. 

Pyroxenes from the garnetite show about a 10-
molecular-percent variation in their composition 
mostly in the diopside (Di) to hedenbergi te (Hd) series 
(table 13; fig. 16B). This variation is from about 
Digs H<L to Diss Hd14. All of the pyroxene grains 
analyzed are associated at the millimeter scale with 
anisotropic garnet, and they appear to be coexisting 
stably with it. Johannsenite, the manganese end 
member of this pyroxene group, makes up from 0.2 to 
0. 7 molecular percent. Minor jadeite molecule, 
NaAlSkOs, is present in two grains at concentrations 
of about 0.4 molecular percent. Our calculations from 
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FIGURE 17.-Distribution of Fe203, SiO., and CaO 
across garnet crystal from DDH- 12. Numbers corres
pond to analyses 1-6 of table 12. 

FIGURE lB.-Photomicrograph showing contact between garnetite (G) 
and diopside rock (D). Pyrrhotite (po) is concentrated, typically on 
garnetite side, close to the contact in many places, and quartz (Q) 

is a typical accessory mineral. Plane-polarized light. 

the microprobe analyses of the pyroxenes suggest that 
the tetrahedrally coordinated Z-group sites are not 
fully occupied by silicon and aluminum in most of the 
grains, and we presume that ferric iron fills the re
maining positions. In addition, there is some excess of 
Y cations. Magnesium cations compose about 45 per
cent of the latter sites. 

TI::XTURAL RELATIONS AMONG SILICATES AND SULFIDES 

Critical to the overall paragenetic history of the 
Copper Canyon area is the time of crystallization of the 
garnetite relative to the surrounding diopside rock. 
Observations with the microscope of the contact be
tween them, however, are not everywhere particularly 
diagnostic. Some contacts are typically knife-edge 
sharp in sinuous planes that show low-amplitude cren
ulations along their traces (fig. 18). Garnetite several 
centimeters away from the contact generally composes 
tightly packed aggregates of an andradite-diopside as
semblage, with about 15 volume percent diopside. 
Minor accessory minerals may include quartz, pyrrho
tite, and chalcopyrite with secondary siderite, hema
tite, and chlorite mostly in microveinlets. Within about 
4-5 mm of the actual contact, the andradite and diop
side do not form such a tight mosaic fabric but are 
instead filled interstitially with quartz and pyrrhotite. 
Diopside makes up about 75-80 percent of the diop
side rock with accessory sphene, apatite, potassium 
feldspar, and quartz. In other places, the contact be
tween diopside rock and garnetite is a 4- to 5-mm-wide 
zone that is heavily silicated and sulfidized and in
cludes angular fragments of relict andradite and diop
side. Most important, we have found approximately 
1-mm-wide veins of diopside in several places that cut 
the contact between garnetite and diopside rock. These 
diopside veins have reaction rims, about as wide as the 
veins, of very finely recrystallized diopside. We thus 
infer crystallization of some diopside rock, at least, 
continued after most of the garnetite had formed. 
Quartz-pyrrhotite veins and pyrite-quartz veins also 
cut contacts between garnetite and diopside rock, 
suggesting repeated opening and closing of the rocks 
during sulfidization. 

We previously described our textural evidence from 
the garnetite that nearly pure andradite (Ack3-s9), in
cluding traces of diopside and possibly primary hema
tite, probably was among the very first minerals to 
crystallize. It was followed closely by deposition or 
growth of less pure andradite rapidly fluctuating with 
the very pure varieties, and by an increase in the 
amount of diopside deposited. We cannot conclusively 
demonstrate the deposition of sulfides during the ear
liest stages of garnet growth. Nonetheless, garnetite 
forms the locus for most sulfides in the Pumpernickel 
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Formation, especially pyrrhotite (fig. 3). Yet, close 
examination of many polished and thin sections of 
garnetite shows that chalcopyrite, the main ore min
eral in the deposit, is associated with several different 
textures in the rocks. It may occur along 0.1- to 0.5-
mm-wide, highly irregular microfractures through an
dradite. These generally monomineralic veins of chal
copyrite are typically removed by less than a centime
ter from concentrations of pyrrhotite, although some 
chalcopyrite and pyrrhotite are apparently compatible 
elsewhere in the samples. Some filiform veinlets of 
chalcopyrite and pyrrhotite commonly cut both iso
tropic and anisotropic andradite without any optical 
effect notable in either variety of andradite. In addi
tion, chalcopyrite is concentrated with diopside, 
quartz, pyrrhotite, or pyrite as fillings of convex poly
gonal cavities lined by andradite. Finally some re
placement of nearly pure andradite by pyrrhotite ap
parently occurred in some of the most heavily 
sulfidized rocks (fig. 19). Such massive replacement of 
andradite was very selective, because diopside inclu
sions in andradite seem to have been unaffected during 
the andradite's breakdown. Thus, diopside-pyrrhotite 
domains adjoin andradite-diopside ones, which contain 
sparse vein fillings of earlier chalcopyrite and pyrrho
tite that preceded most of the pyrrhotite introduced 
into the rocks during the andradite-replacement stage. 

Pyrite makes up about one-third of the total sulfide 
in the garnetite (fig. 3). We have established several 
parageneses for pyrite, despite the tendency for pyrite 
to crystallize euhedrally, obscuring age relations in 
many polished sections. (1) Pyrite replaced calcite in
terstitial to andradite (fig. 148 and C); the amount of 
pyrite in this association is minor. Near the reaction 
front between calcite and pyrite, some andradite has 

FIGURE 19.-Photomicrograph showing isotropic and anisotropic an
dradite (ad) with inclusions of diopside (di). Andradite is partly 
replaced by pyrrhotite (po). From DDH-4, depth 52.5 m; partially 
crossed nicols. 

been converted to epidote. These reactions probably oc
curred during the early stage of sulfide deposition be
fore crystallization of pyrrhotite and chalcopyrite. (2) 
Most pyrite in the garnetite, however, probably recrys
tallized on a volume-for-volume basis from a 
pyrrhotite-bearing host. Pyrite idioblasts hosted by 
pyrrhotite are fairly common throughout the 
pyrrhotite-bearing areas of the garnetite. In fact, we 
judge most of this pyrite in the garnetite to have re
crystallized after the conversion of some pyrrhotite to 
marcasite. Figure 20 shows pyrrhotite that is cut by a 
gray marcasite vein that has in turn been cut by pyrite. 
As we previously described for the east ore body (Theo
dore and Blake, 1975), conversion of some pyrrhotite to 
marcasite in the garnetite apparently was a hypogene 
event that produced associated siderite as one of the 
breakdown products of the pyrrhotite. Furthermore, 
X-ray study of marcasite-bearing veinlets and clots 
from the garnetite shows them invariably to contain 
pyrite. (3) Textural relations between andradite and 
paragenetically later calcite and pyrite suggest recrys
tallization of some garnets during the introduction of 
sparse late calcite and pyrite. In garnetite around the 
general area ofDDH- 1 (fig. 3), where combined copper, 
gold, and silver total less than 0.15 weight percent cop
per equivalent, isotropic andradite (A<i99) generally 
makes up less than 2 volume percent of the rocks. 
However, it typically forms irregular reaction rims 
about 0.1 mm wide along the edges of medium-grained 
(1.0 mm) subhedral crystals of anisotropic garnet. 
These anisotropic garnets make up from 80 to 85 per
cent of the rock in this part of the garnetite, and they 
commonly have well-developed sector twinning. Some 
reaction rims of Arl99 mantle anisotropic andradite 
with composition Ad7I-76 (fig. 21). We emphasize that 

FIGURE 20.-Photograph showing sulfide rock from the garnetite 
with pyrrhotite (po) cut by marcasite (me) veinlet that has in turn 
been cut by pyrite (py). 
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the textural relation shown in figure 21 between 
anisotropic and isotropic garnet must reflect a different 
paragenesis from that shown in figures 15 and 19. We 
infer the former texture (fig. 21) to reflect changes of 
that garnet's composition and structure very late in the 
sulfidization stage of the garnetite, and we infer the 
latter textures (figs. 15 and 19) to reflect growth transi
tions of garnet during the predominantly silication 
stage of calc-silicate growth. At the Mission, Ariz. por
phyry copper deposit there apparently is a sharp spa
tial separation between isotropic and anisotropic gar
net (Gale, 1965). 

MI NE RALOGY OF POSTGARNET VEIN S 

The mineralogy of veins that cut the garnetite 
suggests significant changes in the chemistry of fluids 
circulating after widespread crystallization of andra
dite-diopside. Throughout the garnetite, however, 
veins are sparse, undoubtedly reflecting only minor 
penetration of postgarnetite fluids because of the 
tightness of the rocks. Tremolite-actinolite veins cut 
about 20 percent of the garnetite samples examined 
(tables 10 and 11); they also include quartz, epidote, 
and pyrite with potassium feldspar , chalcopyrite, or 
carbonate. The veins generally are 0.25-1.0 em wide, 
and typically there are no alteration halos in the en
closing andradite-diopside wallrock. Sparse potassium 
feldspar in the veins may be altered to white mica, and 
some epidote in the veins replaces andradite fragments 
torn from the wallrocks. From the apparent compati
bility of tremolite-actinolite and epidote in some of 
these veins, we infer a probable overlap in time of 
growth of the tremolite-actinolite and epidote rock to 
be described below. Some other veins that cut the 

FIGURE 21.- Photomicrograph showing garnetite from DDH- 1. 
Anisotropic andradite (ad71-7s) grain with isotropic andradite 
(acks ) along its rim adjacent to pyrite (py) and secondary calcite.. 
(C). Partially crossed nicols. 

garnetite show the following mineralogy (abbrevia
tions are the same as in tables 8 and 9): 

1. Q-kf-po 
2. P-kf-py 
3. C-py-hem-chl 
4. Q-epi-chl-po-c 
5. Hem-chl-c 
6. Q-hem-c 
7. Q-po 
8. C-hem-ms 

Tremolite-actinolite veins generally were followed by 
hematite-chlorite-carbonate ± (quartz-marcasite)
bearing veins. The hematitic veins occur along hairline 
microfractures and probably developed very late dur
ing the garnetite's paragenesis. 

EPIDOTE ROCK 

Gray-green epidote rock (zone 4), formed by nearly 
complete replacement of andradite, is concentrated in 
an irregularly shaped mass that extends up to 225 m 
north of the altered granodiorite (fig. 4) . This major 
concentration of epidote includes only traces of andra
dite in all drill holes from the area. Probably much of 
the minor pale-amber isotropic andradite we found in 
these rocks is recrystallized postepidote garnet. This 
sparse andradite, which includes some quartz and py
rite in veins, locally cuts a mineral assemblage domi
nated by epidote pseudomorphs after earlier andradite. 
The projection of epidote rock coincides with about 
one-third of the outlined ore body. In addition, a few 
zones of epidote rock were found locally replacing gar
net in DDH- 4 and DDH- 12. In all, the mineralogy of 
five samples of epidote rock was determined systemat
ically (table 14). 

Typically, epidote, quartz, and pyrite, form a granob
lastic fabric whose average grain size is generally 0.3 
to 1.0 mm. Some small volumes of rock are composed 
almost entirely of epidote, cut by additional epidote in 
monomineralic veins. From sparse but clear textural 
relations, we infer that most of the epidote in these 
rocks, especially the coarser varieties, formed from an
dradite. Relict diopside in some rocks seems to have 
been unaffected during the conversion of andradite to 
epidote. Minor accesory minerals that are apparently 
compatible with epidote include tremolite-actinolite, 
potassium feldspar, sphene, apatite, and chalcopyrite 
in varying proportions throughout these rocks. Epidote 
rock is almost completely devoid of pyrrhotite; only 
traces were found either as finely dispersed grains 
among silicates adjacent to some pyrite veins, or as 
thin blades sparsely intergrown with quartz in some 
other veins. Most of the pyrite in epidote rock probably 
replaced earlier pyrrhotite and must reflect chemical 
changes with time in the environment of the skarn. 
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TABLE 14.-Mineralogy of epidote rocks (zone 4) formed by alteration 
of garnetite in the Pumpernickel Formation 

(X, mineral present; Tr, present in trace amounts;?, questionably present:- ---· not found} 

3 4 

Pumpernickel Formation 

Locs. Nos., pl. 1 DDH- 4 DDH- 19 DDH-12 

Field No. 6-233 '6-235 5--163 5--184 2--239 

Epidote X X X X X 
Tremolite-actinolite X X X 
Quartz X X X X X 
Sphene X Tr Tr X 
Potassium ft!ldspar Tr X X X 

~~g:~~fte X X X 
Tr ? 

Plagioclase X 
Biotite X 
Chlorite X Tr X Tr 

White mica X 
Apatite X X Tr X 
Pyrite X X X X X 
Pyrrhotite Tr 
Chalcopyrite Tr X Tr Tr 

Hematite Tr Tr Tr X Tr 
Carbonate Tr Tr 
Marcasi te X 

IJncludes trace amounts of detrital zircon. 

Many veins that contain highly varied mineral as
semblages cut epidote rock, and they indicate repeated 
and complex circulation of chemically diverse fluids . 
Although these veins generally are less than 1 em 
wide, they nonetheless make up a significant fraction 
of the epidote rock near some ofthe major structures in 
the area, such as the Golconda thrust. We briefly de
scribed the andradite-bearing veins above. The 
mineralogy of some other veins and some reaction tex
tures that cut epidote reflect the late, second major 
stage of potassic alteration, which is confined to areas 
fairly close to the altered granodiorite (BIO II, fig. 4). 
In a later section of the report, we will expand our 
hypothesis that this postepidote potassic alteration in 
the west ore body was almost contemporaneous with 
potassic alteration in the east ore body. 

Several mineral assemblages that contain hydro
thermal biotite and potassium feldspar characterize 
the postepidote potassic alteration ; they are found in 
quartz-biotite veins and a felted intergrowth of fine
grained biotite, tremolite-actinolite, apatite, and py
rite that cuts epidote (fig. 22). The felted intergrowths 
locally flood the rocks, and at places they are cut in 
turn by veins with the following mineralogies: 

1. Q-wm-chl-py-cp 
2. Ta-py 
3. Q-kf-py±hem±chl 

The alteration adjacent to these veins is minimal and 
consists of a slight recrystallization of epidote and in
troduction of some quartz. Along some 0.5-cm-wide 
fractures , very late fluids reacted with pyrite to yield 

FIGURE 22.-Photomicrograph showing epidote rock with epidote (E) 
veined by intergrown tremolite-actinolite (ta), biotite (bio) , and 
apatite (ap). Plane-polarized light. 

marcasite tightly intergrown with chlorite, hematite, 
and a carbonate (probably siderite). 

BATTLE FORMATION 

The mineralogy of 23 drill core samples of the Battle 
Formation is shown in table 15. These samples are a 
fairly representative suite of alteration assemblages 
from the formation, and all of these samples, with the 
exception of three (12-14), were obtained from an un
exposed block of rock of the Battle Formation below the 
Golconda thrust and between the West Ridge and Vir
gin faults (pl. 1). Samples 12-14 are from DDH-17, 
which was collared east of the Virgin fault in an area 
where the Battle Formation crops out. In general, the 
fabric of metamorphosed conglomerate, quartzite, and 
shale of the Battle Formation shows relict sedimentary 
rock fragments and quartz, all at various stages of 
recrystallization, set in a felted matrix of fine- to 
medium-grained metamorphic minerals. The matrix 
typically is made up of well-crystallized silicate miner
als that show the classic alteration stages associated 
with porphyry copper deposits, and varying amounts of 
intergrown sulfides. Away from the very intense 
metasomatism and metamorphism centered on the 
skarn, the Battle Formation has an outermost meta
morphic fringe typified by secondary biotite that lo
cally is heavily inundated by increasing amounts of 
tremolite-actinolite and diopside toward the skarn. Py
rite, pyrrhotite, chalcopyrite, and sparse bornite and 
late marcasite generally make up about 2-3 volume 
percent of the rocks; sparse bornite was found in only 
one sample, and traces of molybdenite occur in holes 
close to the altered granodiorite. The low sulfide con
tent of the Battle Formation in this tectonic block be-



TABLE 15.-Mineralogy of the Battle Formation in the general area of the west ore body 
[X, mineral present; Tr, present in trace amounts;?, questionably present; ~~ ~. not found] 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 

Locs. Nos., pl. 1 DDH-2 DDH-17 DDH-1 DDH-12 DDH-19 
--- ---- ----

Field Nos. 8--326 8--351 8--397 8--438 8--459 8--472 8--537 8--562 8--578 8--664 8--809 3--248 3--290 3--377 11-480 2--287 15--201 

Hypogene Constituents 

~uartz X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
Diopside X X X X X X 
Tremolite· actinolite X X X X X X X X X X 
Potassium feldspar X X X X X Tr X X ? X X X X 
Biotite X X X Tr X X ? X 

White mica X Tr X X X X X Tr 
Epidote X Tr X 
Chlorite X Tr X X Tr X X X X 
Sphene X X X X Tr Tr X X X X 
Apatite Tr X Tr X X X 

Pyrite X X Tr Tr X X X X X X X X Tr X X 
Pyrrhotite X Tr Tr Tr X X X X 
Chalcopyrite Tr Tr Tr X Tr Tr X Tr X Tr 
Marcasite X X X 
Carbonate X X X Tr Tr X X X x• X Tr 

Supergene Constituent 

Iron oxide X X Tr X Tr X Tr Tr Tr X Tr X X Tr 

Detrital Constituents 

Rock fragments X X X X X X X X X X 
Quartz X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
Zircon Tr Tr Tr Tr Tr Tr Tr 
Apatite ? Tr X Tr 
Plagioclase X X Tr X 
Potassium feldspar X Tr 

'Includes moderate amount of Mg-vermiculite. 
2Includes sparse bornite intergrown with chalcopyrite and pyrrhotite. 
3Includes sparse rutile. 
•Includes some siderite, verified by X-ray. 
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neath the thrust strongly contrasts with the Battle 
Formation in the east ore body. There, some of these 
rocks contain as much as 50 percent hypogene sulfides 
(Theodore and Blake, 1975). Furthermore, there are 
other differences in mineralogy between the Battle 
Formation in the east ore body and that below the Gol
conda thrust under the west ore body. However, before 
we detail these petrochemical and paragenetic differ
ences, we will present a systematic examination of the 
silicate and sulfide alteration assemblages derived 
from surface and subsurface samples in the Battle 
Formation around the west ore body. 

Our microscopic and hand specimen studies reveal 
an apparent local contrast in alteration facies at the 
surface across the trace of the Virgin fault in the gen
eral area ofDDH-17. East of the Virgin fault, the mid
dle and upper members of the Battle Formation 
primarily show minerals typical of propylitic altera
tion (fig. 4). West of the Virgin fault, exposed rocks of 
the Pumpernickel Formation contain potassic altera
tion assemblages, typified principally by secondary 
biotite. We believe that this difference in alteration 
assemblages between the two tectonic blocks cannot be 
accounted for simply by movements along the Virgin 
fault. The downdropped block west of the Virgin fault 
should contain propylitic, rather than potassic, min
eral assemblages if postmineralization movements 
alone are to account for the observed contrast in altera
tion across the fault trace. At the surface, the Battle 
Formation contains chlorite and pyrite with epidote, 
tremolite, rutile, or potassium feldspar. Throughout 
these rocks, however, patchy small domains of relict 
secondary biotite, variably altered to chlorite, strongly 
suggest that the propy litic alteration here occurred 
sometime after potassic alteration, the dominant type 
of alteration in the district. Near the southeast corner 
of the area (pl. 1), the lower member ofthe Battle For
mation primarily shows potassic assemblages that may 
be the second-generation potassic alteration recognized 
in the Pumpernickel Formation and in part of the west 
ore body. 

The Battle Formation west of the Virgin fault and at 
depth beneath the Pumpernickel Formation consists of 
a highly varied suite of hypogene minerals that may be 
grouped into three assemblages: 

1. Diop-ta-kf±: bio± chl± sph± ep± py± po± cp 
2. Ta-py±kf±:bio±wm±sph±ep±chl±cp 
3. Bio-py± kf±: wm± ep± chl±cp 

The first two of these alteration assemblages are pre
dominantly calc-silicate, whereas the third is potassic, 
modified somewhat by subsequent propylitic altera
tion. Although the diopside-tremolite-actinolite
potassium feldspar assemblage is best developed in the 
middle unit of the Battle Formation, it occurs through-

out the formation, even as far north of the granodiorite 
as DDH-1. From such a broad spatial distribution, we 
infer that fluids temporally associated with the de
velopment of the copper-skarn bodies in the over lying 
rocks of the Pumpernickel also circulated widely 
through, and strongly metamorphosed, the Battle 
Formation. Additional support for this conclusion 
comes from our studies of fluid inclusion, presented 
below. 

The wide distribution of a diopside-bearing meta
morphic assemblage in the Battle Formation, north of 
the granodiorite and below the Golconda thrust, 
strongly contrasts with its apparent absence from any 
of the Battle Formation in the east ore body. We cannot 
ascribe such mineralogical differences to variations in 
distance from the exposed granodiorite, the apparent 
heat source. In fact, our petrologic data from the two 
ore bodies show an inverse relation between distance 
from the granodiorite and the presence of the appar
ently early, and thus presumably hot, diopside-bearing 
rocks. Within the east ore body, our detailed petro
chemical investigations were concentrated along the 
6450 bench, as much as 150 m from the granodiorite 
contact (Theodore and Blake, 1975). Yet nowhere, after 
intensive investigations in the east ore body, have we 
found either diopside or andradite in the Battle Forma
tion. Certainly their prealteration mineral composition 
must have been receptive to the crystallization of diop
side and andradite, because, where unmetamorphosed, 
these rocks contain both magnesium carbonates and 
various iron oxides. Furthermore, we have not found 
any textural evidence to suggest that diopside or an
dradite recrystallized during some earlier stage in the 
overall alteration of the east ore body. In some of the 
magnesium-rich horizons, tremolite±epidote as
semblages that reflect recrystallization during an early 
or prograde stage occur in place of diopside. On the 
other hand, andradite- and diopside-bearing rocks ex
tend to at least 410 m from the granodiorite in the 
skarn hosted by the Pumpernickel Formation. In fact, 
even at this distance from the granodiorite, we see no 
indication of any lessening of the diopside-bearing 
skarn's presence. Presumably, the argillite and chert of 
the Pumpernickel Formation were less permeable than 
the conglomerate and quartzite of the Battle Forma
tion, which suggests that the penetration of metamor
phosing fluids must have been significantly enhanced 
by premineralization channels. The Copper Canyon 
fault must have been one of these channels. We pro
pose, therefore, that the bulk of the early metamorphic 
and metasomatic crystallization in the area focused on 
a block of rocks west of the Virgin fault. We will dis
cuss in detail the evolution of the skarn in the section 
entitled, ((Paragenesis and Model of Skarn Develop
ment." 
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ALTERED GRANODIORITE OF COPPER CANYON 

In several previous reports (Nash and Theodore, 
1971; Theodore and others, 1973; Batchelder, 1973; 
Theodore and Blake, 1975), the altered granodiorite 
was discussed at some length because the intrusive 
body is spatially associated with the nearby ore de
posits, although the relations between the intrusion 
and ore deposits are complex. In this report, we stress 
the petrology of the granodiorite immediately adjacent 
to the skarn; in all, we studied about 20 representative 
rocks for this part of the report. We especially were 
concerned with the sequential development of altera
tion assemblages within the main mass of the 
granodiorite and the sill of altered granodiorite 
emplaced along the Golconda thrust below the skarn. 
Furthermore, we relate alteration and metallization in 
the intrusive rocks to the various stages of crystalliza
tion of skarn in the wallrocks of the intrusion. We 
found neither skarn formed from the granodiorite (en
doskarn of Korszhinskiy, 1964) nor veins with anhy
drous calc-silicate minerals that cut the granodiorite. 
When we consider this relation together with (1) the 
orientation of the mineral zonation in the skarn at 
right angles to the granodiorite contact rather than 
parallel to it and (2) the absence of skarn from the east 
ore body, we infer that crystallization of most of the 
anhydrous minerals in the skarn must have preceded 
emplacement, final crystallization, and consolidation 
of the adjacent granodiorite. If the skarn had formed as 
fluids emanated from a penecontemporaneously crys
tallizing adjacent intrusion, the mineral zones should 
parallel roughly the intrusion's contact, and a skarn 
type of metamorphic assemblage would have formed 
largely at the present site of the east ore body. We 
emphasize that there is no skarn in the east ore body. 
We will first describe the granodiorite in DDH-7, 
which is in the granodiorite just south ofthe ore (pl. 1). 

The granodiorite of Copper Canyon is porphyritic 
and contains medium- to coarse-grained phenocrysts of 
plagioclase, quartz, biotite, hornblende, and potassium 
feldspar set in a fine-grained groundmass that has 
been altered (Theodore and Blake, 1975). The meta
morphic petrology of the altered granodiorite in 
DDH- 7 shows typical assemblages of the potassic 
facies. Quartz-potassium feldspar veins are common. 
Some 0.01- to 0.02-mm-sized shreds of hydrothermal 
biotite have recrystallized both from primary pheno
crystic biotite and as replacements of hornblende 
throughout the granodiorite (fig. 23). Some crystals of 
hornblende are replaced by mixtures of biotite, chlo
rite, quartz, and apatite-all crude pseudomorphs after 
the original crystals. These secondary, presumably 
magnesian biotites are pale tan, and less pleochroic 
than relict primary biotite. G. K. Czamanske (written 

commun., 1974) found by electron microprobe studies 
of optically similar hydrothermal biotite from the east 
ore body that the biotite has a mean Mg/Mg+ Fe ratio 
of about 0. 78. Primary biotites from three unaltered 
Tertiary plutons in the mining district have Mg/ 
Mg+ Fe ratios in the 0.49-0.56 range; primary biotite 
from the altered granodiorite of Copper Canyon has a 
0.65-0.69 ratio (Theodore and others, 1973). In addi
tion, Czamanske determined that Tieh is depleted 
significantly in the hydrothermal biotite compared to 
the primary biotite of the granodiorite. Newly crystal
lized quartz and potassium feldspar, including small 
amounts ofwhite mica, are concentrated in some of the 
granodiorite dominated by abundant hydrothermal 
biotite and hydrothermal apatite and sphene. Plagio
clase laths, about 4-5 mm long, range from calcic 
oligoclase to andesine. Some are strongly zoned and 
euhedral and have more calcic cores than rims, 
whereas others show oscillatory zoning. Most plagio
clase crystals in domains where hydrothermal biotite 
is extensively developed seem to have remained fairly 
fresh; they have sharp lamella traces and extinction 
positions. Sparse white mica has recrystallized pref
erentially along margins and some crystallographic di
rections of the plagioclase. 

Throughout the entire depth of DDH-7, sulfides 
make up about 2 volume percent of the rocks. Pyrite 
and chalcopyrite are ubiquitous; pyrrhotite, arsenopy
rite, sphalerite, molybdenite, and marcasite occur in 
various associations along veinlets and as dissemina
tions in domains rich in hydrothermal biotite. Pyrrho
tite and molybdenite occur more frequently at depth, 

FIGURE 23.-Photomicrograph showing primary hornblende (hb) 
grain almost completely replaced by felted secondary biotite (bio). 
Other hornblende phenocrysts in field of view are optically unaf
fected, one has inclusion of sphene (S). All are set in quartz
potassium feldspar groundmass (qk). From altered granodiorite of 
Copper Canyon. Plane-polarized light. 
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while paragenetically late chalcocite and covellite are 
sprinkled throughout. 

The granodiorite adjacent to the skarn at Copper 
Canyon appears neither to be desilicated nor to reflect 
assimilation of calcium from carbonate-rich wallrock. 
We recognize no zones in the granodiorite suggestive of 
calcium-magnesium assimilation. In fact, our chemical 
data from many plutons across the district show a de
crease in calcium and strontium concomitant with in
creasing intensity of potassic alteration (Theodore and 
others, 1973). However, some postmagmatic mobiliza
tion of magnesium probably occurred within the pluton 
along with sulfidization and alteration. Moore and 
Czamanske (1973) have shown that secondary hy
drothermal biotite associated with ore in the Bingham 
porphyry copper deposit is more magnesian than the 
primary biotite. 

In the granodiorite a plagioclase-destructive type of 
alteration locally postdates the widespread potassic 
alteration. This type of alteration occurs in highly ir
regular zones that generally are structurally control
led and are near the Virgin fault. Some zones measure 
about 60 to 90 m in extent and depth. In these zones, 
plagioclase is replaced by white mica and minor kao
linite to the extent that only euhedral shadows of fine
grained white mica indicate the former presence of 
plagioclase. In addition, relict primary potassium 
feldspar phenocrysts locally have been heavily altered 
to white mica, whereas secondary potassium feldspar 
in the groundmass remains unaltered. 

Some parts of the thin granodiorite sill along the 
Golconda thrust below the west ore body show an al
teration mineralogy somewhat different from that of 
the main mass of the granodiorite. White mica heavily 
replaces plagioclase. Locally the sill also contains two 
conspicuous generations of amphibole; one is appar
ently primary and is very pale bluish gray in thin sec
tion and shows ragged crystal outlines. The other is 
much finer, almost colorless, and probably is a second
ary tremolite-actinolite. In addition, crystallization of 
secondary sphene and possibly some apatite occurred 
within optically continuous grains of primary am
phibole. Some secondary amphibole is replaced by 
quartz. Epidote is scattered throughout the sill as re
placements of the calcic cores of plagioclase pheno
crysts. Other plagioclase phenocrysts show fairly good 
volume-for-volume replacement by potassium feldspar 
that occurs in reaction zones adjacent to chlorite
tremolite-pyrite veins that are roughly several mil
limeters wide. The chlorite in these veins shows a good 
colloform texture, suggesting it was not derived from 
previously crystallized biotite. Some tremolite-pyrite
chalcopyrite veins that measure several centimeters 
across also cut the sill. 

GEOCHEMISTRY OF BEDROCK EXPOSED 
AROUND THE SKARN 

In this part of the report, we evaluate the exploration 
potential of various metals as pathfinders to ore by 
comparing geochemical data from bedrock exposed at 
the surface around the skarn with geochemical data 
gathered from the skarn. Abundant geochemical data 
are available for the Copper Canyon area (Theodore, 
1969, 1970; Theodore and Blake, 1975). The material 
analyzed for those studies consisted of composite 1-kg 
rock-chip samples that generally were collected over 
an outcrop area of 10m2 • These geochemical data con
sist of analytical determinations in the U.S. Geological 
Survey laboratories in the field and at Denver. They 
include analyses for 29 elements by a six-step spectro
graphic method (Grimes and Marranzino, 1968) and 
analyses by atomic-absorption methods for mercury 
and gold (Vaughn and McCarthy, 1964; Thompson and 
others, 1968). 

AREAL ZONATION OF MINOR ELEMENTS 

The Pumpernickel Formation exposed above the 
skarn reflects best the primary areal zonation of 11 
minor elements (Ag, Au, Bi, Co, Cu, Hg, Fe, Mo, Pb, Sr, 
and Zn) in the hypogene system at Copper Canyon 
(Theodore and Nash, 1973). The Pumpernickel Forma
tion probably shows limited hypogene migration of 
these elements away from ore because of the rocks' 
relative impermeability. The relatively unfractured 
and apparently impervious chert and argillite of the 
Pumpernickel Formation effectively restricted the 
numbers of channels available to the hypogene fluids, 
in contrast to the more intensely fractured and faulted 
Battle Formation, where abundant hydrothermal 
veins extend along numerous preexisting structures 
far beyond the ore bodies known in this formation. 
Ground water must also have circulated much more 
freely through the porous conglomerate of the Battle 
Formation than the relatively impermeable rocks of 
the Pumpernickel Formation, possibly modifying the 
hypogene geochemistry. 

The distribution of 11 elements in the Pumpernickel 
Formation along a section northward from the gran
odiorite into unpyritized rock is shown in figure 24; the 
location of the west ore body is also shown on the cross 
section. The relative strengths of individual element 
zones in figure 24 were determined by comparing the 
concentration of each element dispersed around the 
granodiorite and ore bodies with its concentration in 
unmetallized rocks from northern parts of the area 
sampled for the geochemical study. We were concerned 
chiefly with detecting changes in concentrations of 
elements in rock not conspicuously fractured. As are-
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sult, this profile does not reflect concentrations of ele
ments related to the fracture-controlled vein deposits 
of base metals peripheral to the granodiorite. Fur
thermore, the profile is somewhat simplified and in
cludes geochemical data projected to it from many tens 
of meters away. Additional geochemical details are 
discussed in Theodore and Blake (1975); Theodore and 
Nash (1973) compare these zonations of minor ele
ments with the distribution of high-salinity fluids at 
Copper Canyon. 

The primary dispersion of copper in the Pumpernic
kel Formation differs from north to south in the area 
studied geochemically (see Theodore and Blake, 1975, 
pl. 2A for the distribution of copper in outcrops at Cop
per Canyon). Copper concentrations in rocks of the 

South 

Pyritized rock 

Ag (0.5-10 ppm) 

Pumpernickel near the edge of the pyritized zone (fig. 
2) are about 20 ppm, not significantly greater than 
those in unmetallized rocks. Concentrations of copper 
in exposures of Pumpernickel Formation commonly 
exceed 50 ppm about 300m north of the granodiorite in 
an area where several drill holes penetrated skarn 
metallized at subeconomic grades. The median copper 
value determined for 211 surficial samples of bedrock 
from an area of about 0.6 km2 of pyritized rocks of the 
Pumpernickel Formation above the skarn is 150 ppm. 

The median concentration of copper in 190 surface 
rock samples of the granodiorite at Copper Canyon is 
1,500 ppm. Copper is most abundant in green, altered 
plagioclase phenocrysts (Clement, 1968), and lesser 
concentrations of copper occur in chalcopyrite inclu-

North 

-----------------------
Fe (~ 30,000 ppm) 

Bi(~10-200 ppm) 

Sr (200-700 pp 

Pb(~10-70 ppm) Pb( 100-700 ppm) 
-----______________ ..c._ ________________ ___, 

Mo(15-100 p 
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Hg (0.02-1.0 ppm) 

--------

Pumpernickel Formation 
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Zn(200-700 ppm) 
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Relative strength of element 
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FIGURE 24.-Relative positions and strengths of element zones in outcrops of the Pumpernickel Formation near granodiorite of Copper 
Canyon. Analytical ranges given for individual elements are from Theodore (1969, 1970). Structure section is stylized to show gener
al geologic relations and location ofwest ore body. Location of profile is shown in figure 2. 
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sions in biotite (Theodore and others, 1973), in 
chalcopyrite-bearing veins, and as sparse chalcopyrite 
dispersed in the intrusion's matrix. In addition, cuprite 
veins mantled by chrysocolla, and fracture coatings of 
amorphous black copper oxides are common through
out the surface exposures of the granodiorite. Much of 
the secondary copper in the granodiorite is restricted to 
thin enrichment zones that closely follow the present 
erosion surface. Most of this secondary copper is proba
bly derived principally from the east ore body, which is 
topographically higher than the granodiorite. We 
suggest that copper was leached by rainwater from ex
posed sulfides in the east ore body and then deposited 
as secondary copper in the granodiorite. 

Ten other metals are also differentially dispersed 
about the granodiorite as follows (fig. 24): (1) Iron is 
generally enriched to concentrations of about 3 weight 
percent in the pyritized rocks of the Pumpernickel 
Formation surrounding the granodiorite. The median 
v~lue for iron in the unpyritized rocks of the formation 
farther away from the granodiorite is typically less 
than 1 percent. (2) Silver occurs throughout the py
ritized rocks, generally at concentrations from 0.5 to 10 
ppm. (3) A localized enrichment of bismuth (10-200 
ppm) occurs above ore in the skarn. Concentrations of 
(4) lead and (5) zinc increase in many samples just 
outside the area of pyritized rock, and spotty anomal
ous concentrations of lead extend farther to the south 
into the intrusion. The distribution of these metals 
may reflect the strong introduction of lead and zinc 
along veins just to the north, in the area around the 
townsite of Galena (see Roberts and Arnold, 1965). The 
southern extent of anomalous zinc concentration is 
obscured because ofthe low sensitivity (200 ppm) of the 
spectrographic method employed. (6) Molybdenum 
(from quartz-molybdenite veinlets) and (7) strontium 
are more abundant in the granodiorite than in the sur
rounding wallrocks. Comparison of strontium concen
trations in the granodiorite at Copper Canyon to that 
in unaltered granodiorites elsewhere in the mining 
district, however, demonstrates that strontium actu
ally has been depleted in this body during hydrother
mal alteration (Theodore and others, 1973). (8) Al
though anomalous concentrations of gold were found in 
some samples near the edge of the pyrite envelope, gold 
concentrations (0.1-1.0 ppm) are most common over 
the west ore body and in the granodiorite. Much of the 
gold anomaly along the profile (fig. 24) is over skarn 
that includes significant copper-gold ore zones (fig. 3). 
(9) Anomalous 5--20 ppm concentrations of cobalt 
exhibit a weak zonation along the outer 450 m of 
pyritized rock in the general area of the profile. (10) 
The distribution of mercury is anomalous (0.02-1.0 
ppm) across the northern part of the granodiorite and 

part of the skarn. 
Chemical sampling for copper and many other met

als around the deposits at Copper Canyon points to the 
granodiorite as the most likely host for ore rather than 
the metasedimentary wallrocks where the ore occurs 
(Theodore and Nash, 1973). The zonation of minor ele
ments is dominated by a strong concentration of copper 
and gold at the surface of the granodiorite; most copper 
there is supergene as we described previously. Copper 
is enriched by a factor of about 100 relative to concen
trations of copper in unaltered granitic rocks; gold is 
enriched possibly by a factor of about 1,000. However, 
it is important that at Copper Canyon the abundance of 
metal dispersed through rocks rather than occurrences 
of metals as fracture fillings or coatings is a more 
specific geochemical indicator of ore. Although mer-
cury and potassium abundances, or increase in the 
rubidium : strontium ratio might be suitable guides to 
the ore zones (Theodore and others, 1973; Theodore and 
Blake, 1975), it is unlikely that these, together with 
the moderate concentrations of dispersed copper in the 
metasedimentary rocks, would have directed a ge
ologist to focus initially on the intruded wallrocks as 
the most likely ore hosts. Anomalous concentrations of 
mercury in rock exposed directly above the skarn are 
difficult to evaluate because mercury is not particu
larly abundant in the ore body. Fifteen drill-core sam
ples of skarn rich in sulfide do not show high concen
trations of mercury (table 3). The highest concentra
tion of mercury in these samples (0.086 ppm) is in the 
sample with the most zinc (1,140 ppm). This suggests 
that some mercury may have been introduced together 
with sphalerite, possibly during some of the late stages 
of metallization in the ore body. 

MINOR-ELEMENT FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 

The geochemical data obtained from the surface at 
Copper Canyon were divided into two groups for this 
part of the report (fig. 25). Sample group 1 consists of 
analyses of 185 samples from a 1.5-km2 area of un
pyritized and very sparsely mineralized rock belonging 
to the upper chert unit of the Pumpernickel Formation 
northwest of the ore body (see Theodore and Blake, 
1975, fig. 46, Area 1 for the area sampled for group 1). 
The area from which the group 1 samples were col
lected is about 0.9 km west of a locus of lead-silver 
metallization at the White and Shiloh mine near the 
abandoned townsite of Galena. In the area from which 
the group 2 samples were collected, altered silty argil
lite and chert, and biotite hornfels of the lower unit of 
the Pumpernickel Formation crop out (Theodore and 
Blake, 1975, fig. 46, Area 6). Fairly large areas of un
mineralized rock belonging to the lower unit of this 
formation were not available for study. Thus, for com-
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parative purposes, the best we could do was to consider 
group 1 data to represent local geochemical back
ground, although this assumption is not justified 
geologically because the upper unit is largely chert and 
the lower unit is largely argillite. 

Histograms for the samples from the unmineralized 
area (group 1, fig. 25) indicate widely varying shapes in 
their log-frequency distributions; these geochemical 
data were transformed by common logarithms before 
construction of the frequency distribution. Group 1 dis
tributions for 15 elements (Ag, As, Be, Bi, Cd, Co, La, 
Mo, Nb, Sb, Sc, Sn, Sr, W, and Zn) are strongly cen
sored, with 45 (La) to 100 (W) percent of the analyses 
for these elements falling below their respective lower 
detection limits. The lower detection limits range from 
0.5 ppm (Ag) to 200 ppm (As and Zn) for the spectro
graphic method used in these analyses. The distribu
tions of many elements are unimodal in the group 1 
data set, with the notable exceptions of iron and 
titanium, which show more than one peak. None of the 
histograms for these 15 elements for which we have 
more than 50 percent of the analyses above the detec
tion threshold reflects perfect normal or lognormal 
shapes. However, the histograms for magnesium, cal
cium, barium, and zirconium are fairly symmetrical. 
On the other hand, the histograms for silver, copper, 
iron (?), manganese, and lead are positively skewed. Of 
these five elements, lead has probably the strongest 
positive skewness. This probably reflects sparse occur
ences of galena-bearing vein material in the group 1 
samples. The histogram for boron constructed from the 
group 1 data set has a slight negative skewness. 

Comparison of histograms prepared from analyses of 
mineralized rocks with those of unmineralized rocks 
reveals that metallization significantly changed con
centrations of many of the elements. However, dis
tributions of 13 elements in the mineralized rocks (As, 
Be, Bi, Cd, Co, La, Mo, Nb, Sb, Sn, Sr, W, and Zn) are 
strongly censored, with from 37 (La) to 94 (W) percent 
of the samples having concentrations below the lower 
detection limits (group 2, fig. 25). Group 2 distributions 
for seven elements (Ag, B, Ca, Ni, Ph, Sc, and Hg) are 
moderately censored. Compared with group 1, group 2 
data show substantial decreases in the numbers of 
analyses for many elements that fall below their lower 
detection limits. We judge such changes for seven ele
ments (Ag, As, Bi, Co, Mo, Ph, and Sn) to reflect metal
lization. Histograms for silver, boron, copper, lead, and 
mercury are positively skewed, whereas those for 
manganese, titanium, and vanadium suggest negative 
skewness. Six elements (Ag, B, Fe, Mg, Mn(?), and Ni) 
seem to have multimodal distributions. We will now 
consider in detail the apparent chemical changes these 
rocks have undergone during metallization. 

TABLE 16.---Comparison of medians for 12 elements in analyses of 
samples of the Pumpernickel Formation from a sparsely mineralized 

area (group 1 ) and from around the skarn (group 2) 

Element 

Fe 
Ca 
Ti 
Ag 
B 
Ba 
Cr 
Cu 
Pb 
v 
Zr 
Au 

Group 1 

7,000 
3,000 

700 
.5 

70 
500 

50 
20 
10 
30 
50 
<.02 

Median 
(in parts per million I 

Group 2 

30,000 
1,500 
3,000 

20 
20 

1,500 
100 
100 
30 

100 
300 

.07 

Table 16 lists those 11 elements whose medians we 
judge to show significant differences between the 
groups 1 and 2 data sets. From these median values we 
initially might infer gains of ten elements (Fe, Ti, Ag, 
Ba, Cr, Cu, Ph, V, Zr, and Au) and losses of calcium and 
boron during metallization of the Pumpernickel For
mation at Copper Canyon. Certainly additions of gold, 
iron, silver, copper, and lead and losses of calcium are 
compatible with overall chemical changes for rocks in a 
porphyry copper environment. Such changes occurred 
in the east ore body, and they are reflected also in the 
primary zonation of elements in the Copper Canyon 
area (fig. 24; see also Theodore and Blake, 1975; Theo
dore and Nash, 1973). However, the apparent gains for 
barium, chromium, titanium, vanadium, and zir
conium and the apparent loss of boron implied by shifts 
in the medians for these elements must be evaluated 
critically; such changes apparently due to metalliza
tion might in fact reflect inherent differences of pre
metallization chemistry between the two localities. In 
an attempt to resolve these problems, we quantified the 
statistical associations of barium, chromium, titanium, 
vanadium, and zirconium for other elements. 

STATISTICAL ASSOCIATIONS OF BARIUM, CHROMIUM, 
TITANIUM, VANADIUM, AND ZIRCONIUM 

Calculations of Spearman rank correlation coeffi
cients for the group 1 data show that barium, 
chromium, titanium, vanadium, and zirconium are all 
very strongly associated with one another; that is, 
their concentrations commonly vary directly (table 1 7). 
The mutual strong associations among these five ele
ments are consistent with their belonging to the same 
major geochemical class of lithophile elements, or ele
ments that tend to be bound to oxygen in silicate min-
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mineralized rock of the Pumpernickel Formation (group 1 ), and analyses of 211 samples of pyritized rock of the Pumpernickel 
the skarn (group 2). 
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erals (Goldschmidt, 1954). In addition each of these five 
elements is strongly associated with several other ele
ments in this data set: 

Ba Cr Ti y_ Zr 
Mg Cu Cu Cu Fe 
Ni Fe Fe Fe Mg 

Mg Ni Mg Ni 
Ni 

All of these associations for group 1 are consistent with 
those reported by Vine and Tourtelot (1969) for 
geosynclinal chert and claystone that contain minor 
organic material or carbonate minerals. 

Correlation calculations for group 2 data, which 
come from the mineralized area around the skarn, 
demonstrate similar element associations (table 18). 
The strongest associations of these five elements are: 

Ba Cr Ti 
Mg V Ba 
Ti V 

V Zr 
Ba Ti 
Cr 

Although many direct variations in the group 2 data 
set are the same as in group 1 (compare tables 17 and 
18), the strengths of the associations significant for 
group 1 are diminished for the group 2 data. This 
relation must reflect in part local mobilization of 
many elements in the rocks during alteration and met
allization. 

Negative correlation coefficients of barium, chro
mium, titanium, vanadium, and zirconium for other 
metals in the group 2 correlation matrix also bear on 
their geochemistry (table 18). Previous studies of 
minor-element distributions established the zonation 
of 11 elements (Ag, Au, Bi, Co, Cu, Fe, Hg, Mo, Ph, Sr, 
and Zn) near the granodiorite of Copper Canyon, in the 
area sampled for the group 2 rocks (Theodore and 
Nash, 1973; Theodore and Blake, 1975). The over
whelming bulk of these metals was introduced during 
epigenetic metallization. Yet, in the group 2 correla
tion matrix, barium, chromium, titanium, vanadium, 
and zirconium have moderate negative correlation co
efficients with seven elements (Ag, As, Au, Bi, Fe, Hg, 
and Mo). Copper shows either no correlation or a 
slight negative correlation with barium, chromium, 
and vanadium (table 18). These relations strongly 
suggest that barium, chromium, titanium, vanadium, 
and zirconium were not metasomatically introduced 
into the group 2 rocks during metallization. We infer, 
thus, from an evaluation of these geochemical data by 
correlation techniques, and from a comparison with 
typical abundances of elements in marine geosynclinal 
rocks elsewhere, that the differences detected between 
sample groups 1 and 2 in these elements most likely 
result from premetallization chemical differences. 
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BEHAVIOR OF BORON DURING METALLIZATION 

The loss of boron during metallization suggested by 
figure 25 and table 16 merits detailed consideration . 
Figure 25 indicates marked differences in the boron 
content in the two data groups. In group 1, boron has a 
fairly symmetrical unimodal distribution with a slight 
negative skewness; its mode and median are in the 
70-ppm class interval. In group 2, from the metallized 
rocks around the skarn, boron possibly has a multi
modal distribution and a seeming positive skewness; 
one mode in this group is in the 30-ppm class interval, 
and the median is in the 20-ppm class interval. 

Correlation studies suggest alternate interpreta
tions of boron behavior during metallization at Copper 
Canyon. They show that boron varies independently of 
fluctuations in eight elements in the group 2 data set 
(Ag, As, Au, Bi, Cu, Hg, Mo, and Ph) as indicated by 
correlation coefficients close to zero (table 18). Further, 
in group 1, boron has a relatively high negative corre
lation coefficient (-0.57) for gold, and intermediate 
negative coefficients (-0.1 to -0.4) for most other metals 
associated typically with copper mineralization (table 
1 7). The negative associations suggest depletion of bo
ron, possibly accompanying some of the lead-zinc-silver 
vein mineralization dominant in areas near the group 
1 samples. 

On the other hand, there appears to be fairly good 
evidence for the introduction of boron locally into some 
rocks during pyritization and alteration. Boron con
centrations greater than 70 ppm occur chiefly in 
pyritized rock belonging to the upper chert member of 
the Pumpernickel Formation (Theodore, 1969, fig. 6), 
and many of these rocks contain more than 2,000 ppm 
boron. This domain of high boron is restricted to about 
a 2-km2 area just west of the granodiorite of Copper 
Canyon and west of the main Copper Canyon drainage. 
By way of comparison, most samples from the upper 
chert member of this formation that are unpyritized 
and very sparsely mineralized by a few veins contain 
1~ 70 ppm boron. However, correlation studies for the 
domain of high boron showed boron (1) to be moder
ately correlated with bismuth, cobalt, and chromium, 
(2) to have negative associations for copper and arse
nic, and (3) to vary independently of iron and gold con
centrations. These data suggest that the behavior of 
boron is different in this 2-km2 area from that of many 
other metals at Copper Canyon. 

The correlation tests and abundance comparisons for 
boron do not provide an unequivocal answer regarding 
gains or losses of boron during mineralization. The 
abundance data could suggest that some boron was 
removed from the lower member of the Pumpernickel 
Formation, then redeposited in the upper member dur
ing hydrothermal alteration. However, this does not 
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correspond to any previously documented parageneses 
and occurrences (see Watanabe, 1967). Elsewhere, 
boron seems to be depleted during shallow- and deep
seated metamorphism of marine sediments (Ernst and 
others, 195S; Ernst and Lodeman, 1965). Near a pluton 
120 km northwest of Copper Canyon, Wodzicki (1971) 
found sharp decreases ofboron toward the pluton in its 
contact aureole. At Iron Canyon, about 3 km northeast 
of Copper Canyon, systematic geochemical studies of 
deep drill core through the Lower or Middle Cambrian 
Scott Canyon Formation yielded inconclusive data on 
changes in boron contents during pyritization there 
(Theodore and Roberts, 1971). Those studies did show, 
however, fairly direct variations of boron, generally 
ranging between 10 to 100 ppm, with barium, 
chromium, nickel and vanadium in unpyritized car
bonaceous black shale. 

GEOCHEMISTRY OF SOIL 
AROUND THE SKARN 

Cursory studies were undertaken around the skarn 
to evaluate the usefulness of soil as a sampling 
medi urn in the geochemical prospecting for min
eralized skarn. Along three traverses across the sur
face projection of the skarn (X -X', Y-Y', Z-Z'; pl. 1), 
140 residual soil samples were collected about 6 m 
apart from the B soil horizon and analyzed for their 
minor metal content (tables 19--21). Chemical and 
spectrographic analyses were made either in mobile 
field laboratories or in the permanent analytical 
laboratories of the U.S. Geological Survey at Denver. 
Bulk soil samples approximately 3 kg in weight were 
collected from about 15 em below the ground surface. 
They were sieved at the mobile field laboratory and the 
minus-SO mesh (Tyler standard sieve, 0.175-mm open
ing) fraction retained for analysis. These required no 
further treatment, and the coarse material was dis
carded. All element concentrations except those for 
arsenic, gold mercury, antimony, and zinc were deter
mined by a spectrographic method (Grimes and Mar
ranzino, 196S); those for the five elements were deter
mined by atomic absorption methods (Ward and others, 
1963; Vaughn and McCarthy, 1964; Thompson and 
others, 196S). Although the three sample traverses 
roughly parallel topographic contours (pl. 1), the sur-
face geometry in the general area of the west ore body 
necessarily complicates the evaluation of these geo
chemical data. Topographic relief around the skarn is 
dominated by a westward-facing steep slope east of the 
south-flowing drainage through Copper Canyon. It is 
probable that material bearing some metals was 
eroded and leached from exposed metallized strands of 
the Virgin fault system and migrated westward across 
the buried west ore body. We do not believe, however, 

that downslope movement of surface soils has affected 
the soil profile to any great depth, because study of five 
samples collected at one locality from 15 to 150 em 
below ground surface revealed no significant differ
ences in element concentrations across the entire soil 
profile. 

COLOR, MINERALOGY, AND pH OF FINE FRACTIONS 

Color, mineralogy, and pH of the minus-SO-mesh 
fractions of the residual soil samples are strikingly 
uniform. The pH is typically 9.0-9.6. Further, there is 
no color contrast between soil above ore in skarn and 
that on unmetallized parts of the Pumpernickel For
mation 1,500 m north ofthe outer limit of pyrite intro
duction. Soil colors are derived principally from their 
fine fractions. Over the skarn, the minus-SO-mesh soil 
fractions are drab shades of gray, orange, and brown. 
About 70 percent of them are yellowish gray (5Y7 /2) 
(Goddard and others, 194S), 15 percent moderate yel
lowish brown (10YR5/4), 10 percent grayish orange 
(10YR7/4), and 5 percent light olive gray (5Y6/1). In 
addition, there is no systematic geographic variation of 
these colors along the three traverses. The dominant 
mineralogy of the fine soil fractions, as determined in 
29 samples by X-ray, is quartz, plagioclase, chlorite, 
and white mica. Calcite was found in about one-third of 
the samples studied. No mineralogical difference was 
detected between soils developed above skarn and that 
developed on unmetallized parts of the Pumpernickel 
Formation. 

VARIATION OF MINOR ELEMENTS 
IN SOIL ABOVE THE SKARN 

From our data we infer that concentrations of most 
metals in soil above the skarn show little, if any, 
specific relation to underlying ore, perhaps reflecting 
the very restricted area we sampled and the depth to 
ore (tables 19--21; figs. 26--2S). The low sensitivity of 
the spectrographic method for some metals and their 
low concentrations in the soil yielded few analyses 
above detection thresholds. Percentages of samples 
with detectable cadmium, molybdenum, niobium, tin, 
and tungsten range from 29 to 0 percent. Geochemical 
highs for six elements (Au, Bi, Cu, As, Sb, and Ph) near 
the west end ofprofile Y-Y' (fig. 27) most likely reflect 
the concentration of these metals in veins along 
north-striking faults there (pl. 1). In the general area 
of profile Z-Z', our geochemical sampling did not ex
tend far enough away from ore for us to establish 
changes in the minor-element content of soil. 
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FIGURE 26.-Concentrations of 11 elements in soil along traverse 
X-X' (pl. 1). Lateral extent ofhorizontal projection of ore in under
lying skarn is shown. Sample numbers taken from table 19. 
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TABLE 19.-Analyses for minor metals in 
[-,not 

4 6 8 9 10 11 12 

Lab. No. BBK-001 BBK-002 BBK-003 BBK-004 BBK-005 BBK-006 BBK-007 BBK-008 BBK-009 BBK-010 BBK-011 BBK-012 
Field No. 70-9 70-10 70-11 70-12 70-13 70-14 70-15 70-16 70-17 70-18 70-19 70-20 

Semiquantitative spectrographic analyses (weight percent) 1 

Ag 0.0001 0.00015 0.0002 0.0001 0.0003 0.0002 0.00015 0.0005 0.001 0.0002 0.0005 0.0003 
As .02 
B .005 .005 .005 .005 .003 .005 .003 .005 .007 .005 .005 .005 
Ba .05 .05 .05 .05 .05 .05 .03 .07 .07 .07 .07 .07 
Be .0001 .0001 .0001 .00015 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 
Bi <.001 <.001 <.001 .001 <.001 .001 <.001 .0015 .002 .001 .001 .001 
Ca 1 .7 1.5 .7 .7 .7 .7 1 1.5 2 .7 .7 
Co .0005 .0005 .0005 .001 .001 .001 .001 .001 .001 .001 .001 .001 
Cr .007 .01 .01 .005 .007 .007 .007 .015 .01 .01 .01 .007 
Cu .01 .01 .01 .007 .01 .01 .007 .02 .015 .015 .015 .015 
Fe 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 5 3 5 5 3 
La .002 .002 .002 <.002 .002 .002 <.002 .003 .003 .003 .002 .003 
Mg 1 1 1 1 1 1.5 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Mn .03 .03 .02 .05 .07 .05 .05 .03 .05 .03 .03 .05 
Nb 
Ni .002 .002 .002 .0015 .002 .0015 .0015 .003 .002 .002 .003 .002 
Pb .003 .003 .003 .003 .003 .003 .003 .01 .01 .005 .007 .007 
Sc .001 .001 .001 .001 .0015 .0015 .001 .0015 .001 .0015 .0015 .001 
Sn .001 .001 
Sr .02 .02 .03 .02 .02 .02 .015 .02 .03 .03 .02 .02 
Ti .3 .3 .5 .3 .3 .3 .3 .5 .5 .3 .3 .3 
v .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 
y .0015 .0015 .002 .0015 .002 .0015 .0015 .0015 .002 .002 .0015 .002 
Zn 
Zr .015 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .03 .02 .015 .02 

Chemical analyses (parts per million)2 

As 20 40 60 20 20 20 60 >160 >160 120 60 80 
Au .22 .12 .16 .06 .10 .10 .12 .22 .26 .10 .20 .10 
Hg 1.0 1.6 1.0 1.0 1.6 2.6 1.3 .75 1.2 1.0 2.2 1.0 
Sb 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
Zn 50 55 55 65 70 75 70 70 50 60 70 65 

27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 

Lab. No. BBK-027 BBK-028 BBK-029 BBK-030 BBK-031 BBK-032 BBK-033 BBK-034 BBK-035 BBK-036 BBK-037 BBK-038 
Field No. 70-35 70-36 70-37 70-38 70-39 70-40 70-41 70-42 70-43 70-44 70-45 70-46 

Semiquantitative spectrographic analyses (weight percent) 

Ag 0.0003 0.0001 0.0007 0.0003 0.0005 0.0003 0.0002 0.0003 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005 0.0007 
As 
B .005 .005 .005 .007 .005 .003 .003 .005 .005 .005 .003 .005 
Ba .05 .05 .07 .07 .07 .07 .07 .07 .07 .07 .07 .07 
Be .0001 .00015 .00015 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 
Bi .001 .002 .0015 .001 .0015 <.001 .001 .001 .0015 .001 .001 
Ca .7 .7 1.5 1.5 .7 .7 .7 .7 .7 1 1.5 .7 
Co .002 .001 .0015 .0015 .0015 .0015 .0015 .0015 .001 .0015 .001 .001 
Cr .01 .007 .015 .01 .01 .01 .007 .007 .007 .01 .007 .01 
Cu .015 .007 .015 .01 .01 .01 .007 .007 .01 .007 .007 .01 
Fe 3 3 5 3 3 3 3 5 3 3 3 3 
La .002 .002 .003 .002 .002 .002 .002 .002 .003 .003 .003 .003 
Mg 1 1 1.5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Mn .05 .05 .05 .05 .05 .07 .05 .07 .05 .07 .07 .05 
Nb .001 
Ni .002 .003 .005 .005 .003 .005 .003 .003 .005 .003 .003 .005 
Pb .007 .003 .007 .005 .007 .003 .003 .005 .005 .005 .005 .005 
Sc .001 .001 .0015 .001 .001 .001 .001 .001 .001 .001 .001 .0015 
Sn 
Sr .02 .02 .02 .03 .015 .02 .02 .03 .03 .03 .03 .03 
Ti .3 .3 .5 .3 .3 .3 .3 .5 .3 .3 .3 .3 
v .01 .01 .015 .01 .01 .01 .01 .015 .01 .01 .01 .01 
y .002 .002 .003 .002 .0015 .002 .0015 .0015 .002 .0015 .0015 .0015 
Zn 
Zr .02 .02 .02 .015 .015 .015 .015 .02 .02 .015 .015 .015 

Chemical analyses (parts per million) 

As 60 20 80 40 60 40 20 40 40 <10 20 20 
Au .36 .40 .66 .40 .66 .26 .08 .20 .14 .20 .16 .20 
Hg 1.0 .80 .80 2.0 1.8 1.3 1.2 .7 1.0 1.3 .4 .45 
Sb 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 
Zn 90 95 90 100 100 80 85 120 130 140 130 120 

'Spectrographic analyses by D. Siems. Results are reported to the nearest number in the series 1, 0.7, 0.5, 0.3, 0.2, 0.15, 0.1, 0.07, and so on, which represent approximate midpoints 
of interval data on a geometric scale. The precision of a reported value is approximately plus or minus one series interval at 68 percent confidence, or two intervals at 95 percent 
confidence. 

2Chemical analyses by J.G. Frisken, J.D. Hoffman, R.M. O'Leary, and L.A. Vinnola. 
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samples of soil from traverse X-X' of plate 1 
detected] 

13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 

BBK-013 BBK-014 BBK-015 BBK-016 BBK-017 BBK-018 BBK-019 BBK-020 BBK-021 BBK-022 BBK-023 BBK-024 BBK-025 BBK-026 
70-21 70-22 70-23 70-24 70-25 70-26 70-27 70-28 70-29 70-30 70-31 70-32 70-33 70-34 

Semiquantitative spectrographic analyses (weight percent)1 

0.0003 0.0002 0.0003 0.00015 0.0005 0.0005 0.0003 0.0007 0.001 0.0005 0.001 0.0005 0.0005 0.0002 

.005 .005 .005 .005 .003 .007 .005 .005 .007 .005 .005 .005 .007 .007 

.07 .07 .07 .05 .05 .07 .07 .07 .07 .07 .07 .07 .07 .05 

.0001 .0001 .00015 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .00015 .00015 

.0015 .0015 .0015 .001 .0015 .0015 .0015 .002 .002 .002 .002 .0015 .0015 .001 
1 1 .7 .5 1 1 .7 .7 .7 .7 2 1 1 1 

.001 .001 .0015 .0015 .001 .001 .001 .001 .001 .001 .0015 .0007 .001 .001 

.01 .01 .007 .015 .01 .005 .005 .01 .015 .01 .007 .01 .015 .007 

.015 .01 .02 .02 .015 .01 .01 .007 .015 .01 .015 .01 .02 .01 
3 3 3 5 5 3 3 3 5 3 3 2 5 3 

.003 .002 .002 .005 .003 .002 <.002 .002 .003 .003 .003 .002 .003 .002 

.7 .7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1.5 1.5 

.03 .03 .07 .05 .05 .05 .07 .05 .05 .05 .07 .05 .07 .07 

.002 .002 .002 .002 .002 .0015 .0015 .0015 .002 .002 .003 .0015 .003 .002 

.005 .005 .007 .003 .007 .007 .007 .01 .01 .01 .007 .01 .01 .007 

.001 .001 .001 .0015 .001 .001 .001 .001 .0015 .001 .001 .001 .0015 .001 
<.001 .001 <.001 <.001 .001 <.001 

.02 .03 .03 .015 .03 .03 .02 .02 .03 .03 .03 .03 .03 .03 

.3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .5 .5 .5 

.01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .015 .01 

.002 .0015 .002 .002 .002 .0015 .0015 .0015 .002 .002 .002 .0015 .003 .002 

.02 .02 .02 .02 .03 .015 .015 .015 .02 .015 .015 .02 .02 .015 

Chemical analyses (parts per million)2 

<10 <10 80 120 <10 40 <10 <10 >160 60 <10 80 120 20 
.20 .20 .22 .12 .20 .20 .18 .20 .40 .26 .26 .36 .50 .26 

1.0 2.8 1.0 1.3 1.5 3.0 1.1 .75 .75 1.3 1.3 .80 .70 .65 
2 4 1 1 0.5 1 0.5 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 

65 65 70 70 75 75 95 75 85 80 90 75 90 100 

39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 

BBK-039 BBK-040 BBK-041 BBK-042 BBK-043 BBK-044 BBK-045 BBK-046 BBK-047 BBK-048 BBK-049 BBK-050 BBK-051 
70-47 70-48 70-49 70-50 70-51 70-52 70-53 70-54 70-55 70-56 70-57 70-58 70-59 

Semiquantitative spectrographic analyses (weight percent) 

0.0005 0.0003 0.0005 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.00015 0.00005 <0.00005 <0.00005 

.005 .003 .003 .003 .003 .005 .005 .005 .005 .007 .007 .005 .007 

.07 .07 .07 .07 .07 .07 .07 .07 .07 .05 .05 .07 .07 

.00015 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .00015 .0001 .00015 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 

.0015 .001 .001 .001 <.001 .001 .0015 <.001 

.7 .7 .7 .7 .7 .7 .7 1 2 1.5 1.5 1.5 2 

.0015 .001 .001 .001 .001 .0015 .001 .0015 .001 .0015 .0015 .0015 .0015 

.01 .007 .01 .015 .01 .01 .01 .015 .007 .01 .007 .015 .015 

.015 .01 .01 .01 .007 .01 .007 .007 .015 .007 .007 .01 .015 
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 5 3 3 3 3 5 

.003 .003 .003 .003 .003 .005 .003 .005 .003 .003 .002 .002 .003 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 

.05 .05 .05 .03 .05 .05 .05 .07 .07 .07 .07 .07 .1 
.001 .001 .001 .001 

.007 .003 .003 .005 .005 .005 .005 .005 .002 .005 .002 .002 .003 

.005 .005 .003 .003 .003 .005 .005 .003 .002 .003 .002 .002 .002 

.0015 .001 .001 .0015 .001 .001 .001 .0015 .001 .001 .001 .001 .0015 

.03 .03 .02 .03 .015 .02 .02 .03 .02 .03 .03 .02 .05 

.5 .3 .3 .5 .3 .3 .5 .5 .5 .5 .3 .5 .5 

.015 .01 .01 .015 .01 .015 .01 .015 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 

.002 .002 .002 .003 .002 .002 .002 .003 .002 .002 .002 .002 .003 
<.02 <.02 <.02 

.02 .02 .015 .015 .015 .015 .02 .02 .03 .03 .015 .02 .03 

Chemical analyses (parts per million) 

20 20 <10 10 20 <10 15 20 <10 <10 15 10 15 
.20 .12 .28 .12 .14 .14 .14 .14 .04 .04 .02 .02 .02 
.40 1.0 1.0 .75 .8 1.0 1.1 1.0 1.1 1.3 1.4 .9 1.2 

2 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 
110 95 110 90 110 110 100 90 95 110 120 150 110 
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TABLE 20.-Analyses for minor metals in 
[-,not 

4 6 9 10 11 12 

Lab. No. BBK-074 BBK-073 BBK-072 BBK-071 BBK-070 BBK-069 BBK-068 BBK-067 BBK-066 BBK-065 BBK-064 BBK-063 
Field No. 7~82 7~81 7~80 7~79 7~78 7~77 7~76 7~75 7~74 7~73 7~72 7~71 

Semiquantitative spectrographic analyses (weight percent)l 

Ag 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
As 

0.00015 0.0002 0.0002 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 

B .005 .005 .005 .005 .005 .005 .007 .005 .005 .005 .007 .007 
Ba .07 .07 .07 .07 .07 .07 .07 .07 .07 .05 .05 .05 
Be .00015 .00015 .0001 .00015 .00015 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .00015 
Bi <.001 <.001 <.001 .001 <.001 <.001 .001 .001 .001 
Ca 1 1 1 1.5 1.5 .7 1 1 .7 .7 1 1 
Co .0015 .001 .001 .0015 .001 .001 .0015 .001 .0015 .0015 .0015 .0015 
Cr .015 .015 .015 .015 .015 .01 .015 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 
Cu .03 .03 .05 .05 .05 .015 .03 .02 .015 .015 .015 .02 
Fe 5 5 5 5 5 5 7 5 5 5 5 7 
La .003 .003 .002 .003 .003 .003 .003 .003 .002 .003 .003 .003 
Mg 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 2 1 1.5 1.5 1 1 1.5 1.5 
Mn .05 .05 .05 .05 .07 .07 .07 .07 .07 .07 .07 .07 
Nb .001 .001 .001 
Ni .005 .003 .003 .003 .003 .002 .003 .002 .002 .002 .002 .002 
Ph .007 .005 .005 .007 .007 .005 .007 .007 .007 .005 .005 .005 
Sc .0015 .0015 .0015 .0015 .0015 .0015 .0015 .0015 .0015 .0015 .0015 .0015 
Sn <.001 <.001 <.001 <.001 <.001 <.001 <.001 
Sr .03 .03 .03 .03 .03 .03 .03 .03 .03 .03 .03 .05 
Ti .5 .5 .5 .5 .7 .3 .5 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 
v .015 .01 .01 .015 .015 .01 .015 .015 .01 .01 .01 .01 
y .002 .0015 .002 .002 .002 
Zn 

.002 .003 .002 .0015 .002 .002 .002 

Zr .02 .02 .02 .03 .03 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 

Chemical analyses (parts per million)2 

As 30 80 60 80 20 20 20 40 20 30 30 20 
Au .26 .24 .14 .2 .3 .3 .18 .16 .2 .14 .16 0.1 
Hg 1.1 .7 .7 .75 .5 .65 .75 1.4 .9 .55 .8 .9 
Sb 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
Zn 65 55 75 60 65 70 60 60 65 75 70 80 

26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 

Lab No. BBK-077 BBK-078 BBK-079 BBK-080 BBK-081 BBK-082 BBK-083 BBK-084 BBK-085 BBK-086 BBK-087 BBK-088 
Field No. 7~85 7~86 7~87 7~88 7~89 7~90 7~91 7~92 7~93 7~94 7~95 7~96 

Semiquantitative spectrographic analyses (weight percent) 

Ag 0.0002 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0001 0.0002 0.0002 0.00007 0.0001 0.0001 
As 
B .005 .005 .005 .007 .005 .005 .005 .003 .005 .005 .005 .005 
Ba .05 .07 .07 .07 .1 .07 .05 .07 .07 .07 .07 .07 
Be .00015 .0001 .00015 .00015 .00015 .00015 .0001 .0001 .00015 .00015 .00015 .0001 
Bi .001 <.001 
Ca 1 1 1.5 .7 1 .7 .7 .7 1 1 1 .7 
Co .001 .0015 .001 .001 .0015 .0015 .0015 .0015 .0015 .0015 .0015 .0015 
Cr .007 .01 .01 .015 .015 .015 .01 .01 .01 .015 .007 .015 
Cu .01 .01 .015 .03 .05 .05 .015 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 
Fe 5 5 5 7 7 7 5 3 5 5 5 5 
La .003 .002 .003 .005 .005 .005 .002 .002 .003 .003 .003 .003 
Mg 1 1 1 1.5 1.5 1.5 1 1 1 1.5 1.5 1.5 
Mn .07 .07 .07 .05 .05 .07 .05 .03 .03 .07 .05 .05 
Nb .001 .001 <.001 .001 .001 .0015 
Ni .003 .003 .002 .002 .007 .005 .003 .005 .005 .005 .003 .003 
Ph .003 .003 .003 .003 .002 .003 .002 .002 .003 .003 .002 .002 
Sc .0015 .001 .001 .0015 .0015 .0015 .001 .001 .001 .001 .001 .001 
Sn 
Sr .03 .03 .03 .02 .02 .02 .02 .015 .02 .03 .02 .015 
Ti .3 .5 .3 .5 .5 .5 .3 .3 .3 .5 .3 .3 
v .015 .01 .01 .015 .015 .015 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 
y .0015 .0015 .0015 .003 .003 .003 .0015 .002 .002 .002 .002 .002 
Zn <.02 <.02 <.02 <.02 
Zr .02 .015 .02 .015 .02 .03 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 

Chemical analyses (parts per million) 

As 10 10 20 40 10 30 20 10 10 20 10 10 
Au .1 .1 .11 .24 .24 .2 .14 .18 .2 .22 .2 .78 
Hg .9 .75 1.0 .6 .6 .8 .65 1.8 3.0 .11 1.1 .55 
Sb 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 
Zn 75 70 60 70 85 90 85 95 100 110 120 120 
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samples of soil from traverse Y -Y' of plate 1 
detected] 

13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 

BBK-062 BBK-061 BBK-060 BBK-059 BBK-058 BBK-057 BBK-056 BBK-055 BBK-054 BBK-053 BBK-052 BBK-075 BBK-076 
70-70 70-69 70-68 70-67 70-66 70-65 70-64 70-63 70-62 70-61 70-60 70-83 70-84 

Semiquantitative spectrographic analyses (weight percent) 

0.0001 0.0001 0.00015 0.0001 0.0002 0.00015 0.0007 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005 0.0002 0.00015 0.0002 

.007 .007 .005 .007 .005 .005 .005 .005 .005 .007 .005 .005 .005 

.07 .05 .05 .05 .07 .07 .07 .07 .07 .05 .07 .05 .07 

.0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .00015 .0001 .0001 .0001 .00015 .00015 
<.001 <.001 .001 <.001 

.7 .7 .7 .7 .7 .7 2 .7 1 1.5 3 .7 1 

.0015 .0015 .0015 .001 .001 .001 .001 .001 .001 .0015 .0015 .0015 .001 

.01 .007 .01 .007 .015 .015 .015 .015 .015 .015 .01 .01 .007 

.015 .015 .015 .015 .02 .02 .03 .03 .02 .02 .02 .015 .01 
5 5 5 5 5 7 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 

.003 .003 .003 .003 .003 .005 .003 .005 .003 .005 .003 .002 .003 
1.5 1.5 1 1 1 1.5 1 1 1 1 1.5 1 1 

.07 .07 .07 .07 .05 .05 .05 .05 .07 .07 .07 .07 .07 

.001 .001 .001 .001 .001 .001 .001 

.002 .0015 .0015 .0015 .002 .002 .002 .002 .002 .002 .002 .003 .003 

.005 .005 .005 .005 .01 .003 .007 .007 .005 .007 .003 .003 .003 

.0015 .0015 .0015 .0015 .0015 .0015 .0015 .0015 .0015 .0015 .0015 .0015 .001 
<.001 <.001 

.05 .05 .03 .03 .03 .03 .05 .03 .03 .03 .05 .03 .03 

.5 .3 .3 .3 .3 .5 .3 .3 .3 .3 .5 .5 .5 

.015 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 

.002 .002 .002 .002 .002 .002 .003 .002 .002 .002 .002 .0015 .0015 

.02 .02 .02 .02 .03 .02 .03 .015 .03 .02 .03 .02 .02 

Chemical analyses (parts per million) 

15 20 40 60 40 60 100 15 15 20 10 <10 
0.1 0.1 0.1 .04 .32 .4 .34 .3 .24 .24 .2 .14 .1 

.8 1.1 1.0 .45 .8 .55 .8 1.0 .3 .28 .35 1.0 .55 
2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 

65 65 60 60 60 55 50 55 60 60 55 60 65 

38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 

BBK-089 BBK-090 BBK-091 BBK-092 BBK-093 BBK-094 BBK-095 BBK-096 BBK-097 BBK-098 BBK-099 BBK-100 BBK-101 
70-97 70-98 70-99 70-100 70-101 70-102 70-103 70-104 70-105 70-106 70-107 70-108 70-109 

Semiquantitative spectrogrphic analyses (weight percent) 

0.0001 0.0003 0.0002 0.0007 0.0005 0.0007 0.0005 0.0003 0.0003 0.0002 0.0002 0.0003 0.0002 

.005 .005 .005 .005 .007 .007 .007 .007 .005 .005 .005 .005 .005 

.07 .07 .07 .07 .07 .07 .07 .07 .05 .05 .05 .07 .05 

.0001 .0002 .0001 .0001 .0001 .00015 .00015 .00015 .00015 .00015 .0001 .00015 .00015 
.0015 .001 .002 .0015 .001 .001 

.7 .7 1 1.5 1 1 1.5 .7 1.5 2 2 2 1 

.0015 .002 .0015 .0015 .001 .0015 .002 .0015 .0015 .0015 .0015 .0015 .0015 

.01 .02 .015 .015 .01 .015 .007 .01 .01 .01 .015 .015 .015 

.03 .07 .01 .015 .01 .015 .015 .02 .007 .005 .007 .01 .01 
5 7 7 7 5 7 5 5 3 5 5 5 5 

.002 .005 .005 .005 .002 .003 .002 .003 .002 .003 .003 .003 .003 
1.5 1.5 1 1 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1 

.07 .03 .07 .05 .07 .07 .07 .05 .1 .1 .1 .1 .07 
.001 .001 <.001 .001 

.005 .01 .005 .005 .002 .007 .005 .005 .005 .005 .005 .005 .005 

.003 .003 .005 .01 .01 .01 .003 .003 .003 .003 .003 .003 .003 

.001 .0015 .0015 .0015 .0015 .002 .0015 .0015 .001 .001 .001 .001 .001 
<.001 <.001 

.02 .02 .03 .03 .03 .03 .03 .03 .05 .05 .05 .05 .03 

.5 .3 .5 .5 .5 .5 .3 .3 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 

.01 .015 .015 .015 .01 .015 .01 .01 .01 .015 .01 .015 .015 

.002 .003 .002 .002 .002 .005 .002 .002 .002 .002 .002 .003 .002 
<.02 

.03 .015 .03 .02 .02 .03 .02 .02 .02 .02 .015 .02 .015 

Chemical analyses (parts per million) 

20 20 40 160 60 40 20 <10 10 15 20 40 15 
.1 .28 .24 .56 .36 .24 .16 .14 0.1 .06 .06 0.1 .08 
.35 1.2 .75 1.2 1.4 1.5 1.4 2.0 .08 .02 .11 .10 .16 

2 3 3 4 2 2 0.5 2 <.5 1 2 2 2 
110 160 75 85 100 100 95 75 120 100 110 110 110 
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TABLE 20.-Analyses for minor metals in samples 

Lab No. 
Field No. 

Ag 
As 
B 
Ba 
Be 
Bi 
Ca 
Co 
Cr 
Cu 
Fe 
La 
Mg 
Mn 
Nb 
Ni 
Ph 
Sc 
Sn 
Sr 
Ti 
v 
y 
Zn 
Zr 

As 
Au 
Hg 
Sb 
Zn 

Lab No. 
Field No. 

Ag 
As 
B 
Ba 
Be 
Bi 
Ca 
Co 
Cr 
Cu 
Fe 
La 
Mg 
Mn 
Nb 
Ni 
Ph 
Sc 
Sn 
Sr 
Ti 
v 
y 
Zn 
Zr 

As 
Au 
Hg 
Sb 
Zn 

51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 

BBK-102 BBK-103 BBK-104 BBK-105 BBK-106 BBK-107 BBK-108 BBK-109 BBK-110 BBK-111 
70-110 70-111 70-112 70-113 70-114 70-115 70-116 70-117 70-118 70-119 

0.0002 0.0005 

.005 .003 

.05 .03 

.0001 .0001 
.001 

1 1.5 
.0015 .001 
.015 .01 
.01 .015 

5 3 
.003 .002 

1 1.5 
.07 .07 

<.001 .001 
.005 .003 
.003 .003 
.001 .001 

<.001 
.03 .03 
.5 .3 
.015 .01 
.002 .002 

.02 .015 

20 20 
.16 .22 
.18 .24 
.5 .5 

100 90 

Semiquantitative spectrographic analyses (weight percent) 

0.0005 0.0002 0.00015 0.0002 0.0005 0.001 0.0005 0.0007 

.005 .005 .005 .005 .005 .007 .005 .005 

.03 .03 .03 .05 .05 .05 .03 .05 

.0001 .00015 .0001 .00015 .00015 .00015 .0001 .0001 

.0015 .001 .001 <.001 .002 .003 .0015 .003 
.7 1 .7 .7 1 .7 .7 .7 
.001 .002 .001 .001 .0015 .0015 .002 .0015 
.015 .015 .01 .01 .01 .015 .015 .01 
.015 .015 .01 .01 .02 .05 .02 .02 

5 5 3 5 5 5 7 7 
.002 .003 .002 .003 .003 .003 .002 .002 

1 1 1 1 1 1.5 1 1 
.05 .07 .05 .1 .07 .03 .1 .07 
.001 .001 
.003 .005 .003 .003 .005 .007 .007 .005 
.002 .003 .003 .005 .005 .003 .005 .005 
.001 .001 .001 .001 .001 .0015 .0015 .0015 

<.001 <.001 .001 .001 .001 .001 
.03 .03 .02 .03 .03 .015 .02 .02 
.3 .5 .3 .3 .3 .5 .3 .3 
.01 .015 .01 .01 .01 .015 .015 .015 
.002 .002 .002 .0015 .002 .003 .002 .002 

.02 .02 .02 .015 .02 .02 .02 .02 

Chemical analyses (parts per million) 

20 20 20 15 20 10 30 20 
.24 .26 0.2 0.1 .18 .24 .14 .16 
.18 .3 .35 .35 .28 .35 .45 .45 

<.5 2 1 2 2 2 3 2 
80 90 90 100 110 120 120 130 

TABLE 21.-Analyses for minor metals in samples of soil from traverse Z-Z' of plate 1 
[-, not detected] 

2 4 6 

BBK-136 BBK-135 BBK-134 BBK-133 BBK-132 BBK-131 BBK-127 BBK-128 
70-144 70-143 70-142 70-141 70-140 70-139 70-135 70-136 

Semiquantitative spectrographic analyses (weight percent)~ 

0.0001 0.0001 0.0003 0.00005 0.00015 0.0001 0.0003 0.0002 

.005 .005 .007 .007 .007 .007 .007 .007 

.07 .07 .07 .07 .05 .07 .07 .07 

.00015 .00015 .00015 .00015 .00015 .00015 .00015 .00015 
<.001 .001 .001 .001 
1 1.5 1.5 1 1 1 .7 1 

.0015 .0015 .0015 .0015 .0015 .0015 .0015 .0015 

.015 .015 .015 .015 .015 .015 .02 .02 

.015 .015 .02 .015 .015 .015 .02 .02 
5 5 5 5 5 5 7 7 

.003 .005 .003 .003 .003 .003 .002 .003 
1 1.5 1.5 1.5 1 1 1.5 2 

.1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .05 .1 
<.001 <.001 .001 .0015 .001 .001 <.001 .001 

.003 .003 .005 .005 .005 .005 .005 .005 

.007 .01 .01 .005 .005 .005 .003 .01 

.0015 .0015 .002 .002 .002 .002 .002 .002 

.03 .05 .05 .03 .03 .03 .02 .03 

.5 .5 .7 .5 .5 .5 .5 .7 

.015 .015 .02 .015 .015 .02 .02 .015 

.002 .002 .002 .002 .002 .002 .003 .002 

.02 .02 .02 .02 .03 .02 .02 .02 

Atomic absorption analyses (parts per million)2 

40 10 20 10 15 10 20 60 
.04 .04 .1 .04 .04 .16 .1 .22 
.08 .1 .16 .3 .35 .3 .45 .40 

1 1 3 2 3 3 3 3 
80 80 80 80 80 80 90 80 

61 62 

BBK-112 BBK-113 
70-120 70-121 

0.0007 0.001 

.005 .007 

.05 .07 

.00015 .0001 

.002 .005 
1 .7 

.001 .0015 

.015 .015 

.02 .02 
5 5 

.002 .005 
1 1 

.05 .05 

.005 .007 

.007 .015 

.0015 .002 

.001 .001 

.02 .03 

.5 .5 

.01 .015 

.002 .003 

.02 .03 

30 40 
.2 .16 
.4 .4 

3 2 
120 120 

9 10 

BBK-129 BBK-130 
70-137 70-138 

0.0002 0.0002 

.007 .007 

.07 .07 

.00015 .00015 

1 1.5 
.0015 .0015 
.015 .02 
.015 .02 

5 7 
.005 .005 

1.5 2 
.1 .1 
.001 .001 
.005 .007 
.007 .005 
.002 .003 

.03 .03 

.7 .7 

.015 .02 

.002 .003 

.03 .02 

10 10 
.06 .1 
.40 .40 

3 2 
80 80 

'Spectrographic analyses by D. Siems. Results are reported to the nearest number in the series 1, 0.7, 0.5, 0.3, 0.2, 0.15, 0.1, 0.07, and so on, which represent approximate midpoints 
of interval data on a geometric scale. The precision of a reported value is approximately plus or minus one series interval at 68 percent confidence, or two intervals at 95 percent 
confidence. 

2Chemical analyses by J.G. Frisken, J.D. Hoffman, R.M. O'Leary, and L.A. Vinnola. 
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of soil from traverse¥ -Y' of plate 1-Continued 

63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 

BBK-114 BBK-115 BBK-116 BBK-117 BBK-118 BBK-119 BBK-120 BBK-121 BBK-122 BBK-123 BBK-124 BBK-125 BBK-126 
70-122 70-123 70-124 70-125 70-126 70-127 70-128 70-129 70-130 70-131 70-132 70-133 70-134 

Semiquantitative spectrographic analyses (weight percent)-

0.0005 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005 0.0003 0.0007 0.0007 0.0007 0.0007 0.0003 0.0002 0.0005 0.0007 
.05 

.007 .005 .007 .005 .005 .01 .007 .01 .007 .005 .01 .01 .01 

.05 .05 .05 .07 .05 .05 .07 .07 .07 .1 .1 .1 .1 

.0001 .00015 .00015 .0001 .0001 .0001 .00015 .0002 .00015 .0002 .00015 .00015 .00015 

.001 .0015 .003 <.001 .002 .002 <.001 .001 .0015 .001 .001 .0015 .01 

.7 1 .7 2 2 2 2 3 .7 1 1 1 1 

.0015 .001 .001 .002 .001 .0015 .0015 .001 .0015 .0015 .0015 .0015 .001 

.015 .01 .015 .02 .01 .02 .03 .03 .05 .02 .03 .05 .15 

.02 .02 .03 .015 .015 .015 .07 .05 .07 .05 .07 .07 .02 
7 5 5 7 3 5 7 5 7 5 7 7 7 

.005 .002 .005 .003 .002 .003 .005 .003 .003 .005 .005 .003 .005 
1 1 1 1.5 1 1.5 2 2 2 2 2 1.5 2 

.07 .07 .07 .07 .07 .1 .07 .07 .07 .1 .1 .07 .07 
.001 <.001 .001 .001 .001 <.001 .001 <.001 

.005 .005 .005 .007 .003 .005 .005 .003 .005 .005 .007 .007 .005 

.007 .007 .007 .007 .005 .007 .01 .01 .015 .015 .01 .01 .03 

.0015 .0015 .0015 .002 .0015 .0015 .002 .002 .002 .0015 .002 .002 .003 
<.001 <.001 <.001 .001 <.001 .001 <.001 .001 .001 .002 

.03 .03 .03 .05 .05 .05 .05 .05 .03 .03 .03 .03 .03 

.5 .3 .5 .5 .5 .5 .7 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 

.015 .015 .015 .015 .015 .01 .02 .02 .02 .015 .02 .02 .03 

.003 .002 .003 .003 .0015 .002 .003 .003 .005 .003 .003 .003 .005 

.02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .015 .015 .02 .015 .015 

Chemical analyses (parts per million)-

20 60 30 20 30 20 80 40 100 40 60 40 >160 
.04 .08 0.1 .8 .06 .2 .06 .12 .08 <.02 .26 .06 .4 
.4 .5 .24 .14 .16 .16 .2 .3 .35 .4 .6 .45 .5 

3 2 3 2 1 3 3 2 1 2 2 2 6 
120 120 llO 100 100 100 100 100 100 130 150 100 80 

'Spectrographic analyses by D. Siems. Results are reported to the nearest number in the series 1, 0. 7, 0.5, 0.3, 0.2, 0.15, 0.1, 0.07, and so on, which represent approximate midpoints 
of interval data on a geometric scale. The precision of a reported value is approximately plus or minus one series interval at 68 percent confidence, or two intervals at 95 percent 
confidence. 

2Chemical analyses by J.G. Frisken, J.D. Hoffman, R.M. O'Leary, and L.A. Vinnola. 

andY -Y'. Concentrations of arsenic, gold, copper, mer
cury, and lead tend to decrease slightly with distance 
from the underlying ore, as does the ratio Cu:Pb+Zn. 
The content of arsenic, a relatively mobile element in 
the supergene environment (Andrews-Jones, 1968), 
fluctuates strongly from sample to sample, even at the 
tight spacing of our sample locations. Some arsenic in 
the soil, however, may reflect downslope contamina
tion from arsenopyrite-bearing veins along the Virgin 
fault system. The concentrations of bismuth seem to 
follow those for lead. Cobalt, manganese, and an
timony concentrations are uniform across both under
lying ore and subeconomic sulfide-rich skarn. In 
contrast, zinc and nickel concentrations increase 
gradually with distance from ore. 

The frequency distributions for some elements (Ag, 
As, Au, Cu, Ni, Ph, and Hg) differ somewhat from those 
of other elements and may reflect hypogene introduc
tion of these metals into the underlying bedrock (fig. 
29). Data for all seven elements show greater disper-

sian than for other elements in the data set. The great
er dispersion is shown by greater ranges of values, and, 
if standard deviations were computed assuming the 
frequency distributions are reasonably close to log
normal, it would also be shown by larger logarithmic 
standard deviations. Mercury has a negatively skewed 
distribution. The histograms of the soil analyses em
phasize that concentrations of most of the remaining 
metals vary across narrow ranges, probably because 
most of these metals are indigenous to the bedrock and 
were not introduced during copper metallization 
(fig. 29). 

Concentrations of eight elements (Ag, As, Au, Bi, 
Cu, Ni(?), Ph, and Hg) in soil above the skarn are gen
erally anomalous compared to their concentrations in 
soil from unmineralized parts of the Pumpernickel 
Formation; gold, mercury, silver, and copper are 
perhaps the most anomalous above the skarn (fig. 30): 
median values for gold, mercury, silver, and copper, 
show respectively a fifteenfold, sevenfold, sixfold, and 
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FIGURE 28.-Concentrations of 10 elements in 
soil along traverse Z-Z' (pl. 1). Lateral ex
tent of horizontal projection of ore in under
lying skarn is shown. Sample numbers 
taken from table 21. 

twofold enrichment in the residual soil above the 
skarn. The data shown in figure 30 also indicate some 
general relations between the geochemistry of bedrock 
and the overlying soil around the skarn. Median values 
of analyses for seven metals (Cu, Ph, Ni, Bi, Ag, Hg, 
and Au) are slightly higher than bedrock values. 
Ranges of analytical determinations are greater in 
bedrock than in soil. 

Log-probability plots of geochemical data are 
another graphical method by which their frequency 
distributions may be evaluated. From such plots, we 
infer that copper and mercury concentrations in the 
soil may reflect two populations, perhaps a metallized 
one and a more metallized one or a local background 
one and a metallized one (fig. 31; see Tennant and 
White, 1959; Lepeltier, 1969). In addition log
probability plots that show straight lines like those for 
silver, gold and lead in figure 31 likely reflect a single 
population, possibly a background one. We believe, 
however, that all of the data of figure 31 are derived 
from one or more sources more metallized than our 
established background (B, fig. 30). Stated another 
way, the plots for silver, gold and lead shown on figure 
31, although they represent data that are very close to 
being lognormally distributed, are derived from a 
population of samples that are weakly but uniformly 
metallized with respect to these elements. Further
more, although the log-probability plots suggest that 
copper and mercury concentrations are the result of 
more complex processes, high values (>300.0 ppm Cu, 
and >0.2 ppm Hg on fig. 31) do not seem to be related to 
underlying ore in the skarn. 

STATISTICAL CORRELATIONS AMONG 19 ELEMENTS 

Spearman correlation coefficients calculated for 19 
minor elements (Ag, As, Au, B, Ba, Bi, Co, Cr, Cu, Fe, 
Hg, Mg, Ni, Ph, Ti, V, Zn, Zr, and Sb) from the 140 
analyses of soil above the skarn reveal many sim
ilarities to elemental associations in the underlying 
bedrock. However, the percentage of determinations 
below detection thresholds for these elements is less 
than for the bedrock samples (table 22). This is primar
ily due to the higher sensitivity of analytical 
techniques used for arsenic, antimony, and zinc in the 
soils. Some changes in elemental associations may 
have occurred during and after development of the soil 
(compare tables 18 and 22). 

FLUID-INCLUSION STUDIES 

Fluid-inclusion studies initiated by Nash (in Nash 
and Theodore, 1971; Theodore and Nash, 1973) and 
Batchelder (1973; Batchelder and others, 1976) were 
enlarged by Theodore to include detailed investiga-
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tions of inclusions in the skarn and in the altered 
granodiorite of Copper Canyon. Although published 
fluid-inclusion studies of minerals from the geologic 
environment of skarn are relatively sparse, studies of 
primary and pseudosecondary fluid inclusions in an
dradite, one of the first silicates to crystallize near the 
onset of metallization at Copper Canyon, provided data 
on the origins and evolution of the fluid-rock system at 
Copper Canyon. Primary fluid inclusions are those that 
were trapped mostly along growth imperfections on 
a crystal's rim during its formation, and primary 
pseudosecondary ones are those that are trapped by 
healing fractures formed in a crystal during its growth 
(Roedder, 1972). 

Preparation of samples and investigation of their 
fluid inclusions followed generally the techniques of 
Roedder (1967), Nash and Theodore (1971), and J. T. 
Nash (unpub. data). Of the several hundred rocks 
examined in thin section at Copper Canyon, those from 
about 50 locations were selected. From these selected 
samples doubly polished plates were prepared. How
ever, the typically small inclusion size in most sam
ples, and the tendency for many inclusions from the 
district to form notably clear ice in the freezing stage 
(J. T. Nash, oral commun., 1974) precluded successful 
tests with the freezing stage. However, tests were pos
sible on the heating stage. Some approximate meas
ures of the salinity of fluid inclusions with prominent 
halide daughter minerals were obtained from the 
temperatures at which the crystals dissolved and ref
erence to the system NaCl-fuO (see Roedder, 1971). 
Replicate heating tests suggest a precision of better 
than ± 5°C for the reported homogenization tempera
tures, and calibration tests of the heating stage using 
pure metals and prepared metal mixtures with known 
melting points in evacuated glass capillaries suggest 
an accuracy of about ± 5°C at temperatures of about 
300°C (see Roedder, 1971, for a discussion of calibra
tion methods). Higher temperatures than this have 
somewhat larger uncertainties, probably about ± 15°C 
at 500°C. 

TEXTURES AND AGES OF FLUID INCLUSIONS 

In both the altered granodiorite and the skarn, we 
found significant concentrations of three of the five 
types of fl. uid inclusions and very sparse occurrences of 
one of the others previously recognized by Nash and 
Theodore (1971) in and near the east ore body at Cop
per Canyon. We summarize briefly in table 23 data 
from the four types of inclusions found in our study of 
rocks in and near the west ore body. 

Textural relations suggest liquid-rich inclusions re
flect both primary and pseudosecondary, and definitely 
secondary origin relative to their host minerals. The 
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FIGURE 29.-Log-frequency distributions of elements from analyses of soil above the skarn. Data from tables 19-21. 

TABLE 23.--Summary table showing ranges of homogenization 
temperatures measured for the different types of inclusions 

[Gar, garnetite; Di, diopside rock; Ta, tremolite-actinolite rock; Mic. secondary-mica-rich 
rock; Gd, altered granodiorite] 

Fluid-inclusion 
type1 

II 

III 

IV 

Relative 
abundance 

Common 

do. 

do. 

Rare 

Host 
rock 

Gar 
Di 
Ta 
Mic 
Gd 
Ta 
Mic 
Gd 
Gar 
Di 
Ta 
Mic 
Gd 
Gd 

Age Range of 
relative to filling temp. 

host mineraP (°CI 

S;PPS 161-565 
PPS 337-510 
PPS 202-412 
S;PPS 202-515 
S;PPS 249-490 
PPS 332-503 
S;PPS 317-530 
S;PPS 337-590 
PPS 219-337 
S;PPS 215--425 
PPS 205--400 
S;PPS 208-396 
S;PPS 186-317 
s 345 

1 1, liquid-rich; II, gas-rich; III, halide-bearing with low gas volumes; IV, same as type III 
but also with optically recognizable liquid C<h at 25°C. 

28, secondary; PPS, primary-pseudosecondary. 

repeated opening and rehealing of the rocks on a mic
roscopic scale in a high temperature hydrothermal en
vironment yields exceedingly complex and overlapping 
parageneses among populations of inclusions. This is 
especially true in quartz, less so in andradite (see 
Roedder, 1971 and Moore and Nash, 1974 for addi
tional descriptions of fluid inclusions in other porphyry 
districts). At Copper Canyon, many liquid-rich inclu
sions occur in andradite in three textural associations: 
(1) isolated, relatively large (15-40 JLm) angular inclu
sions in the core areas of crystals without visible traces 
of any related planar features (fig. 32); (2) local con
centrations of angular inclusions generally oriented 
with their long dimensions at right angles to the traces 
ofthe andradites' growth lines; and (3) swarms of small 
( < 10 JLm) ovoid to ellipsoid inclusions with their long 
axes parallel to the traces of growth lines. We suggest 
each of these three types of associations reflects trap
ping of fluid very close in time to the primary growth 
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EXPLANATION 
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.......... 
Range in analytical values for soil sam-

ples from an unmineralized area of the 
Pumpernickel Formation 

--i 
Concentrations less than lower detection 
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[;! 
Percent frequency less than lower detec

tion limit 

Note: Where bar is broken, number at 
top of bar is frequency in percent 

FIGURE 29.-Continued. 

of the andradites. Elsewhere, Tugarinov and Naumov 
(1969) also describe some inclusions they judge 
to be primary that have their long dimensions ori
ented at right angles to growth lines in garnet. 
Textural relations at high magnification in andradite 
also suggest some' superposed generations of inclu
sions and sulfides. Some microfractures have been 
partially filled by anastomosing fingers of postandra
dite sulfides, chiefly pyrrhotite. 

The mechanism of trapping of primary fluid inclu
sions during the growth of replacement minerals in 
skarn deposits is poorly understood (J. T. Nash, writ
ten commun., 1975). This uncertainty may reflect the 
fact that the actual mechanisms of growth of the re
placement minerals are themselves enigmatic. Such 
growth can result from either diffusion or infiltration 
(see Korszhinskiy, 1964). Crystallization of most re
placement minerals, andradite for example, probably 

does not occur in an open-cavity environment. The best 
evidence for such an environment would be the preser
vation of vugs or cavities at, or along, the interface 
between skarn and unreplaced carbonate. Although 
the skarn-carbonate interface cannot be studied at 
Copper Canyon, at many other deposits where it has 
been observed and studied intensely, vugs have not 
been described. However, the late fluids in such rocks 
would tend to concentrate in any available open space, 
to precipitate late minerals, and to obscure initial rela
tions between early skarn minerals and carbonate. 
Nonetheless, at Copper Canyon the extreme fluctua
tions in andradite compositions across millimeter-size 
and smaller domains strongly suggests that crystalli
zation of andradite occurred in the presence of a fluid 
phase. We cannot determine whether or not some dis
solution of carbonate led to open cavities and preceded 
the initial crystallization of andradite and diopside. 
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FIGURE 30.-Ranges and medians from analyses for eight elements 
in (A) soil in general area of skarn (tables 19-21); (B) soil from 
unmineralized area ofthe Pumpernickel Formation, 1,500 m north 
of ore deposits at Copper Canyon (six samples); and (C) exposed 
bedrock in general area of skarn (sample group 2, fig. 25). 

TYPES OF FLUID INCLUSIONS 
TYPE I. LIQUID PLUS SMALL VAPOR BUBBLE 

The volume of vapor in the two-phase (liquid-plus
vapor) fluid inclusions ranges from about 10 to 40 per
cent at room temperature. Most of the inclusions con
tain about 15 volume percent vapor (fig. 33). All of the 
type I inclusions in Copper Canyon samples 
homogenize to a liquid when heated. The absence of 
cubic salt daughter minerals in these inclusions at 
room temperature suggests the fluids can have a 
maximum salinity of 26 weight percent N aCl equiva-

lent; high concentrations of calcium and potassium 
could go undetected, however. Some of these inclusions 
also contain a very small opaque mineral that we judge 
to be hematite. Freezing-stage determinations by Nash 
indicate salinites of2-15 weight percent NaCl equiva
lent for type I inclusions in late-stage veins in the east 
ore body (Nash and Theodore, 1971). Salinities of some 
of the type I inclusions in nearby rocks outside the 
skarn are probably relatively low because of the low
salinity chemical compositions of inclusion waters, 
which were studied in mixed-inclusion population 
made up of various proportions of type I, gas-rich (type 
II), and halide-bearing (type Ill) inclusions (table 24). 
Some of these samples contain halide-bearing inclu
sions; dissolution temperatures of their daughter min
erals suggest salinities of 32-36 weight percent NaCl 
equivalent for individual inclusions. 

TYPE II. LIQUID PLUS A LARGE BUBBLE 

Type II fluid inclusions that contain more than 50 
percent vapor by volume at room temperature are most 
common in quartz phenocrysts in the granodiorite 
(fig. 34). These gas-rich fluid inclusions generally are 
larger (typically 30--40 JLm) than the type I inclusions. 
They are less common but still prominent in some of 
the vein quartz and generally seem to be restricted to 
the immediate area of the granodiorite (Nash and 
Theodore, 1971). In samples from the granodiorite, our 
visual estimates in some quartz phenocrysts suggest 
that this type of inclusion makes up about 60 volume 
percent of the total inclusion population. A few type II 
inclusions contain a very small opaque daughter min
eral, possibly hematite, that persists beyond the filling 
temperatures of the inclusions during prolonged heat
ing tests. Although liquid C02 is not optically resolva
ble in these inclusions at room temperature, from 
which we infer less than roughly 2 or 3 molecular per
cent C02 (Ypma, 1963), crushing tests by Batchelder 
(1973) revealed the presence of some C02 in them. 
Some rare inclusions consisting of almost all vapor are 
in andradite. They are probably inclusions that have 
leaked during the preparation of the samples. Some 
~~inclusions of dry gases" found by Lesnyak (1965) in 
grossularite-andradite from the Tyrny-Auz skarn, 
U.S.S.R., are thought by him to be primary. Type II 
inclusions previously studied by Nash and Batchelder 
in the east ore body and in the peripheral vein deposits 
suggest varied salinities for the entrapped liquids; 
minimum salinities determined by the freezing stage 
for individual type II inclusions are 0.4 weight percent 
N aCl equivalent, whereas some other samples, which 
contain about 70 volume percent of the type II inclu
sions, yielded total salinities of about 11.0 percent by 
leaching methods (Batchelder, 1973). 
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FIGURE 31.-Log-probability plots for five metals from analyses of soil above the skarn. 

FIGURE 32.-Photomicrographs showing type I, liquid-rich inclusions in andradite. ad, andradite; L, liquid, mostly water; V, vapor 
bubble . Plane-polarized light. 
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FIGURE 33.-Photomicrograph showing type I fluid inclusion in 
quartz phenocryst (Q) from altered granodiorite of Copper Canyon. 
V, vapor bubble; L, liquid, mostly water. Plane-polarized light. 

TYPE Ill. HALIDE-BEARING INCLUSIONS 
WITH I.OW CAS VOLUME 

Around the skarn the most typical of the type III 
inclusions at 25°C is about 10-15 volume percent 
vapor, commonly with daughter minerals including a 
cube of halite and less commonly an associated very 
small opaque mineral. The liquid is probably mostly 
water (fig. 35A). The opaque, very small grains are 
probably hematite in type III inclusions. In addition, 
the type III inclusions from the skarn generally seem 
to include much less anhydrite and sylvite than type 
III inclusions in the east ore body. Our studies of sam
ples from the granodiorite, however, suggest that syl
vite daughter minerals are more common in type III 

FIGURE 34.-Photomicrograph showing type II fluid inclusion in 
quartz phenocryst from altered granodiorite of Copper Canyon. 
Plane-polarized light. 
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inclusions there (fig. 35B) than in the skarn. Where 
type II (gas-rich) inclusions and type III inclusions 
occur in the same samples, the type III inclusions aver
age about 10--12 ~-tm across and are generally much 
smaller than the type II inclusions. The shapes and 
optical properties of the daughter minerals in the Cop
per Canyon area, their behavior during heating tests, 
and their overall distribution in rocks have been de
scribed previously (Nash and Theodore, 1971; Theo
dore and Nash, 1973). Dissolution temperatures of ha
lite suggest salinities of 31-44 weight percent NaCl 
equivalent for brines trapped in type III inclusions in 
skarn. These salinities are about the same as those 
determined for type III inclusions in the east ore body 
(Nash and Theodore, 1971). 

Rocks with relatively large and abundant fluid in
clusions that include halide daughter minerals are 
characteristic of 32 of 34 porphyry copper districts 
studies by J. T. Nash (unpub. data). Copper Canyon is 
one of these 32 districts. 

TYPE IV. TWO LIQ UIDS PL US VAPOR AND SOLIDS 

Fluid inclusions that contain two liquids plus vapor 
and solids are very rare in the northern parts of the 
granodiorite. Most liquid in these inclusions is water, 
but another liquid phase in these inclusions is most 
likely liquid COz, as it occurs only at temperatures less 
than about 30°C. We find the type IV fluid inclusions 
only rarely in the samples of altered granodiorite 
studied. 

FLUIDS IN GARNETITE 

Liquid-rich inclusions with small gas volumes (type 
I) are the dominant type of inclusion in andradite 
within the garnetite. Tests with the heating stage on 
type I inclusions in garnet yield a bimodal distribution 
of filling temperatures (table 25). One group of type I 
inclusions fills with liquid when heated to 300°±25°C, 
and the other when heated to 500°±50°C. The first 
temperature may reflect the postandradite crystalliza
tion of pyrrhotite-chalcopyrite-quartz in the garnetite, 
and the second may reflect temperatures dating from 
the earlier crystallization of the andradites them
selves. One group of coplanar type I inclusions spa
tially associated with iron oxide-filled microfractures 
in andradite yielded filling temperatures of 161 °-216°C 
sample 0--34 7, table 25). The highest temperature re
corded in andradite is 565°C, which is estimated from 
the rate of filling of an inclusion up to the time of its 
decrepitation. Thus, the garnetite seems to have been 
affected by hypogene fluids over a temperature inter
val of about 400°C. Our best estimate of the average 
temperature for the earliest fluids to circulate during 
the growth of andradite is about 500°±50°C. 

Some generalizations about the composition of the 
early fluids associated with the crystallization of the 
bulk of the andradite may be made from the ther
mometry of the fluid inclusions. Although these early 
fluids apparently are unsaturated with respect to NaCl 
at 25°C, they may be highly saline and may contain 
significant amounts of calcium and possibly mag
nesium, which do not generally precipitate as daughter 
minerals. Inclusions made up of pure water (liquid plus 
vapor) cannot homogenize to liquid at temperatures 
above the critical point at 374°C (Roedder, 1972). 
Furthermore, the liquid-rich inclusions that homog
enize at high temperatures (roughly 500°±50°C, table 
25) have fairly constant proportions ofliquid and vapor 

FIGURE 35.-Photomicrographs showing type III fluid inclusions 
with halide daughter minerals and small gas volumes. A, In quartz 
vein that cuts skarn. B, In quartz phenocryst from the granodior
ite. Right-hand inclusion shown inB also has an opaque grain in it 
obscured by vapor- liquid interface. KCl, sylvite daughter mineral; 
NaCl, salt daughter mineral; hem(?), probable hematite; L, liquid, 
mostly water; V, vapor bubble; Q, quartz host mineral. Plane
polarized light. 
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TABLE 25.-Temperature and salinity data from fluid-inclusion studies around the west ore body 
{At 25°C; I, low gas volume+ liquid; 11 , high gas volume+ liquid ; lll , low gas volume+ polyphase daughter minerals; S, secondary; PPS, primary-pseudosecondary] 

Homogenization temperature 
Salinity 

Sample No. DDH Depth Type of Age of Number Range Mean (equiv. wt Comments 
(pl. I , fig. 3) (m) Mineral inclusion inclusion measured ("C) CCI % NaCI! 

Garnetite 

6-150 4 45.8 G' 1 PPS 3 394-426 412. Pumpernickel Formation. 
6-170 2 52. HQ I PPS 9 '327- 470e 407. Do. 
6- 170 2 52. HQ II PPS lO 30()...500e 387. Do. 
6-170 2 52. HQ UI PPS 8 263-308 280. "32-38(6) Do. 
6-167 4 51. G I s 8 279-305 289. Do. 
S-233 2 71. HQ I PPS 10 221-315 284. Do. 
S-233 2 71. HQ lii PPS 6 219-314 267. 32-38(2) Do. 
S-146 2 44.6 G 1 PPS 5 42()...479 455. Do. 
2-233 12 71. G I s 10 249-321 291. Do. 
S-201 2 61.4 G I PPS 3 385-500e 435. Do. 
S-201 2 61.4 G I s 6 266-327 294. Do. 
6-162 4 49.4 G I s 5 255-293 278. Do. 
2-232 12 71. G I s 7 244-305 269. Do. 
2-232A 12 71. G I s 12 265-377 317. Do. 
2-232A 12 71. G I PPS(?) 1 46.5. Do. 
S-212 2 64.9 G I s 4 267- 363 302. Do. 
S-212 2 64.9 G I PPS 12 414-540e 500. Do. 
S-212 2 64.9 I-IQ I PPS 3 292-308 301. Do. 
S-212 2 64.9 HQ III PPS 6 227- 337 280. 36-43(51 Do. 
()...347 1 105.8 G I s 7 161-216 191. Do. 
()...347 1 105.8 G 1 s 2 26()...296 279. Do. 
()...347 1 105.8 G I PPS 3 499-510 506. Do. 
()...398 1 121. G I s 4 23()...295 259. Do. 
()...398 1 121. G I PPS 4 51S-565e 543. Do. 

Diopside rock 

6-207 4 63.2 D I PPS 6 362-404 391 Pumpernickel Formation. 
6-207 4 63.2 D III PPS 1 425 40 Do. 
6-210 4 64.2 HQ I s 4 24()...311 263 Do. 
6-227Y 4 69.4 HQ I PPS 7 337- 510e 414 Do. 
6-227V 4 69.4 HQ II PPS 1 510e Do. 
6-227V 4 69.4 HQ III S(?) 4 215-261 240 32(3) Do. 
6-227V 4 69.4 HQ I s 6 196-297 Do. 

Tremolite-actinolite rock 

6-243 4 74.1 HQ I PPS 8 221-369 312 Pumpernickel Formation. 
6-243 4 74. 1 HQ III PPS 6 219-240 228 33-41(51 Do. 
6-257 4 78.5 HQ I PPS 6 277-400 333 Do. 
6-264 4 80.8 HQ I PI'S 13 216-390 294 Do. 
6-264 4 80.8 HQ II PPS 7 345-375 360 Do. 
6-265 1 81. HQ I PPS 7 227-412 334 Do. 
6-265 4 81. HQ II PPS 12 332-503 427 Do. 
6-265 4 81. HQ III PPS 13 216-400 301 36-40(51 Do. 
5-201 19 61.4 HQ I PPS 13 212-365 297 Battle Formation. 
5-201 19 61.4 HQ II PPS 11 332-400 390 Do. 
5-201 18 61.4 HQ 11I PPS 2 32()...327 324 32 Do. 
1- 480 1 146.5 HQ III PPS 5 205-220 212 Do. 
S-578 2 176. HQ I PI'S 7 202-300 239 Do. 
S-578 2 176. HQ III PPS 2 236-250 243 Do. 

Mica-bearing rock 

3-248 17 75.9 DQ III s 6 221-240 228 Battle Formation. 
3-377 17 115. DQ I s 16 212-440 299 Do. 
3--377 17 115. DQ 11 s 2 337-480 409 Do. 
3-377 17 115. DQ III s 2 206-229 219 31-39(2 ) Do. 
5--707 20 216. HQ I PPS 13 265-371 315 Do. 
5-707 20 216. HQ II PPS 24 317- 450 398 Do. 
5-707 20 216. HQ III PPS 9 219-382 272 36-42(41 Do. 
S-809 2 247. DQ I s 26 29()...409 348 Do.4 

S-809 2 247. DQ III s 24 246-364 298 Do. 4 

5-83 1 20 254. DQ I s 17 202-515e 336 Do.5 

5-831 20 254. DQ II s 5 451-530e 495 Do.5 

5-831 20 254. DQ III s 2 317-346 331 33-39(2) Do.'• 
8 832 2 254. HQ I PPS 7 27()...396 337 Harmony Formation. 

1G, garnet; HQ, hydrothermal quartz; D, diopside; DQ, detrital quartz. 
2e, estimated temperature of homogenization from temperature of decrepitation, or rate of filling. 
~ ln parentheses, number of determinations of the solution temperature of NaCl daughter minerals. The reported ran ge of salinity of the fluid is estimated from the solution temper-

atures by referring to experimentally determin ed stabi lities in the system NaCl-fu:O. 
4 Some secondary chlorite and carbonate that partially replace hydrothermal biotite. 
5Sample of the lower member of the Battle Formation with a well-developed quartz-white mica-potassium feldspar-pyrrhotite-chalcopyrite-carbonate hypogene alteration assemblage. 
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phases. They fill to liquid when heated. At several 
skarn deposits elsewhere, Sazonov (1962) and 
Sivoronov (1968) also determined that primary or 
pseudosecondary inclusions in garnets there are of a 
liquid-plus-vapor variety (our type I) that fills to liquid 
in the temperature interval 450°-560°C. All such 
fluids, including those at Copper Canyon, must be 
highly saline, at lease 20 weight percent NaCl equiva
lent. Other experiments also suggest that fluids as
sociated with skarn development may be highly saline 
(Kiseleva, 1968; Vidale, 1969). 

Moderate amounts of carbon dioxide in solution with 
the early fluids would produce significant effects. At a 
given temperature carbon dioxide would cause effer
vescence or boiling to begin at a depth greater than if it 
were not present, because its presence would increase 
the coefficient of thermal expansion of the trapped fluid 
(see Roedder, 1972, for a discussion of this phenome
non). We infer, however, that partial pressures of car
bon dioxide in the early fluids at Copper Canyon were 
low because of the absence of liquid carbon dioxide 
from the early inclusions in andradite. Thus, the ef
fects of carbon dioxide are probably not very large. 

Deposition of quartz in the skarn was wide ranging 
both in time and space after early andradite and diop
side had crystallized. Fluids circulated through the 
garnetite during the deposition of two generations of 
quartz, one a disseminated variety and the other vein 
quartz. The fluids in these two types of quartz seem to 
differ from each other both in chemistry and in the 
prevailing temperatures at which their inclusions 
homogenize. Textural relations suggest that crystalli
zation of disseminated quartz followed closely crystal
lization of the andradite and much of the diopside. This 
quartz typically occurs in minor amounts sprinkled 
throughout the garnetite as anhedral grains, locally 
intergrown with mats of potassium feldspar and some 
diopside and sulfides, mostly pyrrhotite. The quartz 
fills open spaces among previously crystallized euhe
dral crystals of andradite and diopside. Heating tests of 
the fluid inclusions in disseminated quartz (samples 
8--233 and 8--212, table 25) yield homogenization temp
eratures in the range 221 °-315°C for both liquid-rich 
type I and halite-bearing type III inclusions, the pre
dominant varieties. Thus, deposition of disseminated 
quartz and some of the first sulfides to precipitate there 
occurred at temperatures roughly 200°C less than the 
temperatures associated with the onset ofthe crystalli
zation of andradite. In addition, the chemistry of the 
fluids changed; it appears to show higher concentra
tions of sodium during the disseminated quartz stage, 
and possibly higher overall salinities, than during the 
andradite stage. Approximate salinities of the type III 
inclusions in disseminated quartz, measured from the 

solution temperatures of halite daughter minerals, are 
32r-43 weight percent N aCl equivalent (table 25). A 
major unknown, however, is the concentration of cal
cium in the fluids during crystallization of andradite in 
the skarn. 

Some of the continued changes in the physical and 
chemical environment of the skarn are reflected by 
fluids associated with quartz-pyrrhotite-epidote veins, 
which contain minor potassium feldspar and tremolite 
(sample 8--170, table 25). A vein of this type cuts garne
tite near the northern fringe of the west ore body, and 
it also contains minor amounts of secondary carbonate 
and hematite. Abundant swarms of type I, II, and III 
inclusions with extremely complex and overlapping re
lations among planar alinements of inclusions typify 
the quartz of this vein. These inclusions appear re
markably similar to those in the granodiorite. Very 
wide ranging homogenization temperatures and phase 
proportions for type I and II inclusions, from 327° to 
4 70oC and from 300° to 500°C, respectively, typify 
these inclusions. Type II inclusions, the gas-rich ones, 
homogenize in most cases to vapor, but some 
homogenize to liquid. The halide-bearing type III in
clusions homogenize to liquid at somewhat lower 
temperatures, 263°-308°C. The liquid-rich type I inclu
sions, whose liquid-vapor proportions are fairly con
stant in small volumes of the polished chips, 
homogenize to liquid at temperatures of about 400°-
4200C. From this we infer that the fluids associated 
with the deposition of some postandradite quartz in 
veins were boiling at approximately these tempera
tures. These homogenization te1nperature data also 
suggest a local influx of hot, low-density fluids circu
lated through the skarn as some veins opened after 
part of the disseminated quartz had already crystal
lized in the skarn. 

Heating experiments on many type III inclusions in 
quartz from the skarn repeatedly yielded filling temp
eratures less than the dissolution temperatures of the 
included halite daughter minerals. Although Roedder 
(1972) notes that such behavior may reflect non
equilibrium during the experiment because of differ
ences in the rates of solubilities between inclusion 
walls and daughter minerals, the long duration (4-5 
hours) of many of our tests suggests to us that equilib
rium was maintained. Perhaps as Roedder further 
suggests, the dissolution temperature of the daughter 
mineral may be a better approximation of these inclu
sions' trapping temperatures. For example, in sample 
8--212 (table 25) six type III inclusions filled with liquid 
(the vapor bubble disappeared) in the range 227°-
3370C, whereas the dissolution temperatures of their 
included halite daughter minerals were 280°-360°C. 
Alternatively, as pointed out by J. T. Nash (written 
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commun., 1975), a large part of the difference between 
the measured filling temperatures and the measured 
dissolution temperatures may reflect a pressure effect. 
However, not all of the difference between these two 
temperature measurements can be accounted for by 
elevated pressure at the time the inclusions formed. 
For example, one inclusion yields a 66°C temperature 
difference between the dissolution temperature of aha
lite daughter mineral and its homogenization tempera
ture to a liquid. A pressure of about 700 bars would be 
required for such a difference if the fluid had a salinity 
of about 30 weight percent NaCl equivalent (Lemmlein 
and Klevtsov, 1961). This large a pressure during 
metallization was not likely at Copper Canyon (Nash 
and Theodore, 1971). 

FLUIDS IN DIOPSIDE ROCK 

Fluids that circulated through diopside rock during 
early crystallization of the skarn could not be sampled 
adequately. The generally small size of inclusions in 
diopside restricted significantly the number of inclu
sions available to us for heating tests. As a result, only 
a few tests were made with the heating stage on three 
samples from this metamorphic zone (samples 6--207, 
6--210, and 6--227V, table 25); only one represents 
primary-pseudosecondary inclusions in diopside. The 
most common inclusion in diopside is of the liquid-rich 
type I variety; the six inclusions tested homogenized to 
liquid over the range 362°-404°C. One determination 
of a halide-bearing inclusion in diopside yielded a fil
ling temperature of 425°C, the highest such tempera
ture recorded for a type III inclusion during our study. 
Salinity, measured as before, was about 40 weight per
cent N aCl equivalent. These data again suggest that 
highly saline hot fluids were involved in the crystalli
zation of early minerals in the skarn. 

Fluids representing several different stages of the 
skarn's mineralization history were entrapped by 
primary-pseudosecondary and secondary inclusions in 
quartz-pyrite veins, which also contain minor tremo
lite and epidote and which cut diopside-pyrrhotite rock. 
Millimeter-wide alteration rinds around the quartz
pyrite veins are made up of epidote and pyrite. Liquid
rich type I inclusions that we judge to show primary
pseudosecondary relations with the host vein quartz 
yield homogenization temperatures from 337° to 510°C 
(sample 6--227V, table 25). In addition, these inclusions 
typically contain wide-ranging proportions of vapor at 
25°C. Type II inclusions homogenize to vapor at ap
proximately 500°C. The fluids associated with these 
quartz-pyrite-tremolite-epidote veins probably were 
boiling at temperatures of about 350°C, based on the 
homogenization temperatures of type I inclusions, 
which have roughly uniform vapor proportions in very 

small volumes of vein material. Some presumably late 
fluids that homogenize in the temperature range 
196°-297oC also circulated through these rocks. Al
though the early fluids associated with the quartz
pyrite-tremolite-epidote veins seem to reflect deposi
tion temperatures slightly lower than those of the 
quartz-epidote-pyrrhotite veins that cut garnetite, the 
fluids associated with both veins seem to have been 
boiling. 

FLUIDS IN TREMOLITE-ACTINOLITE ROCK 

Our attempts to assess the physical and chemical 
conditions of the fluids circulating through the 
tremolite-actinolite zone during its crystallization are 
based primarily on tests with the heating stage on 
rocks from seven localities (table 25). They include 
rocks from both the Pumpernickel and Battle Forma
tions. Those from the Battle Formation include some 
beneath the ore body (sample 5--201, loc. DDH-19, 
table 25), and some 380m north of the ore body (sample 
1-480, loc. DDH-1). In contrast with the tremolite
actinolite rocks of the Pumpernickel Formation, in 
which the sedimentary fabric has been obliterated, the 
tremolite-actinolite-bearing rocks of the Battle Forma
tion still retain some relict detrital clasts. 

Tests with the heating stage yield very wide ranging 
filling temperatures for inclusions from this metamor
phic zone. Inclusion types I and III fill in the 200°-
4000C range; type II inclusions fill at somewhat higher 
temperatures, about 330°-500°C (table 25). These data 
suggest probably repeated trapping of fluids at any 
given locality within the zone as the rocks opened and 
closed to fluid circulation. There also may have been 
some necking and thermal resetting of the earliest in
elusions to be trapped there. The highly variable vapor 
fractions in inclusions throughout these rocks suggest 
that the fluids there were boiling during much of their 
recrystallization. The fluids associated with these 
tremolite-actinolite-bearing rocks peripheral to the 
garnetite seem to be similar to those in the quartz
pyrrhotite-epidote veins that cut garnetite. 

FLUIDS IN MICA-BEARING ROCK 

The fluid inclusions from six mica-bearing rocks 
peripheral to the tremolite-actinolite zone were studied 
(table 25). Three samples are from the Battle Forma
tion below the Golconda thrust west of the Virgin fault, 
one is from the Harmony Formation below the Gol
conda and west of the Virgin fault, and two are from 
the Battle Formation just east of the Virgin fault. Hy
drothermal biotite is the dominant mica in five of these 
six rocks, although it is slightly altered to chlorite and 
carbonate in two (table 25). The sixth sample (5--831) 
has abundant hydrothermal white mica and associated 
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potassium feldspar, pyrrhotite, chalcopyrite, and some 
carbonate. We will discuss first the rocks with rela
tively abundant hydrothermal biotite. 

Our microscopic examinations of rocks from the bio
tite zone, the lowest prograde metamorphic rocks 
around the skarn, suggest that the fluids present when 
this zone developed were boiling and at times saline. 
Tests with the heating stage on secondary inclusions in 
detrital quartz clasts and primary-pseudosecondary in
clusions in hydrothermal quartz yield the following 
ranges in filling temperatures: type I, 265°-440°C; type 
II, 317°-480°C; and type III, 219°-382°C. Salinities of 
type III inclusions are inferred to have been in the 
range 31- to 39-weight-percent NaCl equivalent, de
termined from the dissolution temperatures of NaCl 
daughter minerals and referral to the system NaCl
fuO (Sourirajan and Kennedy, 1962). As we pointed 
out above, however, some of these samples tested in
clude some chlorite and carbonate that seem to be 
younger than the biotite. Nonetheless, we see no nota
ble difference in the overall filling temperatures meas
ured in chlorite-free versus chlorite-bearing biotitic 
rocks this suggests to us that the bulk of our data, 
even in the chlorite-bearing rocks, probably reflects the 
biotitic or potassic alteration that surrounds the skarn. 
For example, sample 8--809 (table 25) is probably rep
resentative of thermal conditions in the rocks during 
potassic alteration; its type I inclusions fill when 
heated to between 290° and 409°C (348oC mean), and 
its type III inclusions fill at lower temperatures, 246°-
3640C (298°C mean). A reasonable estimate is that the 
fluids were boiling largely in the 350°-360°C interval, 
or roughly at the same temperatures indicated in the 
east ore body (Nash and Theodore, 1971). 

Some of the highest filling temperatures measured 
at Copper Canyon are from a sample from the lower 
member of the Battle Formation (sample 5-831, table 
25). The rock contains a quartz-white mica-potassium 
feldspar-pyrrhotite-chalcopyrite-carbonate alteration 
assemblage. As in the other mica- and tremolite
bearing rocks that enclose the skarn the fluids !n this 
rock apparently were boiling. Maximum filling tem
peratures, although problematical, are estimated at 
515°C and 530°C for type I and type II inclusions, re
spectively. The mean temperatures of filling measured 
for type I and type III inclusions are lower, 336°C for 
type I and 331 oc for type III. Type II inclusions, how
ever, fill on the average at temperatures of about 
495°C, significantly higher than the other types. We 
are not sure why the gas-rich inclusions tend to have 
very high filling temperatures, but it may involve 
trapping of some low-density fluid above the boiling 
curve (see Roedder, 1967, fig. 12.2). In fact, most of the 
gas-rich inclusions around the skarn have filling tern-

peratures significantly higher than those recorded in 
coexisting liquid-rich inclusions of the halide-bearing 
variety (type III, fig. 36). Most of these gas-rich inclu
sions were observed and their filling temperatures 
measured in samples from the altered granodiorite. 

FLUIDS IN THE ALTERED GRANODIORITE 

Studies with the heating stage were conducted on 
six rocks obtained from three drill holes into the 
granodiorite; two of the rocks studied include promi
nent veins that cut the granodiorite (BM-71, BM-
224V; table 26). Secondary type I inclusions are fair
ly common in quartz phenocrysts in the altered 
granodiorite, as are primary-pseudosecondary type I 
inclusions in the quartz-sulfide veins of many different 
sizes and orientations that cut the granodiorite. Filling 
temperatures on a few secondary type I inclusions in 
plagioclase phenocrysts were also determined (sample 
BM-220, table 26). The type I inclusions in the 
granodiorite have an exceptionally wide range of fill
ing temperatures, 249°-490°C; their filling tempera-
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fluid inclusions. 
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tures, however, generally are between those of type II 
and type III inclusions in the same samples. 

Gas-rich type II inclusions are very common in igne
ous and vein quartz in the granodiorite. Within small 
volumes of rock they dominate the inclusion popula
tion. Tests of type II inclusions with the heating stage 
yielded filling temperatures of 342° to 590°C in quartz 
phenocrysts from the granodiorite. Heating tests con
ducted on similar inclusions in quartz veins that cut 
the granodiorite (BM-71 and 224 V) yielded about the 
same results (337°-550°C, table 26). Although there is 
some overlap in the temperatures of filling of type I 
and II inclusions in the granodiorite, on the whole, the 
two types have significantly different filling tempera
tures. The filling temperatures for type II inclusions in 
the granodiorite are close to the primary type I inclu
sions in andradite described above (table 25). These 
gas-rich inclusions in the granodiorite yield the high
est filling temperatures measured in the Copper Can
yon area. Moreover, these filling temperatures proba
bly represent minimums because of the difficulty of 
resolving optically the precise merger of an expanding 
vapor bubble with an inclusion's wall. Calculated 
temperatures of 510°-550°C were obtained by Batchel
der (1977) from o18Q COmpositionS of primary quartz 
and biotite from the granodiorite. 

Type III inclusions from the granodiorite, the 
halide-bearing ones with relatively low gas volumes, 
have filling temperatures from 186° to 317oC (table 26). 
This temperature interval was typical of this type of 
inclusion throughout the study area (fig. 37). Most 
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FIGURE 37.-Calculated isotopic compositions of water in isotopic 
equilibrium with quartz, biotite, and tremolite at inferred temper
atures of crystallization at Copper Canyon. Range of calculated 
isotopic compositions of water in isotopic equilibrium with hy
drothermal biotite at Bingham, Utah; Ely, Nev.; and Santa Rita, 
N.Mex.; determined by Sheppard, Nielsen, and Taylor (1971); and 
range of composition of water in isotopic equilibrium with normal 
magmas (H. P. Taylor, Jr., 1974). 

striking, however, is the fact that all of the filling 
temperatures of type III inclusions in the granodiorite 
are less than those of type II inclusions. It thus is criti
cal to establish the time of the generation of gas-rich, 
type II inclusions relative to other events in the 
granodiorite, and to keep in mind that final emplace
ment of the granodiorite probably occurred after the 
bulk of the anhydrous andradite and diopside had crys
tallized in the skarn, as described above. 

TABLE 26.-Temperature and salinity data from fluid inclusions in the altered granodiorite of Copper Canyon 
[At 25''C; I, low gas volume+ liquid; II, high gas volume+ liquid; III. low gas volume +halide daughter minerals; IV, liquid CCh bearing; S, secondary; PPS. primary-pseudosecondary] 

Homogenization temperature 

DDH Depth Type of Age of Number 
Sample No. !pl. 1, fig. 3) !meters> Mineral' inclusion inclusion measured 

BM 224 43.6 PQ I s 7 
II s 9 
III s 5 

BM 217 62.1 PQ I s 3 
II s 7 
III s 6 

BM 231 97.6 PQ II s 6 
III s 7 

BM 71 3981 216. HQ I PPS 2 
II PPS 7 
III PPS 10 

BM 60 981 116. PQ I s 8 
II s 7 
III s 5 
IV s 1 

BM 220 21 83. ~~ I s 5 
I s 5 
II s 5 

BM 224V 43.6 HQ I PPS 2 
II PPS 
III PPS 

'PQ. phenocrystic quartz; HQ, hydrothermal quartz; Pg, plagioclase. 
2e, estimated temperature of homogenization from temperature at decrepitation, or rate of filling. 
3 DDH 981 collared about 100m south of area of plate 1. 

Range Mean 
i'Ci I°CI 

2249-490e 338 
367-510e 435 
186-238 212 
263--277 271 
350--479 427 
210--275 238 
389-500e 411 
227-289 260 
354-362 358 
337-550e 376 
20.5--290 246 
337-452 383 
342--510 411 
249-317 272 

345 
266-352 297 
275-.414 328 
393-590e 516 
288--370 329 
450--485 468 
230--272 242 

Salinity 
lequiv. wt 
% NaCl1 

31-42(21 

Comments 

Granodiorite. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 

Vein. 
Do. 
Do. 

Granodiorite. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 

Vein. 
Do. 
Do. 

4In parentheses, number of determinations of the solution temperature of NaCl daughter minerals to yield the reported range of salinity of the fluid as estimated from the solution 

temperature by referring to experimentally determined stabilities in the system NaCl-fuO. 
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Relations between silicate alteration, fluid inclu
sions, and deposition of sulfides in the veins are helpful 
in delineating the sequence of events in the granodio
rite. One of the samples ofporphyritic granodiorite cut 
by veins (BM-71, table 26) is particularly useful in 
this regard. This rock, from 216m below the surface, 
is intricately cut by many quartz-biotite-potassium 
feldspar-pyrrhotite-chalcopyrite veins that typically 
measure 0.5-1.0 em in width. In addition, the veins 
show a very slight alteration of some of their biotite to 
chlorite; there are also sparse grains of carbonate of 
probably the same general age as the chlorite. Away 
from the veins, the groundmass of the granodiorite 
contains intergrown quartz and potassium feldspar 
and interspersed wisps of hydrothermal biotite. Fluid 
inclusions are very abundant in these veins, roughly in 
the following proportions: type I, 45 percent; type II, 20 
percent; and type III, 35 percent. The type II inclusions 
fill between 337o and 550°C, whereas the type III inclu
sions fill between 205° and 290°C. Within the veins 
themselves, it is virtually impossible to establish con
vincing age relations among the different types of in
clusions. Nevertheless, some of the high-temperature 
type II inclusions in these veins seem to establish that 
they were trapped either penecontemporaneous with, 
or subsequent to, vein emplacement. Furthermore, the 
veins must have been emplaced after the surrounding 
granodiorite magma had solidified to the point where it 
could sustain brittle fracture. In addition, if these veins 
are the same age as the potassic alteration that cuts 
epidote rock in the nearby skarn, the gas-rich inclu
sions in the granodiorite must also postdate the andra
dite stages of the skarn's growth. 

When we consider these filling-temperature data in 
light of geologic evidence that relatively low pressures 
prevailed at Copper Canyon during alteration and 
metallization (Nash and Theodore, 1971; see below), 
the type II inclusions in the granodiorite must reflect a 
low-density hot fluid trapped generally under condi
tions above the boiling curve (see Roedder, 1967, fig. 
12.2). Such a low-density fluid, seemingly late relative 
to skarn development, may have evolved either be
cause of a gradually decreasing rate of water recharge 
into the system (White and others, 1971), or because of 
a violent blowout of water as the system opened to the 
late Eocene or early Oligocene ground surface, some
time after the granodiorite's emplacement. Batchelder 
(1977) demonstrated, from the 8D and 8180 ratios of 
water calculated to be in equilibrium with biotites 
(primary and hydrothermal) and by similar ratios of 
water in fluid inclusions from hydrothermal quartz, 
the mixed magmatic-meteoric character of the fluids 
involved in the final crystallization of the granodiorite 
and in the development of the east ore body (fig. 37). 

His data suggest strongly that the fluid system at the 
sites of the ore bodies was open to the surface. Thus, 
the occurrence of high filling temperatures in a deposit 
and the overall thermal decline with time for many 
sulfide silicate systems (Sawkins, 1964; Lesnyak, 1965; 
Rye, 1966; Kelly and Turneaure, 1970) alone are not 
sufficient evidence to fix the inclusions' times of trap
ping, mainly because the volume of water available to 
transfer heat from the intrusion and rapid pressure 
variations produced by opening and closing of channels 
to the surface are important additional variables. 

DISCUSSION 
BAROMETRY 

Fluid pressures during mineralization must reflect 
some combination of the stratigraphic cover at the time 
of mineralization and the degree of openness of the site 
to the ground surface. From geologic reconstruction of 
the stratigraphic section at Copper Canyon during late 
Eocene or early Oligocene time, we previously esti
mated a maximum cover of about 2.5 km and a more 
likely one of about 1.5 km (Theodore and Blake, 1975). 
Thus, the maximum pressures likely at the sites of 
mineralization in both the west and east ore bodies, 
reflecting purely lithostatic conditions, would then 
have been about 380 bars (assuming a 2.6-g/cm3 den
sity); whereas, if conditions were entirely hydrostatic, 
pressures would have been approximately 150 bars. 
Experimental studies to date have not yielded suffi
ciently sensitive geobarometers for the complex 
silicate-sulfide-fluid systems undergoing low-pressure 
metamorphism at Copper Canyon. We can under cer
tain conditions, however, obtain information on the 
pressure during mineralization in such an environ
ment from fluid inclusions by making appropriate as
sumptions and by referring to some experimentally 
studied fluid systems. 

As described, there is abundant textural evidence for 
boiling in the primary fluid-inclusion populations of 
the mica (largely biotite), the tremolite-actinolite, and 
the diopside rocks around the garnetite. Phase propor
tions in the fluid inclusions of these rocks vary widely; 
liquid- and gas-rich inclusions are abundant. We found 
that, if we consider the type I inclusions with the most 
uniform vapor-liquid proportions in very small vol
umes of quartzose rock, these inclusions typically fill to 
liquid somewhere in the 360°-400°C interval (see 
above). This relation was found both in the widespread 
mineral zones that surround the garnetite and in nar
row veins that cut the garnetite. However, the pressure 
and temperature of the boiling or two-phase (gas-plus
liquid) curve for the system NaCl-fuO vary signifi
cantly with composition (Haas, 1971). We suggest an 
overall salinity for these fluids at Copper Canyon of 
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about 20-weight-percent NaCl equivalent (see also 
Nash and Theodore, 1971); we have no direct meas
urements of their salinities with the freezing stage. In 
a hydrostatic system open to the surface, a fluid of such 
a composition will boil at 360°C anywhere from the 
surface to a depth of about 1.9 km (153 bars); at 400°C, 
to a depth of about 3.3 km (182 bars). These depths are 
based on the calculations of Haas (1971), and in part on 
an extrapolation of his data. However, his calculations 
assume neither throttling points along a vertical col
umn of brine, nor suspended vapor bubbles along the 
column. Nonetheless, the shallow depths of formation 
for the ore bodies inferred from these data are consis
tent with our geologic reconstruction of the cover rocks 
at the time of mineralization. 

These barometric considerations for rocks around 
the west ore body, exclusive of the garnetite which we 
will discuss spearately below, are consistent with the 
calculations and interpretations made from the pri
mary fluid inclusions by Nash (Nash and Theodore, 
1971) that suggest boiling in the east ore body. Nash 
also considered the barometric implications of liquid 
carbon dioxide-bearing fluid inclusions with halide 
daughter minerals, and concluded that they were 
trapped at somewhat greater pressures of about 320 
bars (Nash and Theodore, 1971). These higher pres
sures may reflect some periodic fluctuations of pressure 
in the east ore body because of the clogging of the 
channels by silica at some intermediate depths. 

The primary-pseudosecondary type I inclusions in 
andradite from the garnetite clearly contrast with in
clusions in all other rocks at Copper Canyon. The fluids 
associated with the crystallization of andradite appar
ently were not boiling; many have nearly uniform 
proportions of liquid and gas, and they fill to liquid 
when heated to about 500°±50°C (table 18). Such 
supercritical fluids must have been highly saline 
(Roedder, 1972). However, there must have been suffi
cient pressure on the fluid to retard physical separation 
of a vapor phase during the andradite's growth. If these 
fluids can be referred properly to the system NaCl
fuO, a vapor pressure of about 380 bars, close to litho
static for Copper Canyon (Nash and Theodore, 1971), 
could be maintained at 500°C (Sourirajan and Ken
nedy, 1962). From the same experimental work, we 
would also infer that such a fluid must have had a 
salinity of about 20-weight-percent NaCl equivalent. 
Most important, however, the fluid-inclusion data 
suggest that pressure in the skarn may have been near 
lithostatic during the early period of crystallization. 

Although lithostatic pressures probably prevailed in 
the environment of the skarn during its early crystalli
zation, in the east ore body, which formed after skarn 
development, fluid-inclusion relations are compatible 

with a boiling hydrostatic environment from the very 
onset of mineralization (Nash and Theodore, 1971). 
The high permeability of the intensely shattered rocks 
in the east ore body between the Hayden and Virgin 
faults (Theodore and Blake, 1975), and of the conglom
erate of the Battle Formation, may have enhanced de
velopment of a hydrostatic environment. The pressures 
at both mineralization sites, however, may have been 
at some time between hydrostatic and lithostatic, de
pending upon the time and depth of sealing by silica. If 
we assume that the two geologically distinct sites fin
ally sealed themselves at some intermediate depth 
(possibly 600 m as suggested previously (Nash and 
Theodore, 1971)), pressures may have approached 
about 270 bars in both ore bodies during their final 
stages of development. Moore and Nash (1974) likewise 
postulated an early lithostatic and a later hydrostatic 
pressure environment for the Bingham Canyon, Utah, 
porphyry copper deposit. 

Any inclusion not trapped on the gas-liquid bound
ary (not boiling) requires a correction of its measured 
filling temperature. This correction is a function of the 
pressure on the fluid at the time of its trapping. At 
pressures of 380 bars and less during the skarn's de
velopment, conversion of filling temperatures (tables 
25 and 26) to actual trapping temperatures for all in
clusions not trapped on the boiling curve is ac
complished by adding about 25°C, at most 50°C, to the 
observed filling temperatures (Lemmlein and 
Klevtsov, 1961). 

THERMOMETRY IN OTHER SKARNS 

Skarns as a group compose one of the most intensely 
studied rock types because of their commonly as
sociated economic concentrations of metals and their 
well-preserved silicate and sulfide minerals that 
formed complexly in a magmatic-hydrothermal envi
ronment. In table 27 we present a short compilation of 
the temperatures of formation for different skarns re
lated to ore deposits. Certainly some of the methods 
used previously to infer many of these skarns' thermal 
histories would now be in question (for example, the 
sphalerite geothermometer). Furthermore, we would 
have liked to compare our results to other fluid
inclusion studies of the skarn facies in porphyry copper 
districts elsewhere, but such studies are not known to 
us. Intensive study of the fluid inclusions in skarn de
posits largely has been neglected; some exceptions are 
those by Lesnyak (1961, 1965), Kissling and Pomir
leanu (1970), Elinson and Alidodov (1973), and 
Sigurdson and Lawrence (1975). Nonetheless, several 
relations seem to emerge from the tabulation. Many 
skarns apparently had a very broad thermal range dur-
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TABLE 27.-lnferred formation temperatures and measured filling temperatures of early and late stages of mineralization in various skarn 
deposits 

---·not determined; po, pyrrhotite; magn, magnetite; sl, sphalerite; gn, galena; hed, hedenbergite] 

Fluid-inclusion studies 

Temperature ec I 
Deposit Metals Minerals hosting inclusions Reference 

Early Late 

Tyrny-Auz, U.S.S.R. Mo, W 350-400 50-80 Early garnet, late calcite Lesnyak (1961). 
Do. do. 510-575 Fluorite and quartz Lesnyak (1965). 
Do. do. 240-650 Garnet, decrepitation methods Rodzyanko (1969). 

Concepcion del Oro, Cu,Au 490-500 315--330 Late quartz Buseck (1966). 
Mexico 

Ocna-de Fier, Dognecea, w 483---504 232 Early andradite, late calcite Kissling and Pomirleanu (1970). 
Romania 

Chorulch-Dayron, U.S.S.R. w 270 150-115 Early scheelite and garnet Elinson and Alidodov (1973). 
Maikhura, U.S.S.R. w 550-600 160-300 Early hed, late quartz Rakhmanov (1963). 
Lebedinoye, U.S.S.R. Au, U 430-590 Early calcite Tugarinov and Naumov (1969). 
Lespromkhozny, U.S.S.R. 890 >480 Early monticellite Sinyakov (1967, 1968). 
____ , U.S.S.R. F,Be 400-420 180-230 Early vesuvianite, late quartz Kosals and others (1973). 
South Yangitan, U.S.S.R. Cu, Mo, 450-500 225 Early garnet and pyroxene; Mamontov (1968). 

Tungsten Jim, Idaho 
Fe as magn decrepitation methods 
w 400-420 Early garnet, scheelite and Sigurdson and Lawrence (1975). 

diopside 
Kuga, Japan W,Cu 308 140 Early hed, late fluorite; Imai and Ito (1959). 

decrepitation methods 

Other studies 

Temperature ('CI 
Deposit Metals 

Early Late 

Puyvalador, France Fe as po 630 
Darwin, California Pb, Ag, Zn 550 300 

Do. do. 416,377 

Mission, Arizona Cu, Ag, Ph, Zn 800 250 
Meme, Haiti Cu, Mo 550 250 
Keban, Turkey Ph, Zn, W 700 225 
Christmas, Arizona Cu, Zn 600-650 400 
Sasca Montana, Romania Cu, Mo 525--600 
Mt. Hope, Nevada Zn,Pb,Cu 600 200 
Laurium, Greece Fe as magn, 500-600 

Zn,Pb,Cu 
Pine Creek, California w >374 
Kiangsu, China Cu, Mo >500 
Hope Valley, California Sparse Fe as po 450-550 
Linchburg, New Mexico Zn,Pb,Cu >450 

ing their hypogene stages, as did the skarn at Copper 
Canyon. Our heating tests in andradite have 
documented a minimum hypogene temperature interval 
of about 300°C, from 500°±50°C (primary type I inclu
sions in andradite) to 161 °-216°C (late secondary type I 
inclusions in andradite associated with iron-oxide
filled microfractures). Second, there does not appear to 
be any significant thermal distinction of the copper
gold skarn in the porphyry copper environment at 
Copper Canyon from some of the lead-zinc skarns 
(Darwin, Linchburg) and the tungsten skarns (Pine 
Creek, Ocna deFier, Maikhura). Zharikov (1968), in a 
compilation of the inferred formation temperatures of 
garnet in skarn, shows a 375°-550°C range by 

Method of thermometry Reference 

Wollastonite stability Watters (1958). 
Sl geothermometer Hall and MacKevett (1962). 
Fractionation of Cd and Mn Hall and others (1971). 

in sl-gn 
Garnet isotropy Gale (1965). 
Heat flow plus sulfide exsolution Kesler (1968). 

do. Kines (1969). 
Referral to garnet syntheses Perry (1969). 
Orthoclase-microcline inversion Constantinescu ( 1971). 
Referral to garnet syntheses Missallati (1973). 

Leleu and others (1973). 

Critical temperature of water Bateman (1965). 
Ying-tsuen (1966). 

Referral to silicate equilibria Kerrick and others (1973). 
Sl geothermometer Titley (1961). 

homogenization techniques, and a 380°-675°C range by 
decrepitation. However, contrary to our observations 
at Copper Canyon, he suggests that copper-gold skarn 
develops principally through the imposition of chal
copyrite (with sericitic or propylitic alteration) on early 
formed skarn. Thus, our filling temperatures of prim
ary and pseudosecondary inclusions from the andra
dites at Copper Canyon seem consistent with the temp
eratures that many others have inferred for recrystal
lization of such pyroxene hornfels-facies skarns; they 
certainly are less than the temperatures of formation 
(over 750°C) inferred for the sanidinite-facies magne
sian skarns (Winkler, 1965; Sinyakov, 1967, 1968; 
Pertsev, 1973). 
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PARAGENESIS AND MODEL OF 
SKARN DEVELOPMENT 

From our mineralogic studies of rocks around the 
west ore body, the paragenesis of principal ore and 
gangue minerals is summarized diagrammatically in 
figure 38. The petrologic data detailed above from the 
zoned skarn allow us to develop a comprehensive pet
rogenetic model that includes relations among the 
granodiorite, the east ore body, and magmatic and 
meteoric fluids. One of the most important relations 
diagrammatically shown on figure 38 is the paragenet
ic position of an apparent second generation of hydro
thermal biotite in the Copper Canyon area. Mineral 
textures in epidote rock (fig. 22) show that veins of this 
biotite cut epidote that is largely derived from andra
dite. This second-generation biotite, also partly shown 
as biotite halos around quartz-potassium-feldspar-

EARLY 

--------+------

sulfide veins that cut disseminated biotite, seems to 
have crystallized chiefly in the metasedimentary wall
rock close to the granodiorite (fig. 4). Furthermore, 
second-generation biotite, or potassic alteration min
erals, in the west ore body probably recrystallized 
along with the bulk of similar potassic assemblages in 
the granodiorite and in the east ore body. Thus, be
cause potassic assemblages in the granodiorite seem to 
be largely postmagmatic (Roberts and Arnold, 1965; 
Nash and Theodore, 1971; Theodore and others, 1973; 
Theodore and Blake, 1975), emplacement of the 
granodiorite at its present level and final consolidation 
from a magma may have occurred sometime after the 
crystallization of andradite and before the bulk of the 
ore was deposited in the east ore body. Allcock (1974) 
also suggested that skarn crystallization was followed 
by the intrusion of salic porphyries at the Gaspe Cop
per deposit, Quebec. Accordingly, a highly simplified 

LATE 

Andradite 

Diopside 
Hematite 
Quartz -------+--------+-------------------
Potassium feldspar - - - I 
B

. . (Early pervasive biotitization i!n zone 1) _j (Second-generation hydrothermal biotite) 
10t1te - -

Tremolite-actinolite -- ---- ----------
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Sphene 
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Pyrrhotite 
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Pyrite 
Chalcopyrite 
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1-- -+--
-t-==---4--------

I I 
I 
l__ 
I 
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I 
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I 
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I 
I 

environment in 
garnetite 

I Saline fluids 

?---? 

i _· --------------

I 
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I 

20 weight percent NaCI .. .. 30 - 45 weight percent NaCI 

Nonboiling Boiling 

- 500 ± 50° C in garnetite 

Dilute fluids 

FIGURE 38.-Paragenesis of principal ore and gangue minerals. Minerals commonly present indicated by solid line; minerals rarely or 
sparsely present by a dashed line. 
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sequence of geologic events at Copper Canyon might 
have been:(l) recrystallization of andradite-diopside in 
the skarn and a widespread halo of early potassic as
semblages, (2) rise of the granodiorite magma to where 

it is now exposed, and (3) growth of a second generation 
of potassic mineral assemblages partly in the west ore 
body, but especially concentrated in the east ore body 
and in the granodiorite (fig. 39). The largest tonnage of 
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FIGURE 39.-Cross section of model proposed for sequential formation of ore bodies at Copper Canyon. A, Development of andradite
diopside skarn early in history of porphyry copper system with heat supplied from deeply buried intrusion. B, Subsequent development 
of east ore body mostly after final emplacement of granodiorite of Copper Canyon. 
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ore at Copper Canyon formed in the east ore body dur
ing this second period of potassic alteration; it may 
reflect a disruption of established fluid flow in the rocks 
by the magma. We will now attempt to relate more 
fully the sequential development of sulfide-silicate re
lations within the framework of a working model of 
skarn development. 

A review of the two-end-member processes of contact 
metasomatic zonation, the infiltration and diffusion 
models as described by Korzhinskiy (1964), suggests 
that the skarn at Copper Canyon shows characteristics 
of both models. An infiltration model of skarn forma
tion proposes that physical transport of the chemical 
components needed in a skarn deposit takes place by a 
low-viscosity aqueous fluid that is moving through the 
available pore spaces. The driving force for infiltration 
would be a pressure gradient in the aqueous fluid 
(Hofmann, 1972). In a diffusion model, the chemical 
components themselves diffuse through a static 
medium along a chemical potential gradient. The 
medium presumably is also an aqueous fluid as in the 
infiltration case. The chief criterion to distinguish 
zoned infiltration from diffusion skarns is the presence 
in the diffusion skarn of solid solution minerals show
ing gradual changes in composition through the zones. 
In addition, Korzhinskiy (1964) points out that contact 
metasomatic reaction zones that are attributed primar
ily to diffusive processes are quite narrow and are gen
erally restricted to zones measured in·millimeters even 
in high-pressure and -temperature geologic environ
ments. The persistence of extreme sharp variation and 
oscillation in chemical compositions and optical prop
erties across micrometer-sized domains of individual 
andradite crystals at Copper Canyon (fig. 15) strongly 
suggests infiltration phenomena were dominant in the 
garnetite during the andradite's growth. Not
withstanding the occurrence of some infiltration 
phenomena, there are still several models possible to 
explain the present geometry of the metamorphic zones 
in the skarn at Copper Canyon. The zones might reflect 
passage of fluids during several separate stages of 
skarn growth; an early fluid may have metamorphosed 
calcite-rich beds to andradite assemblages and 
dolomite-rich ones to diopside assemblages. In this 
model, there would be no genetic tie by metasomatic 
zoning between garnetite and diopside rocks, and after 
the andradite and diopside zones had already crystal
lized, a separate pulse of fluids must be invoked to yield 
the tremolite-actinolite and epidote zones. Fluids re
lated to this pulse would have been emplaced initially 
along the outer margins of the diopside rock and sub
sequently have migrated outward from there. How
ever, we cannot completely rule out the possibility that 
some diffusion phenomena contributed to the growth of 

the skarn. 
The parageneses and symmetric zonation of mineral 

assemblages about the flat-lying skarn at Copper Can
yon suggest that some growth may have involved dif
fusion metasomatic zonation. The mineral zonation in 
the skarn is symmetrical about a roughly horizontal 
plane that bisects the main mass of garnetite (fig. 3). 
Our consideration of diffusion as a skarn-producing 
process is based on the experimental data of Vidale 
(1969). Vidale produced zoned mineral assemblages 
typical of skarns in the system &O-Ca0-Mg0-
-KC1-(±C02) at elevated temperatures and pressures 
(table 28). Each of her experimental capsules contained 
calcite in contact with a synthetic pelite, a mixture of 
muscovite, phlogopite, and quartz; she demonstrated 
differential movement of potassium, calcium, mag
nesium, and probably aluminum through chloride-rich 
fluids during the heating of the capsules. Magnesium 
moved toward the calcite, and calcium moved toward 
the pelite. The final configuration of diopside in some of 
these experimental runs, where it appears in the 
former calcite zone and where large amounts of diop
side and tremolite grew in the adjacent pelite, have 
some bearing on the geometry of mineral zonation at 
Copper Canyon. From these experimental results, we 
infer that the outer margins of diopside-bearing rock in 
the Pumpernickel Formation mark the outermost 
former presence of magnesian and possibly iron
bearing carbonate-rich sedimentary beds at Copper 

TABLE 28.-Diffusion of minerals in zoned capsules 
[Capsules treated with 0.4N KCl, kept at 600'C and 2,000 bars for 28 days by Rosemary 

Vidale. Modified from Vidale (1969)] 

Initial configuration: 

Calcite 

Final configuration: 

Muscovite 
Phlogopite 
Quartz 

Calcite 

Quartz 

Calcite-wollastonite 
Calcite-wollastonite-diopside 
Diopside-tremolite-q uartz-( anorthite) 
Tremolite-quartz-(anorthite) 

_ Tremoli te-phlogopi te-quartz-( anorthite) 
_ Phlogopite-quartz-(anorthite) 
__ Phlogopite-quartz-sanidine-(anorthite) 

Displacement: 
K -- No K-bearing minerals remain in the left half of the 

former "pelite" zone, and a high concentration of sanidine 
appears in the right end. 

Ca -- Ca-bearing minerals appear throughout the former "pe
lite" zone. 

Mg ~ Diopside appears in the former calcite zone and a high 
concentration of diopside and tremolite in the left end of 
the former "pelite" zone. 

Si ~ Diopside and wollastonite appear in the former calcite 
zone. 

Al ~ Anorthite may be present in the former calcite zone. 
H ~ H may have moved to balance the large shift of K and Ca. 
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Canyon. The first-heated fluids to arrive at the general 
level of the relatively impervious argillite of the Pum
pernickel Formation also may have promoted some
chemical reaction between the argillite and 
carbonate-rich beds. The presence of sphene through
out the diopside rock and much of the garnetite 
suggests that rather impure carbonate rocks may have 
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been their unmetamorphosed equivalents (Korzhin
skiy, 1964). 

Paragenetic relations at Copper Canyon suggest also 
that some diffusion, especially of magnesium may have 
occurred. A simplified schematic model of the zonation 
at Copper Canyon shows the sequence of replacement 
and veining we observed (fig. 40). Diopside rock of zone 
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FIGURE 40.-Schematic model of metasomatic zonation at Copper Canyon. Arrows show direction of growth of major zonal indicator 
minerals. 
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2 has grown or continued to grow at the expense of zone 
3, the garnetite (at least locally). In addition, there is 
textural evidence in the rocks that the other major part 
of zone 2, tremolite-actinolite rock, grew largely at the 
expense of diopside rock, but also at the expense of 
biotite-potassium feldspar assemblages locally in zone 
1. Unequivocal temporal relations between the garnet
ite and diopside rock are difficult to establish, but the 
few observations we have suggest some diopside rock 
must have grown at the expense of garnetite. Further, 

EXPLANATION 

Pelitic sediments 

Limestone/marble 

Metasedimentary rock 

Wollastonite-rich band 

Garnet-rich band 

Ill 
Diopside-rich band 

Infiltration skarn, 
with quartz lens 

FIGURE 41.-Progressive development of diffusion skarn at Garnet 
Hill, Calif., by reaction of limestone with pelitic sedimentary 
rocks. A, Original sediments. B, Partial metamorphism, revealing 
development of sequential mineralogic bands. C, Carbonate en
tirely consumed, mineralogic bands continue to migrate inward. D, 
Disappearance of early formed wollastonite bands. E, Conversion 
of original diffusion skarn to coarse infiltration skarn through in
teraction with magamatically derived aqueous solutions. From 
Brock (1972). 

these temporal relations are supported by the sequence 
of crystallization within the garnetite: first, andradite 
(A<i99) and some diopside crystallized; second, slightly 
more grossularitic andradite and larger amounts of 
diopside; and third, diopside, quartz, and sulfides, pos
sibly as open cavity fillings. The variable sequences of 
zonation and paragenesis alert us that all these rocks 
did not develop by simple unidirectional infiltration. 
In infiltration skarns, outer mineralogic zones are re
placed successively by inner ones because the infiltra
tion fronts must all travel in the same direction 
(Hofmann, 1972). Nokleberg (1970) illustrated such a 
uniform sequence of replacement in an infiltration 
skarn in the central Sierra Nevada, Calif. 

Geologic relations described by Brock (1972) at the 
Garnet Hill skarn, also in the central Sierra Nevada, 
are relevant to the genetic model we propose for the 
skarn at Copper Canyon. At Garnet Hill, some diffu
sion skarn apparently developed where limestone beds 
reacted with adjacent pelitic sedimentary rocks. Some 
aspects of the geometry, mineralogy, and stages of 
paragenetic evolution of this skarn body (fig. 41) are 
remarkably similar to the skarn at Copper Canyon. 
Two salient points must be stressed. First, comparison 
of Brock's mineral stages C and D (fig. 41) shows con
tinued growth of the diopside-rich band after the 
garnet-rich band had ceased to migrate outward. We 
found a similar temporal relation between the garne
tite and diopside rock at Copper Canyon. Second, con
sumption of wollastonite-rich zones early in the diffu
sion process as Brock suggests (stages B-D, fig. 41) 
may explain· the absence of wollastonite at Copper 
Canyon, if we further assume that the environment of 
the skarn at some time reached the wollastonite stabil
ity field. Among the notable differences between the 
skarns at Garnet Hill and Copper Canyon is the appar
ent growth of the garnetite at Copper Canyon almost 
exclusively by infiltration. We envision that this oc
curred when diffusion predominated in the surround
ing rocks nearby. 

IMPLICATIONS OF EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES 

Many experimental and theoretical investigations 
bear on the petrogenesis of the skarn at Copper Can
yon. The stability of andradite-quartz fluid relative to 
fugacity of oxygen and temperature suggests that a 
strongly oxidizing environment (fig. 38) may have pre
vailed during the growth of andradite-quartz as
semblages (Gustafson, 1970; Liou, 1974). From the cal
culations of Kerrick (1970) and the experimental data 
of Gordon and Greenwood (1971), we might also infer 
that the andradite assemblages at Copper Canyon 
crystallized initially with very restricted molecular 
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fractions of carbon dioxide in the coexisting fluid 
phase. Their study in the system CaO-Ab03-
Si02-fuO-C02 carried out between 400° and 900°C 
at 2 kilobars suggests that at temperatures below 
600°C grossularite is restricted to fluids contain
ing less than 15 molecular percent C02. The primary
pseudosecondary fluid inclusions in andradite fill at 
500°±50°C, and they apparently do not contain any 
liquid carbon dioxide as a separate phase at 25°C, 
suggesting a very low carbon dioxide content of these 
fluids. In addition, these fluids, rich in iron, must have 
had a high Ca + Mg/K ratio that rapidly diminished 
with the deposition of calcium and iron in andradite, 
and calcium and magnesium in diopside. Nonetheless, 
carbon dioxide may have been very important in the 
generation of the skarn. Nokleberg (1973) suggests 
that carbon dioxide from the breakdown of carbonate 
may provide a source for some of the oxygen needed to 
yield andradite with its high Fe+3:Fe+2 ratio. Possibly 
an early dissociation of mixed magmatic and meteoric 
fuO and removal of molecular hydrogen from the site 
of the developing andradite-diopside skarn also may 
have maintained the oxidizing environment that 
yielded the andradite (Czamanske and Wanes, 1973). 
During crystallizations of andradite and diopside, any 
magmatic component of these mixed waters most prob
ably would have been derived from our postulated deep 
granodiorite (fig. 39A ). 

Physical and chemical conditions must have changed 
dramatically in the skarn as it evolved. We inferred 
previously that the overall fugacities of oxygen of the 
ore-forming fluids during the ore-forming stages at 
Copper Canyon generally must have been low relative 
to those at most other porphyry copper districts. This is 
primarily because of the abundance of pyrrhotite
chalcopyrite assemblages at Copper Canyon, and be
cause this assemblage is known to crystallize generally 
under reducing conditions (see Barnes and Czamanske, 
1967). Nokleberg's (1973) studies show also that at low 
initial fugacities of oxygen a carbon-hydrogen-oxygen 
fluid will be dominated by methane and molecular 
hydrogen, both of which have been detected elsewhere 
in gaseous inclusions in andradite (Elinson and 
Polykovskiy, 1967). In the skarn at Copper Canyon, 
pyrrhotite-chalcopyrite assemblages and low oxygen 
fugacities became dominant only during deposition of 
sulfides that generally followed the crystallization of 
most of the andradite. Certainly the pH of the fluids in 
the general area of the skarn was also changing con
tinuously as the skarn evolved, possibly from an early 
slightly alkaline environment to a late slightly acidic 
one. Magnetite, common in many other skarn deposits, 
is exceptionally rare in and around the east and west 
ore bodies at Copper Canyon; it most likely forms 

under alkaline conditions (Barnes and Czamanske, 
1967). The low fugacity of oxygen in the fluids as
sociated with the crystallization of pyrrhotite
chalcopyrite in the skarn may reflect a continued re
charge of reduced fluids into the environment of the 
skarn concomitant with a decrease in the oxygen con
tent of any fluids remaining from the prior crystalliza
tion of andradite (see Helgeson, 1970). Temperatures 
were probably lower by then, probably about 
320°±40°C from our filling temperature measure
ments. Chalcopyrite has a 557oC upper stability limit 
(Pankratz and King, 1970), but the mineral as
semblage chalcopyrite-pyrrhotite is generally thought 
to reflect formation at temperatures less than this. We 
suggested previously (Theodore and Blake, 1975) that 
this sulfide assemblage may have crystallized in the 
east ore body at temperatures less than 334 oc from the 
experimental studies of Yund and Kullerud (1966). 
More recent data, however suggest that chalcopyrite
pyrrhotite may form stably at temperatures greater 
than 334°C. The assemblage chalcopyrite-pyrrhotite is 
stable to slightly less than 500°C on the CuFe-S join in 
the system Cu-Fe-S according to Barton (1973). At 
these temperatures, pyrrhotite would contain about 
48.5 atomic percent sulfur. Although we have not de
termined compositions of pyrrhotite from the west ore 
body, no pyrrhotite found after intensive study of them 
from the east ore body contained more than 4 7.3 atomic 
percent sulfur (Theodore and Blake, 1975). Such a pyr
rhotite would have formed stably at some temperature 
less than 350°C, if the rock system under question can 
be referred properly to the CuFe-S join in the Cu-Fe-S 
system. 

The fluids were certainly much more saline during 
deposition of the sulfides than they were prior to sulfide 
deposition, possibly reaching 30 to 45 weight percent 
NaCl equivalent locally (fig. 38). Although much ofthe 
pyrrhotite and chalcopyrite in the skarn occurs as frac
ture- and open-cavity fillings, most of the abun
dant pyrrhotite near the granodiorite and peripheral to 
the epidote-pyrite rock reflects a replacement of andra
dite by pyrrhotite with diopside still apparently stable. 
Lindner and Gruner (1939) showed experimentally 
that garnet can break down under reducing conditions, 
and Burt (1972b) further suggested that early formed 
silicates in skarn could exert a chemical control on 
later deposition of sulfides. 

Final consumption of sedimentary calcite, conceiva
bly together with the cessation of escape of hydrogen as 
the ore sites were sealed to the surface by silicate de
position, is an attractive hypothesis to explain the 
transition from a largely oxidizing environment (an
dradite) to a reducing one (pyrrhotite-chalcopyrite). 
Timing of geologic events around the skarn, however, 
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seems to argue against the importance of hydrogen 
build-up in such a decrease in the oxygen fugacity 
there. From our fluid-inclusion relations detailed 
above, we postulated that a lithostatic regime (closed 
to the surface) at the time of the growth of andradite 
was followed by hydrostatic conditions during sub
sequent mineralization stages in the skarn. Thus, a 
significant build-up of hydrogen around the skarn by a 
sealing of channels does not seem likely because the 
channels to the surface were most likely open when 
most of the pyrrhotite and chalcopyrite was being 
deposited. 

The experimental studies of Barnes and Czamanske 
(1967) suggest that the strongly reducing environment 
during the chalcopyrite-pyrrhotite stage (fig. 38) was 
followed by an increase, perhaps gradual, in the 
fugacities of both sulfur and oxygen during the 
epidote-pyrite stage. Chalcopyrite was still stable, but 
it was deposited in diminishing amounts. 

SOURCES OF THE FLUIDS 

The overall extent of the garnetite and diopside rock 
places constraints on any inferred source of the fluids 
associated with their crystallization, and also on the 
direction of the fluid transport. The absence of andra
dite and diopside from the east ore body (Nash and 
Theodore, 1971; Theodore and Blake, 1975; see above) 
effectively rules out the adjacent granodiorite, or some 
other geologic agent at the present position of the 
granodiorite, as the source of the skarn-forming fluids. 
If these fluids were derived from the adjacent 
granodiorite, then the Battle Formation in the east ore 
body and far beyond would have been converted to 
mineral assemblages typical of skarn. Andradite and 
diopside would have formed in this tectonic block east 
of the Virgin fault much farther than their known ex
tent in the Pumpernickel Formation, probably in the 
porous calcareous conglomerate of the Battle Forma
tion there. 

Our genetic model for the skarn must also account 
for some widespread very high filling temperatures 
(500°±50°C) centered on a tabular block of rock of the 
Pumpernickel Formation in contrast with tempera
tures of about 310°-400°C (Nash and Theodore, 1971) 
in the east ore body. We suggest much of the highly 
fractured Battle Formation between the Hayden and 
Monitor faults (see Theodore and Blake, 1975, pl. 1), 
including intensely broken rock near the Virgin fault, 
acted as a conduit for descending, relatively cool 
meteoric fluids. We further suggest that these fluids 
were than heated somewhere below the present posi
tion of the skarn near a crystallizing and rising 
magma, and that they mixed with fluids partly equili
brated with magmatic silicates (fig. 39A ). These mixed 

fluids then migrated upward largely along the Copper 
Canyon-West Ridge fault system (pl. 1 ). Initial con
tact of the fluids with carbonate to form skarn may 
have taken place just west of the main mass of the west 
ore body. It is probable that fluid flow eventually estab
lished a roughly east-west convecting system (fig. 
39A), somewhat similar to the models proposed by 
White (1968), by filtration mainly through the rocks 
where the garnetite was crystallizing. Initial studies of 
the stable isotopes 180 and D in tremolite and quartz 
from the skarn seem to confirm the isotopically light 
nature of the fluids involved in their crystallization. 

The 8180 and oD values from one sample of tremolite 
from the west ore body are +9.4 and -150, respec
tively. This tremolite is colorless in thin section, with a 
Mg/Mg+ Fe ratio of 0.90 (N. G. Banks, written com
mun., 1975), and it occurs in a 2-cm-wide reaction rim 
about a 0.5-cm vein of quartz, blue-green tremolite
actinolite (Mg/Mg+ Fe = 0.54 to 0.58), pyrite, sphene, 
and some potassium feldspar near the wall of the vein. 
The wallrock is a buff-colored diopside rock made up of 
diopside, sphene, quartz, and sparse pyrite. Fluid in
clusions are very abundant in the vein quartz, and 
their vapor proportions are extremely variable, a rela
tion that suggests that fluids were boiling during 
emplacement of the vein. Heating tests of the inclu
sions yield filling temperatures of 220° to 370°C, from 
which we suggest that temperatures of about 350° to 
400°C most likely approximated initial thermal condi
tions during the vein's emplacement. A oD value of 
-117 for water in equilibrium with tremolite was cal
culated from these data, using the hydrogen isotope 
fractionation data of Suzuoki and Epstein (1976). This 
is undoubtedly a minimum value because the actual 
oD value of these calculated waters would probably be 
somewhat greater owing to the presence of fluorine in 
the system (J. R. O'Neil, oral commun., 1975). Oxygen 
isotope fractionation factors between tremolite and 
water have not yet been determined experimentally. 
Nonetheless, we infer the oxygen isotopic composition 
of the fluids associated with the crystallization oftrem
olite from the 8180 composition of the coexisting vein 
quartz that is paragenetically the same age as the 
tremolite. Quartz from the tremolite-actinolite-bearing 
vein has a 8180 value of+ 12.2. The calculated value of 
8180 for water in isotopic equilibrium with this quartz 
is +5.3. We suggest that this value closely approxi
mates the oxygen isotopic composition of fluids during 
the vein's emplacement and penecontemporaneous 
crystallization of its tremolite-bearing reaction zone. 
At some time, then, isotopically light fluids or fluids 
probably with a meteoric component must have been 
involved in the generation of the skarn. 

The participation of meteoric fluids in the develop-
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ment of skarn is not a new idea. Ransome (1904, p. 153) 
concluded that some fluids other than purely magmatic 
ones must have been involved in the formation of the 
copper-bearing skarn in the Bisbee, Ariz. porphyry 
copper deposit: 

*** Water moving along the lower beds, say at the base of the 
Abrigo limestone, would reach the Dividend fault and the porphyry 
at a depth of over 1,000 feet below the deepest ore bodies now known. 
It would then tend either to rise, by hydrostatic pressure along the 
Dividend fault and the contact with the porphyry, or it would tend to 
sink deeper into the earth along these structures. Whether it would 
follow either or both of these courses would depend upon the adjust
ment of a number offactors, such as hydrostatic head, volume of flow, 
relative size of channels, and difference in temperature. If the por
phyry mass still retained a part of its original heat of intrusion, the 
waters would have some of this heat imparted to them and tend to 
rise. If in addition, solutions, presumably heated, were rising from 
depths below the bottom of the Paleozoic syncline through the Div
idend fault and along the contact of the porphyry and limestone, then 
there would be a mingling of solutions and localized chemical activ
ity in the vicinity of the fault and the porphyry. 

It is accordingly advanced as a tentative hypothesis that the depo
sition of the cupriferous pyrite and the metamorphism of the lime
stone, schist, and porphyry was affected by the mingling of solutions 
from different sources in the vicinity of the Dividend fault and of the 
Sacramento Hill porphyry. The principal function of the porphyry is 
believed to have consisted in supplying heat to such solutions as rose 
from great depth and in thus determining the locus of the chemical 
activity that resulted in the deposition of the ore. 

The source of the ore materials is not known. They may have risen 
through the Dividend fault from depths far below the bottom of the 
syncline of Paleozoic rocks. They may have been collected by solu
tions moving through one or more of the Paleozoic limestones on 
their way down to the locus of depositon. Lastly, they may have been 
derived from both sources.*** 

Bartholome (1970) also discusses the diverse origins of 
fluids in the formation of skarn deposits. Recently, 
B. E. Taylor (1974) inferred from the hydrogen isotope 
ratios in amphibole and in water of fluid inclusions in 
quartz that meteoric fluids may have been involved 
significantly during the recrystallization of skarn in 
the Osgood Mountains 70 km northwest of Copper 
Canyon. 

SUGGESTIONS FOR EXPLORATORY PROGRAMS 

The occurence of copper-gold-silver ore as wide
spread replacement deposits in skarn belonging to the 
Pumpernickel Formation suggests the possibility that 
other such deposits may occur in the district primarily 
in four other areas where the geology is favorable and 
carbonates are likely to occur. Areas that might be 
considered include the contact aureoles around (1) the 
granodiorite of Trenton Canyon, 10 km northwest of 
Copper Canyon (see Roberts, 1964; Theodore and 
others, 1973) and (2) the granodiorite of the Modoc 
mine area, 5 km west of Copper Canyon. This gran
odiorite intrudes rocks, locally carbonate-rich, belong
ing to the Trenton Canyon Member of the Middle 

Pennsylvanian and Lower Permian Havallah Forma
tion (Roberts, 1964). The Havallah Formation lies dis
conformably above the Pumpernickel Formation. 
Commercial skarn deposits may also have developed 
anywhere in (3) rocks within an approximately 3-
km-wide east-west-trending belt between the gran
odiorite of the Modoc mine area and the altered 
granodiorite of Copper Canyon. Gravel-covered areas 
along this belt should be tested carefully by geophysi
cal methods. Other possibilites for small but possibly 
high-grade mineralized limestone bodies are in the 
Scott Canyon Formation, east and northeast of Copper 
Canyon. 

Exploration programs for a skarn ore body in the 
district should expand beyond the recognition of direct 
spatial relations at the surface between intrusions and 
carbonate-rich wallrock, on the basis of our studies at 
Copper Canyon. Indeed, Umpleby (1916) pointed out 
many years ago that in many skarn deposits the ore 
develops preferentially on the carbonate side of 
garnet-rich rock rather than on the side of the intru
sive body. However, if our hypotheses of the evolution 
of the porphyry system at Copper Canyon are generally 
correct, then a potential target is a porphyry system 
that evolved through the development of mineralized 
skarn without subsequent emplacement of an intru
sion to present erosion levels. These targets conceiva
bly might make up a fairly large tonnage although at 
low grade, because they most likely would not have 
had many postanhydrous stages of alteration. For 
example, although the known ore in the west ore body 
composes only about 4 million tonnes, a minimum of 
about 66 million tonnes at 0.15-weight-percent copper 
equivalent can be reasonably inferred in mineralized 
skarn between the Virgin and Copper Canyon fault 
systems. Geophysical methods might be the best 
method to search for such concealed skarn deposits in 
the district. In addition, the presence of the upper chert 
unit of the Pumpernickel Formation, which acted as an 
apparent barrier to the migration of ore-forming fluids 
at Copper Canyon, should also be considered in explo
ration programs. 

Analyses of minor metals in soil around the west ore 
body indicate that gold, silver, copper, lead, arsenic, 
and possibly mercury are potential indicator elements 
for underlying copper ore in skarn, and that soil sam
ples may actually have greater concentrations than 
bedrock. However, at Copper Canyon there is only a 
very small contrast between areas over economic skarn 
and adjacent areas over noneconomic skarn. These 
areas over noneconomic skarn are of substantial size 
compared to the ore-bearing area. However, the con
trast in soils between these areas in the vicinity of the 
skarn (both economic and noneconomic) and areas 
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some distance away known to be barren is large; pre
sumably geochemical sampling of large areas should 
show anomalies in the vicinity of metallized skarn. 
However, considering the high-background halo of 
minor metals in soil around the west ore body (inferred 
to extend at least 0.5 km out from ore according to our 
geochemical sampling of rock, fig. 25), the massive 
sampling of soils needed most likely would not produce 
targets in addition to those resulting from detailed 
field mapping and interpretation. Geochemical sam
pling of soil and rock probably would not have directed 
an exploration geologist's attention to either of the 
known ore bodies at Copper Canyon. 
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